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CHAPTER 1

INTRODUCTION

I
	 Robert N. Colwell

Those who manage the natural resources of the state of California

are charged with two responsibilities that often are somewhat in con-

flict with each other:	 (1)	 that of producing, within the area for

which they have management responsibility, the maximum amount of var-

ious goods and services (food, fiber, recreation, etc.) and (2) 	 that

of enhancing, on that same area, the quality of the environment, in-

cluding its overall aesthetic appeal, and the quality of its water,

atmosphere, wildlife habitat, etc.	 There is an increasing demand that

this two-fold responsibility be fully met in California, and it is

in this respect that the use of modern remote sensing technology can

play a vital part.

As a first step toward the more detailed defining of the resource

manager's two-fold responsibility., policy decisions usually must be

arrived at relative to the uses that should be made of the natural

resources in any given area. 	 Thereafter, laws usually are made at the

municipal, county, state, and federal levels that will be in consonance

with those policy decisions. 	 Next, and also in keeping with those

policy decisions, resource management plans must be developed and

implemented.	 The making of these plans requires, in turn, the ac-

quiring of information about the resources that are to be managed--

1
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usually in the form of resource inventories of suitably high accuracy,

and made at suitably frequent intervals, so that the resource manager

will know at all times, both the amount and the condition of each

kind of resource that is present within each portion of the area for

which he has management responsibility. As will be apparent from the

studies dealt with in this report, it usually is through the use of

modern remote sensing technology that the required resource-related

information can best be derived.

Although remote sensing scientists at the University of California

and elsewhere have repeatedly demonstrated, in recent years, that modern

remote sensing technology is potentially very useful to resource mana-

gers, the actual acceptance and use of this technology tends to lag

far behind. Consequently, a primary goal of virtually all of the

remote sensing-related research that is being conducted in California

at the present time is that of gaining the acceptance and use of modern

remote sensing technology by the managers of California natural re-

sources. Consistent with that goal, the overall objective of work

done under this grant is to demonstrate, by means of specific case,

studies, that information derived from the use of modern remote sensing

techniques can lead to the development and implementation of more in-

telligent resource management measures than would otherwise be possible.

All of our case studies deal with applications that can be made of

remote sensing in California, while not excluding their application,

with suitable modification, in other states as well.

1-2
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In many cases, there is insufficient knowledge on the part of

the resource managers of how remote sensing might be applied, but

they have stated that, given one or more appropriate demonstrations

of such applications, they would then hope to sake remote sensing an

integral part of their overall resource management process. From

among the many possible cases fitting this description, only a few

are dealt with in this progress report. These "case studies" are

being performed by our remote sensing scientists on the Berkeley,

Santa Barbara, and Riverside campuses, respectively, of the University

of California.. A description of progress made to date on these case

studies will be found in Chapters 2, 3, and 4, respectively, of

the present Progress Report.

From a reading of this document it will be apparent that our

integrated project entails two major but inter-related categories of

activity: (1) Basic research, as necessary to develop, in each pro-

blem-oriented situation,^a remote sensing-derivable classification

scheme that will enable us to help the resource manager solve the

particular resource inventory/management problem that is being ad-

dressed, and (2) Applied research, as necessary to ensure that the

resource manager with whom we are cooperating in any given instance is

in full agreement that our resource classification scheme provides

him with the information that he needs in order to solve his particular

resource management problem. The applied aspect of our research is

further designed, in each instance, to ensure the transfer of this

I
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technology to the user. We consider ourselves to have been successful

in this endeavor when the user nc only understands the technology that

we have helped to develop but also accepts it to the extent that

henceforth he actually uses it, (instead of his previously-used methods),

as the information base from which to arrive at and implement resource

management decisions.

But the ultimate evidence of our success in any given instance

is to be found, not merely in the user's seeming acceptance and adop-

tion of this new technology, Rather it is to be found in his progressing

rapidly toward the time when he will routinely employ that technology,

entirely at his own expense, using our University scientists either not

at all or, at most, merely in an advisory capacity. Even by these

rigorous standards we appear to be achieving genuine success. This

fact will be apparent from a reading of the campus-by-campus progress

reports, (abbreviated though they are) which are included in this

document.

The map of the state of California, comprising Figure 1, on the

following pane, has been annotated in order to indicate the specific

remote sensing research sites, both past and proposed, of our 3-campus

project.

Because our primary goal under this NASA  grant is to bring

about the acceptance and adoption of modern remote sensing technology

by California' s resource managers, it is pertinent to highlight specific

instances in which that goal is being achieved. In our recent progress



II. RESEARCH SITES OF THE

BARBARA CAMPUS FOR:
Cotton Mapping
Green Fuel Moisture Es
Mapping Perched Water

and Soil Salinity
Predicting Watershed R
Applying to Ventura Cc

I. RESEARCH SITES OF THE
BERKELEY CAMPUS FOR:
Wildland Fuels Mapping
Turkey Habitat Mapping
Coordinated Resource

Planning

1

RESEARCH SITES OF THE
CAMPUS FOR:
Desert Planning Studie
Agricultural Planning
Avocado Production Studies

%^^^
Figure 1. Map of the State of California showing general locations of
study areas for remote sensing scientists of the Berkeley Campus (1);
the Santa Barbara Campus (2); and the Riverside Campus (3) of the

University of California..
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reports we have provided abundant evidence (including numerous fully

captioned aerial, space, and terrestrial photographs) that fuel

management personnel in California are now making operational use of

information which we are helping them to derive from Landsat imagery

and U-•2 photography. Documented in those reports is the fact that

California's resource managers from several agencies are using this

remote sensing-derived information operationally to determine, quite

specifically, and in detail: (a) where there are dense and highly

flammable brushfields that should be subjected to controlled burning;

(b) where there should be mechanical removal of brush, and (c) where

manual removal or chemical control of the brush must be resorted to.

Also documented in those earlier reports is the fact that such deter-

minations are being translated into action through the use of sizable

amounts of manpower and equipment, specifically assigned by the re-

source management agencies for the purpose of implementing these

decisions. In Mendocino County alone, for example, assets assigned for

this purpose include 17 full time employees, 17 part time employees,

and 2 bulldozers, plus the necessary brushrakes, drill seeders, ferti-

lizer and seeds to rehabilitate areas following brush removal.

In the present progress report the photographic documentation

pertain-, t primarily (but not exclusively) to a totally different aspect

in which remote sensing technology is being both accepted and trans-

lated into action by the resource managers, viz. the transplanting of

wild turkeys (See Chapter 2', Part 2). As indicated by the photographic

1-b
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illustrations and the supporting text in that part of cur report the

following degree of acceptance and adoption of modern remote sensing

technology by a user agency already has been brought about through our

close cooperation with personnel of the user agency, -- in this case

the California Department of Fish and Game: (1) the identification

(from a computer assisted analysis of Landsat digital data of a 2

million acre wildland area) of unoccupied potential habitat sites in

which conditions are highly suitable for the transplanting of wild

turkeys; (2) the selection of one of these areas, the "Potter Valley"

site, as the one in which transplanting would first be attempted; (3)

the trapping of wild turkeys of the variety most suitable for that

site, based on a more detailed remote sensing-aided analysis of the

site, and (4) the actual transplanting of 19 wild turkeys in that

site during February of this year. Both the user agency and the

U.S. Fish and Wildlife Service have indicated a desire to expand and

support future phases of this program.

It i.s.our intent to feature, in future progress reports, other

examples of the highly meaningful and beneficial acceptance of modern

remote sensing technology by resource managers in the state of

California, brought about largely through our efforts under this

NASA-funded grant. The following are 4 such examples of our work that

are now nearing the "technology acceptance" phase, in the fullest

meaning of that term: (1) the selection of sites, from remote

sensing-derived information, that are best suited to forest regenera-

1- 7
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Lon by artificial means, followed by the actual planting of trees

by resource managers in those sites; (2) the selection of sites, from

remote sensing-derived information, where flood control structures are

urgently needed, followed by the actual building of such structures

at those sites; (3) the selection of sites, from remote sensing-derived

information, wherein it is both necessary and feasible to remedy

agricultural crop production problems arising from perched water tables

and/or high soil salinity, followed by the actual taking of that

remedial action, and (4) the monitoring, by means of remote sensing,

of increasing avocado acreage and avocado production throughout southern

California, resulting in regulatory action being taken by the concerned

agencies.

In these and numerous other examples, (just as in the ones

that we already have featured in our progress reports) we soon will

be able to document the rapid progress that is being made toward

another, associated goal of ours under this NASA grant, viz. that of

having the resource managers with whom we have been working during any.

particular "demonstration" phase progress to the fully "operational"

phase in which they will use entirely their own funds and personnel

to derive the necessary information from data acquired by means of

remote sensing.

As in our previous progress reports we include in this one a

chapter dealing with "Special Studies", (Chapter 5). In this instance



the special study reported upon consists of a discussion of some

important remote sensing concepts that have been developed and/or

tested under our present NASA grant.

This progress report concludes with a summary (Chapter 6) both

of work accomplished during the past year by our 3-campus groups, (as

reported upon in the preceding 5 chapters), and of the work which

each campus proposes to perform during the coming year.

1-9
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CHAPTER 2

NORTHERN CALIFORNIA STUDIES

1.0	 INTRODUCTION

This chapter constitutes an annual report on the investigations being

carried out in Mendocino County, California (Figure 1) by personnel of the

Remote Sensing Research Program, University of California, Berkeley Campus.

These investigations deal with the use of modern remote sensing techniques

as an aid in the mapping of wildland fuels (Part 1) and of wild turkey habi-

tat (part 2). The objective of both these mapping efforts is threefold:

first to provide regional information from which management priorities can

be set, second to provide area-specific information from which management

plans can be developed and implemented, and third to familiarize wildland

managers with the application of modern remote sensing technology to their

data gathering needs.

It must be stressed that the successes to date of this applications

oriented research are due to the close working relations that have been devel-

oped over the past three years between the remote sensing specialists from

the Berkeley Campus and the various land management personnel from Mendocino

County. This interaction is vital because of the iterative nature of the

research: the more the land managers work with the remote sensing derived

information set, the more they become aware of its strengths and limitations;

and the more the remote sensing specialists work with the land mangers the more

they become aware of the "real world" constraints that are placed upon govern-

ment agencies. One important net result of this interaction is that it

2-1
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Figure 1. Location of Mendocino County in northern California. Investiga-
tions are being carried out here by personnel of the Remote
Sensing Research Program, University of California, Berkeley
Campus to demonstrate the usefulness of remote sensing derived
information for planning and implementing fuel management plans
(Section 2) and mapping wild turkey habitat (Section 3).

r
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permits remote sensing scientists to modify their products to better meet

the managers' information needs.
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PART I

FUEL MAPPING IN RELATION TO
THE MANAGEMENT OF BRUSHLANDS
AND TIMERLANDS IN CALIFORNIA

2.1	 INTRODUCTION

2.1.1 HISTORICAL PERSPECTIVE

In February 1976, the Mendocino County Board of Supervisors, recogniz-

ing the need for a comprehensive fuel management plan, established the Fuel

Control and Brush Range Management Committee (FMC). The primary mission of

this committee, with representatives from county, state, and federal agencies,

and private landowners, has been to develop and implement a fuel management

plan in pilot areas throughout the county. The primary objective of fuel man-

agement in this area is to break up large homogeneous fields of brush into

smaller brush-grassland mosaics. In this way, not only are fire hazards re-

duced, but "edge effect" around brush fields is increased so as to provide

more shelter and forage for wildlife and domestic animals. In addition, soil

stability is improved if stands of grass can replace the decadent brush.

Personnel from the Remote Sensing Research Program (RSRP) of the Uni-

versity of California's Berkeley campus, with the support of NASA's Office

of University Affairs, have acted as technical advisors to the FMC since its

inception. From the start it was recognized that some form of remote sensing

data, in combination with other forms of ancillary data, would be needed as

a base from which a management plan could be developed. Information acquired

by means of remote sensing was needed because it was the type which could

^a
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be Cl) efficiently gathered for extensive inaccessible areas of the type en-

countered in much of Mendocino County, and (2) easily manipulated to meet

both primary and secondary objectives relating to fuel management.

As a result of our effort in 1976-77, the wildland fuels present in

the northeastern quarter of Mendocino County (see Figure 2) were mapped through

the use of computer assisted analysis of Landsat digital data (Benson, et al,

1977). In addition property ownership boundaries that had been compiled by

County personnel were overlaid on the fuel map to assist in fuel planning ac-

tivities.

2.1.2 OBJECTIVES OF 1978-1979 CONTRACT PERIOD

Based on the success of this mapping effort, the FMC decided that it

would be highly desirable to expand the fuel mapping to include the southeast-

ern quarter of the County (Figure 2) with the aid of classified Landsat MSS

data. A complete description of the classification procedure that was used

is given in Section 2.2. The new study area extended south of the 1977 study

area and was bounded on the east and south by the County boundary and on the

north and west by the Russian River watershed boundary. The resulting clas-

sification products, both pictorial and tabular, are now being given to the

appropriate fuel specialists in the FMC for evaluation. These most recent

output products differed from those prepared last year in that a property own-

ership map was not overlaid on the fuel map. Although there is a need for

property overlays in the preparation of fuel management plans, the manual

compilation of such a map for the extensive area of the study site from County

records would have been prohibitively expensive. In addition, during this

compilation process so many changes in the ownership patterns would have

141
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Figure 2. ,Location of the 476,000 acre . nortlreastern
study area and the 353,300 acre southeastern
study area in Menuocino County, California.
The distribution of wildland fuels within these
two areas was mapped through the use of computer -
assisted analysis of Landsat - 2 i1SS data in 1977
and 1978 respectively by personnel of the Remote
Sensing Research Program.
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trred that the resulting map would have been outdated before it was pub-

lished. Therefore, property ownership maps will be prepared for smaller ,sub-

areas within the larger study area in conjunction with the develo pment of fuel

management plans. In place of the property ownership overlay , a geographic

grid based on the Universal Transverse Mercator (UTM) grid was overlaid on

the fuels map. The UTM grid was selected because (1) it is easy to construct,

(2)it is a square grid and hence all grid units are of the same size,

(3)it is present on all U.S. Geological Survey map sheets, and (4) it is

compatible with Landsat and other gridded and polygon data bases.

2.2	 CLASSIFICATION OF THE SOUTHEASTERN STUDY AREA WITH LANDSAT-2 MSS DATA

The goal of the classification procedure was to produce a wildland fuels

map for the southeastern study area from Landsat digital data. The output

/	 products were to be in a format that could be easily used by field personnel

for making important management decisions, e.g. where to modify vegetation

and where to locate fuel breaks within their respective jurisdictions. The

output was to include: (1) a pixel-by-pixel classification map of all fuel

classes, (2) a pixel-by-pixel classification map of selected fuel classes which

represent particularly hazardous conditions, (3) an estimate of the acreage

of each fuel type within the study area and (4) a UTM grid overlay for each

map.

The transformation of raw Landsat digital data into major fuel types

was accomplished using a "mixed" classification procedure. This approach uses

a systematic sample of Landsat data from which statistical training models

are automatically developed that describe all vegetation and ground conditions

within the study area. These models are ixVut to a maximum likelihood
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classifier which calculates the statistics for each Landsat pixel and assigns

it to the training model class to which it is most similar. The final clas-

sification is written on magnetic tape for transformation into various output

products.

The following paragraphs give a complete description of the five major

tasks required in the mixed classification procedure as it was applied to the

expanded study area: scene selection, preprocessing of Landsat and ancillary

data, training selection, classification, and producing output products.

Most of the details gilten below are specific to Cl) the RSRP interactive dis-

play system which preprocesses the Landsat data, assists in training selection,

and produces the final output products, (2) the Lawrence Berkeley Laboratory's

(LBL) CDC 7600/6600 computer system which performs the major training and

classification computations, and (3) the objectives of the project. With

minor modification, however, these details could be adapted to other image

processing systems and land use management objectives. They are included here

to illustrate that a potential user of Landsat digital data does not simply

order tapes from the EROS Data Center (EDC) and then expect meaningful clas-

sification results to be available minutes after receiving the data. Depending

upon the ultimate user needs, the transformation of remote sensing data to

management information usually involves many routine steps, in addition to

skilled interaction of the analyst with the data, carried out in an orderly

fashion so that the information needs are met in a cost-effective manner.

We are acquainting the potential users with these facts and procedures by in-

volving them, to an ever increasing extent, with the classification work we

are doing. The classification process has been summarized in a flow chart

in Table 1.

2-8
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Table 1. The "mixed classification" procedure used to map the wildland
fuels in southeastern Mendocino County through the use of
computer assisted analysis of Landsat-2 digital data.
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2.2.1 SCENE SELECTION
f

After the boundaries of the southeastern study, area had been selected

by members of the FMC, a geographic search for Landsat coverage of the area

was requested from the EDC. The preferred time of year for the coverage was

April through September in 1976 and 1977. Coverage from these months would

minimize extensive shadowing on the image caused by low sun angles striking the

mountainous terrain. The maximum acceptable cloud cover was set at 80 percent.

While this may seem to be an exceptionally high percentage it must be noted

that cloud cover percentages are based on the cloud cover appearing on the

entire scene and not necessarily on the area being searched. Much of the

particular Landsat scene that includes the test area was expected to include

areas of the Pacific Ocean and the coastal zones. along western Mendocino

County which are frequently covered with fog during the summer mornings but

which are well outside the test area. Hence, 80 percent cloud cover did

not seem to be unreasonable.

Upon receipt of the listing of Landsat scenes meeting the above cri-

teria from the EDC, the scenes were further screened on microfilm at the

U.S. Geological Survey mapping facility in Menlo Park, California. Scene

E-2522-18045 of 27 June 1976, was selected because (1) its overpass was close

to the summer solstice (21 June), (2) the study area was cloud free (overall

scene cloud cover rating.was 10 percent), and (3) it was within one day of the

scene used to classify the northeastern study area. The year 1976 was selected

over the more recent coverage because it was the first summer of California's

two year drought; hence vegetation and other ground conditions would appear

more normal than in the following year.

2-10
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2.2.2 PREPROCESSING OF LANDSAT AND ANCILLARY DATA

Major input data had to be preprocessed before image classification

could proceed. This involved reformatting the Landsat digital data and con-

structing a mask for the expanded study area.

Eight weeks after the Landsat data tapes had been ordered from EDC,

they were received at the RSRP. The tapes were reformatted in order to be

compatible with the RSRP and LBL computer systems. To simplify this reformat-

ting step, a 1433 point-by-875 line rectangle which covered the southeastern

study area was extracted from Quadrants 2 and 3 of the Landsat scene. Only

the data for this area, which represented 16 percent of the full scene, were

reformatted. The data were then copied to a single "test" tape which was used

in subsequent training and classification tasks.

The exact boundary of'the study area was then defined in terms of

Landsat c=odinates through a process known as masking. This process was re-

quired so that only those points from within the expanded study area would be

extracted from the reformatted test tape for classification. The five steps

used in the masking process are given below:

1. The boundaries of the southeastern study area and often agricul-

tural areas within the study area that were to be excluded from classification

were delineated on a clear acetate overlay :to a mosaic of si:Y:.IS °'minute -quad-

rangle maps (scale 1:62500). In addition, 90 control points lying either

within or immediately outside the study area were annotated on the overlay.

These points corresponded to features that could be accurately located on both

7*1/2 minute orthophoto map sheets (and subsequently transferred to the 15 minute

map base) and the Landsat image as displayed on the RSRP color monitor.

2-11
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The boundary outlines and the distribution of control points are shown in

Figure 3.

2. The overlay was photographically reduced to 3-by-3 inches so that

it could be manually scanned on the RSRP digitizer which has a geometric re-

solution of 2000 points per inch in both X and Y directions. The digitizer's

cursor was placed over each of the 90 control points, and X and Y scanner

coordinates were recorded on ma gnetic tape. Then the cursor was traced around

the perimeters of the expanded study area and exclusion areas, and the X

and Y scanner coordinates of the resulting polygons were also recorded.

3. The expanded study area was displayed on the RSRP color monitor

from the test tape. The Landsat coordinates -- point and line-- were deter-

mined for each of the 90 control points through the use of an interactive

cursor.

4. Four regression model " were run with the set of 90 paired scanner

and Landsat coordinates using a linear least-squares curve fitting program

developed by Daniel (1977). These runs were used to screen the data set for

measurement and digitizing errors and to select the best equation for predict-

ing the Landsat points and lines at or near the perimeter of the mask. The

forms of the regression equations that were used are as follows;

Eq. 1. Landsat coordinate = a + b 1 X s + b 2 Y s

Eq. 2. Landsat coordinate = a + b 1 X s + b 2 
Y s + b 

3 
X s Y s

Eq. 3. Landsat coordinate = a + b1Xs + b 2Xs + b 3Ys + b4Ys

Eq. 4. Landsat coordinate = a + b1Xs 
+ b2Xs+ b3Ys + b4Ys + b S sXYs

where a = intercept,
b = regression coefficient, and
s denotes scanner coordinate
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Figure 3. The boundary and exclusion outlines and the distribution of
90 control points which were used to construct a mask of
the southeastern study area in Mendocino County, California.
The 71 circled points were used to calculate the regression
coefficients which were used to predict the Landsat point
and line coordinates for the perimeter. The sixteen-sided
polygon was used to calculate the ground area represented
by a Landsat pixel. See text for details.
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After four regression runs, 19 points were deleted from the original

90 point data set because of apparent measurement and/or digitizing errors.

These confounding errors were attributed to one or more of the following fac-

tors: (1) inaccuracies associated with map projections of the 7'-£ minute

and 15 minute quad sheets, (2) inaccurate feature location on the orthophoto

map sheets and Landsat image, (3) inaccurate transfer of features to the

15 minute base map, (4) introduction of geometric distortion by photograph-

ically reducing the acetate overlay, and (S) errors in digitizing the control

points. Since it was not practical to correct these errors, and because a

sufficient number of evenly distributed observations remained, the sources

of the errors were not determined. A listing of the final set of 71 observed

scanner and Landsat coordinates is given in Table 2.

Based on the range of the residuals and the analysis of variance

(ANOVA), Equations 1 and 3 were selected as the predictor equations for Land-

sat Mask point and line coordinates respectively. The independent and depend-

ent variables used in , Equation 1 are listed in Table 2; those used in Equation

2 are listed in Table 3. The observed and fitted Landsat points and lines,

ordered by residuals, are listed in Table 4. The summary of the analysis of

variance is given in Table 5 along with an example of how the Landsat point

and line residuals were calculated for control Point 11.

Interpretation of the ANOVA summary on Table 5 indicates that the

regression equations provided good predictions of Landsat point and line lo-

cations. The ANOVA is interpreted as follows for a Landsat point. The total

variability associated with the two independent scanner variables (Xs and Ys)

and the dependent variable (Landsat point) is 2,240,464. Of this total, the

* Residual = Observed Landsat coordinate - Fitted Landsat coordinate

2-14
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Table 2. The listing of the 71 coordinate sets that were used as in-
put to a regression analysis to predict Landsat point and
line coordinates from the X and Y coordinates obtained from
a digitizing scanner. This data set, as listed, was used
as input for Equation 1 to predict Landsat points. Columns
2, 4, and 5 were filled with the appropriate transformed
independent variables) as the Daniel program applied in
Equations 2, 3, and 4 as listed in the text.

Independent Variables	 Dependent Variables

Landsat	 Landsat
Scanner X	 Scanner Y	 point	 line

1	 2	 3	 4	 s	 6	 7
797.00o --"-C.009 - 949..•00"- -0.0:? ' " -0040 670.000 510.000

1331.Jc0	 -0.000	 507.,22	 -0.0110	 -0000	 71C.CO0 436.4^0
2140.J00	 -0.11C2	 438.700	 -?.300	 -0.000	 981.000	 381.000
1538.300	 -0400	 336.CC0	 -O.Mo	 -0.000	 825.000	 384.090

'I	 e4000--^e4.e9o-
12do.700	 -C.COo	 168.000	 X3.000	 -0.700	 775.000	 360.303
1M1.JC0 '- -C-Q00	 42:.000	 -0.000	 -0.000	 861.000 395.000
1a92.0 ej0	 -0.00.3	 369.000	 -0.000	 -0.000 • 415.000 	 376.000
2029.31.0	 -Q.CC2	 28C.v-OQ	 -9.300	 -0.0'20	 943.000	 395.:00
2394 4130	 -0.000 1200.090	 Taco	 -9.000 1CS4.040 51 5.300
7434.000'-'+9 :02 2^47..1	 'r:.70.^--`0.'.21'-1088.0^0 --'484.700-
2114.403	 -C.C3o 1013.043	 -0.000	 -O.:CO 1013.00C	 489.300
2643.303	 0402 1309.100	 -0.000	 -0400 1163.COC 520W10
2665.004	 -O.COJ 948400	 -v.00O	 -0.040 1150400 454.000
2171.000 -- -O-000 	 598.000 - -0.000 - -o.Coo 949.000 409.300
2611.000	 -0.007	 97:.000	 -0.900	 -0.000	 983.000 485.'M

Z;57.000- 	7W@4-'960:C20	 0.19. 	 O.CC? -837.CCc -ti8s.1o0-
154S.000	 -0.000 1194.00 1.1	-0.000	 -O-COO	 863.000	 54301 0
1537.3C2 ° '-C.00O 1337.012	 O.Q'!':	 0.0f10	 890.000	 570400
1750.000	 -0.400 1264010	 -0.002	 -0-1102 94r-000 548.000
1847.J00	 -0.001 1798.:00	 -0000	 -0.:20	 957.000	 5C4.000
LAU.=	 -C.CC] 662.004	 -0.000	 -0.000 929.00: 439.40?

_%WT'.' Cz_IC.00* 116:000•---2.^M_-0.040" 261. Ole -4i2. lot, -
1S65..3YG	 -0.000	 560.0'20	 -7.700	 -0.000	 943.0..'0 	4C8.]00
MOT.230	 -0 4te !37.'00' -0.0 2 	 -O.Coo 948.000 402.100
1656.000	 -01 AC^	 566.020	 -0420	 867.000 421.090
1172.004 - -C.C.. 1834.000 	 •?.9.0	 -0020	 831.000 677.000
1202.001)	 -0.000 1943.000	 -7.000	 -0.700	 845.400C	 646.000

M25.1C7 - 	J.1:0--2.000--048.000 -751.200•
777.JC0	 -C.002 1869.000	 -0.000	 -O.000	 739.000 T01.000
LO7.O20	 -3.009 2^97.000	 ^%.00O	 -0.010	 723.000	 743.11?0
1258.300	 -^..CCO 2423.020	 r]c2	 -0.003	 891..:00	 783.200
1:44.000	 -0.000 2646.000'	 -0.000	 -0.000 403.000	 824.?AO
1057.0-20	 -0000 2790.000	 -9.500	 -O-SAO	 86s.000	 8s9.000

6'3C' ,2C7----WC 00225 3 7 - =0	 0.00O-0.000--740.000 912.110-
877.000	 -0.800 z0m3.097	 -0.0co	 -0.300	 821 .c^C	 888.000
1793.302

	

 13.000-13.000 1552.0'.0 ° -0.000	 -O-COO 968.000 6C9."o
1806.020	 -0.010 1726.000	 -0.000	 -0.000	 983.000 632.110
1752.202	 4.000 1756.000	 -0.0013	 -O-JoO	 970.000	 640.200
1723.402	 -0.003 1765.000	 -1.."O	 -O.CCLI	 964.000	 643.300

	

-t74,96200'-^.0:092'-te1T.^lC	 9.	 Coo- 9tL.000 -614..00-
1664.300	 -4.000 1909.000	 -0.100	 -2.:^0 957.000 672.000
14:4.300	 -0.000 2617.010	 -0.000	 -0.000 1065-COC 796-00
1911.300	 -3.000 28 0.:00	 -0.001)	 -4.000 1078.000	 83a.ofm
1914..co	 -4.000 2744.000	 -0.000	 -3000 107b.000 822.020
1441.433	 -0.1100 2901.000	 -0.000	 -0.300 1067.000	 as 1.090

-t996. CC:	 + r^f00'-!t59	 .000•-,1122.000-892.000-
1846.30J	 -4.000 MI.=	 -O.000	 -0.000 1046.000 785.000
1434.30*	 -0.000 2398.000	 -0.000	 -9.000 934.000	 772.100
1969.JC0	 -4.000 2700.000	 -0.000	 -0.000	 98T.000	 823.-200
1632.300	 -0.000 2777.000	 -0.000	 -0.000 1007.000	 835.000
852.300	 -C.000 3292.000	 -0.000	 -0.000 24T.000 960.000

1303.:00	 0 402 3337.000	 -0.000	 -0.000 964.000 '993.040
114L6.000	 -0.000 3629.300	 -0.000	 -0.220 936.000 1009.000

-IZ:r.^OV?--^Q:000^7923'-J2T^-1:000	 0.000 - 997.400" 106s.000-
1256.003	 -0.00' 4t1s.000	 -0.009	 -0.040 1001.200 1.98.2:13
l.ye6zoo	 -0.000 3478.102	 -9.082	 -13.820 1144.800 	 953.20"
1137.464	 -0.C•7C 3398.0-IC	 -^..000	 -0.020 1122.000	 932.000
1S6Y. 443 	•c.00O 3350.092	 -C .010	 -13.^130 11?o.Coc	 931.'CO
131:742o	 -0.040 3621.030	 -0.0co	 -0.000 11CT.e00	 9e7.]oo
142 4.3 :0 --a O'C .1 3a?0.0 CC' --C.a::--4..^.2. '114T.I= lots.=
14i7%4CQ	 -203 3944.20:	 -41.000	 -0.400. 1149.000 1092.000
1947.340' -0.000 4045.000	 -0.000	 -4.209 11d1.4ac los9.790
16Y1.u03	 -C.CCC 33::.002	 -3.220	 -0 0 .11 1057.CCC	 02.100
1490.:OG	 -04C: 3424-Cr2	 -C.JCO•	 -O.00C 1014.000	 960.100
1]90.]44	 -0 414 ,3377.000	 -0.000	 -0.:010 1C19.GCC 119'3.100

`359+.000	 C.CO^- 4514.L`00 ---^..COC- -^.040' 1602.200" SC39.' 0jO -
M19.030	 -0.000 4;61.000	 -0.000	 -0.000 1411.000 1088.300
2825.200	 -C.0^2 4454.00:	 -9.290	 -0.000 1416.000 11CS.000
2618.Cc.;	 -C.003 4541.J00	 -0.009	 -0-1.0 1420.000 1121.000
3269.300'	 -0.20? 442L.000	 -3.020	 -0.000 1s1C.cCe 1086.3CO

Lr
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'able 3. A list of the four independent scanner variables and
the dependent Landsat variables.used to predict the Landsat
line.

"'1NKMOENT VAfiIAt3LES' 	 uEPENOEhf ^^A1lIA9LES

T.960-:4EN2 6.327250+C5 8.49C0)E +?2 7.21811E+05 6.7^010E402 S.1000_EM2
1.331JC£+J3 1.36294C+C6 5.:7C0:E ► 22 2.57749E+ 137 T.1C2'!'!e#02 4.36000E+12
2.14304E+0 4.7794 E+06 4.39C^CE+02 1.91844E+0! 9.dWP£+C2 3.61000£+02
1.533.::_+C3 2.34544E+•'b 7.360::2+ 12 1.12996E 4,0S 9.25 •? f"^E+02 ?.840,:+1+^.2
1.ST7J:E h:3 2.4 741.1  M6 2.43C^0E+02 5.9049CE+C4 8.2d000E+02 3.64000E+02
1.380.':2+17 1.904+:C+^.6 1.48[""E+"t 2.•A 2241E+04 7.7S000E+C2 3.6000CE012
1.66LZx::+ 1^3 2.754'+2C+0o 4.11C:C.E+"Z 1.78094E+05 8,.61C::£+02 3.95JOCE+02
I.892J:E+v3 3.ST96,,C+06 3.690000+02 1. % 6161E+C! 9.15^CCE+C2 3.76000EM2
2.:19::1i+u3 4.11bd4E •Cb Z.VCCCE+02 7.8400-?5+M4 9.431CTS4 2 3.55000E.+32
2.394C;E+43 5.73124C606 I.::IIC.E+^.2 2.499itE+C: 1.C94COE+03 5.15000£+02
2.434J;ia*33 S.77YIi.E+06 1.[450^.E+^3 1. %92^ZE+06 1.38dCPE+03 4.84.1PCE+22
2.114,;:E ► :3 4.46967[+J6 1413CCC• +03 1.1261TE+C6 2.713 C'E+03 4.190906.02
2.643 ^5E+(i3 6.48545[+.6 1.3U54 11.'E+03 I.703?2E*16 1.163CCE+03 5.14000E+,32
2.685::: K 3 7.ZC922C+^.6 9.4EC''C£+C'. 8. W C4E+^S 1.150C"E+03 4.540"C'E+32
2.171JJc+t:3 4.713."4006 5.98:C3b+ 2 3.57eC4E+OS 9.940r.1c M2 4.Caconet42
Z. 72:::E+u3 4.Z4412C+C6 9.75CC'£+02 9.50625E+05 9.433CQE+02 4.65CO:E+12
I.452i:c+:3 3.4,SCCCE+02 7.53424E•C 13 8070CM E+02 4.65000E+02
1.54573E+G7 2.237 .3C M'b 1.1944"E+?7 1.41514E+0e ft. 1'?CCE+C2 5.43C0'.'£+'32
1.5347 ao:3 2.3485:C ►1 6 1.337CCS+C7 1.79747£+00 8.900P!'E+02 5.70103E+02
I.754.-;F+33 3.33354[+CG 1.26403E+0? 1.5°77!£106 5.40000E+02 5.4SCP^E+12
1.a47:Ct+v3 3.54C77fl+14 1.:58"V C+03 1.119.6E+46 9.5T^.0^E+42 5.000:E+42
1.dJ6:::+:3 3.51S38E+16 G.6:G::F. ►^.2 4.?42446+7S 9.293CCE+01 40004^E+:2
1.60707;•:3 Z.St12s5E--I.	 !.12616E0111 A-cSCC^E+C2 4.!203:•E••12
I.9E5::E+:3 3.641M +C6 S.b0::0E+A2 3.13 6 V E•^. 7 9.430CCE +C2 4.C8 ^07E +42
1.591 •:Jt0-:3 3. fi4d1TC •06 5.151^QE•CZ 2. 9.483CCE+02 4.C1003E+42
I+•)3 2.74234C +':L 5.L6L;i:E+'2 I -' f !S6E+35 3.57 ,2 ':E+02 4..1077E+ 73
1.171::2

0 •:3 1.37114C • I^b 1.134" 03 3.3635oE+0e 8.311 1 QE+e12 6.77030E+02
1.132Z.L ►ti3 1.444W,, E ►A6 1.943'!`£+0? 3.7752'52+16 d.411'CE+C2 6. ;60("E#-12
1.1?4^.^+:3 1.1J823C ► 1b 2.23[5^C+:3 4.572:.°+96 d.481 ,':QE+32 7.S10C:E+02
7.7700uL+JZ 643729E OOf I.369C^.E+'Z3 3.49?16E+06 T.3SCSeE+(jZ 7.0100^E+^2
6..05:Jt+J2 3.*::C"E• S 2.:ST•% 7L67 1. 4.23125E+^6	 +C2 7.43CDCE+•'1
1.1547:£+y3 1.53MAC ► vv 2.42:' E+C3 S.3?:11f+Oe 8.;j,CCE+02 7.13000E+92

1. ` 47542 •^t Z.b46^CE+ ^? T.; % 1.22 •^e %`V3 C -E+CZ 8.24J0CE+92
1.:57;^E +;,3 1.11727 [ • : 4 Z.79C• 71E+G7 T.TN41: E+:6 B.Asv-T E+02 8 . 59000E M2
6.3-1.j 32 3.44900E+?S 2.947,2AE+0? 6.4?637£+46 I.4C0C^E+CZ 8.32M^E+02
S. ITC "L ►"Z 7.691ZSf •CS Z.d:7;:[•C3 T.a96d1E+96 8.11 ,2 10E•C2 8.t8C:'0E+02
1.793:CE+C: 3.21443E+C6 1.152:[[+C3 Z.4Z W E+J6 9.68) ,20E+02 6.00000E+02
I.3CO3CL^:3 3.26164C •16 1.126^'E+'+? 2.4T9P !1 £+0e 9.137CPE+C2 6.32000E+12`-
1.75«:c •43 3..695CE+7S 1.754&J0E+0 3.*d354E «16 9.70 11 11 E+02 6.40010E+02
1.723:CE+73 2.96377£ ►Cb 1.769,1[2+03 1.12976E+Oe 9.640002 •02 6.4?0,29E•12
1.74S:,JE ► :3 3.;591:E of! 6 1.61794E+43 2.61469E+06 9.61;:'E+01 6.140.^.^.E+02
1.66+JC:+J3 2.7689CE+W6 1.90C^.E+0 :.629CIE+C6 9.571^[2+,2 6.72000E+02
1.406JrE+i,3 3.63264L+G4 2.61707E ►03 6. 049e9E+06 1. •7tSCCE+0 7.51,000E+42
1.9U	 +•?3 3.651 %'ZE+'3 I.8"OCO£+17? 7.d4'2 1!QE+^6 1.^T8C^2+03 8.3'200^E+02
1.914:.2 n:3 3.643ZE •%	 48•6 2.76OE+C3 7.63970E+06 1.076CLIE+C3 8.22000E#12
1.84170E+03 3.38948E+^E, 2.9CI 11^.E+03 8. 4 15!'% E+'16 1.167COE+03 9.31^M^E+M2
1.996:ZZ*13 3.';U4JZE+*16 3.155CCE + Q3 9.954 CZE«!6 I.I12C:E+03 8.92001E+12
1.846Jvc+G3 3.43712E+cb I-S51C7E+17 e.5 1376LIE0 136 1.C46C0E+03 7.35013(1E+02
1.433)^t+:3 2.36784E+Ju 2.3940E+03 5.75 ,147E + •)6 9.3404 ,2.E+02 7.7200E•12
1.569.'Cc' ►1.3 2.4417601-05 2.JCCOCC• +03 T+aS^,*^E+C6 9.81 1.C'E+02 8.2300..,2E+02
1.63. #.;3 2.4.4342E* 6 2.777"CE+13 7.71173E+C6 I.'"?7 f rE+03 8.3500,2E+^2
8.51J:IzE+12 7.159:4E • CS 3.292CCE+:3.I.:?3732+07 8.47? 1.CE+92 9.6CC90E+12
I.3,28JuE+03 1.71J86E+06 3.337COE+0 2.113568.07 9.64000E +J2 9.5300^E+02
1.126^.CE+ •13 1.14 ?JOE +'b 1.31.249E 3!T 9.361CCE+12 1.0:90^E+^3
1.124,.:c+73 1.2633dC+C6,3.S13C"C+:3 1.51116E+77 9.55`'10E+d2 1.C6500E+03
1.254 .702+C3 1.37774E 4,16 4.1150^E+`? 1.b9337F.!07 1.Cc1 1^E+C3 I.C98CCE+83
1.99571E+J3 3.10083E+J6 3.4740'E+^? 1.21967E+17 1.144C4E+C3 9.53'3011E+02
L.91730E+C3 3.TSISTE+06 :.3SC^CL• +01 1.12762E+07 1.12201E+03 5.32000E+92
1..969.°[+J3 3.473:.E+ 6 3.3510,2E+09 1.317620+07 1.1:0,20E+03 9.31000E+92
L.SC7::c+33 3.2632![+G1, 3.621[[2+C3 1.31216E •07 1.1^.7[[2+J3 9.80[0[2+02
1.524.o ,7E+73 3.70178E+46 3.9090.1.E+03 1.44400E+37 1.14T10E+03 I..15CCE+03
1.879CCE #,33 3.53[440-O6 3.994C'E+C7 1.39720E +07 1.149x."E M3 1.C520:E+03-
1.997Q4C +J3 3.9d8.:1E+-36 4.04S00E+C2 1.6362,2E+07 1.191C^E+C3 1.CS90^E+A3
1.691JZL•:+.3 2.d5943E •^6 3.329M:E+03 I. .̂ 9495F O! 1 1.057C!'E M3 9.120,3:E+02
1.49710E w 3 2.2201CL+C6 3.42404E+C3 1.17238E+07 1.314COE+03 9.60000E+02
1.39200E+33 1.93766E+06 3.477[72+03 1.51311E+07 1.C19CCE K3 1.C50^"+C3
3.5540;:+:3 1.243:92 • .7 4.51417E+03 Z.,23162E+07 1.602 110E+03 I Cb"Z'E+^3
2 ASC%J E+J3 a.J3'.24C+06 4.3610 :£+17 1.91:81!•07 1.411CQE +C3 L. C880CEM±
2.825:CC••J3 7.90063E+36 4.4549,1E+03 1.98381E+07 1.41600E+03 1.105(CE+03
2.a1J7 :c+:3 7.94112[ +06 4.541C :E+^3 2462P• TE+17 1.422CCE+C3 1.1210CE+03
3.2090[6 w3 1.02977E+07 4.426CCE+03 1.9589SE+07 i.S10CCE+03 I.C860CE+03
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OBSERVED COORDINATES FOR CONTROL POINT 11

Landsat point:	 670	 Scanner X:	 795
Landsat line :	 510	 Scanner Y:	 849

REGRESSION FIT FOR LANDSAT POINT USING TWO INDEPENDENT SCANNER VARIABLES -- Xs and Yi

Source of Variation	 SUN of Squares	 Degrees of Freedom	 Mean Square	 F-Value	 Root Mean Square Error

Regression	 2.240,415 2	 1.120.207.50	 1.155.843 0.85
Residual (error)	 49 68	 0.72
TOTAL	 2.240.	 N-1 70 -

Landsat point prediction equation - W-6705 + 0.2497450 t 0.065611(Ys )	 s)
Observed Landsat point 11 - 670

Fitted Landsat point 11 - 417.6705 + 0.249745(795) + 0.06561-(849) - 671.922

Landsat point 11 residual - 670 - 671.922 - -1.922

REGRESSION FIT FOR LANDSAT LINE USING FOUR INDEPENDENT SCANNER VARIABLES -- X s . X2. Ys , and Y2

Source of Variation	 Sum of Squares	 Degrees of freedom	 Mean Square	 F-Value	 Root Medn Square Error

Regression	 4.145,079 4	 1.036.269.750	 1.085.616 0.98
Residual (error)	 61 66	 0.955
TOTAL.14	 45.142	 N-1 - 70

Landsat line prediction equation - 383.2441 -0.042774(Xs ) + 1.41395 x 10-6 (X2) 	 + 0.186493(Ys ) - 5.704632 x 10-9(Ys)
Observed Landsat line 11 - 510

Fitted Landsat line 11 - 383.2441 - 0.'042774(795) + 1.41395 x 10-6 (79S
2
) + 0.186493(849) - 5.704632 x 10-9(8492)

- 508.460	 -

Landsat line 11 residual - 510 - 508.460 - 1.540

Table S. Summary of the analysis of Variance based gn a first prde; regression equation using
two independent variables to predict the Landsat point, and a second order regression
using four independent variables to predict the Landsat line. An example of the
calculation of the Landsat line and point residuals for Control Point 11 is included.
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regression equation accounts for 2,240,415. The average mean square error

for each observation is 49/68 - 0.72, so that one expects to predict the true

Landsat point to within + 0.8S pixels using Equation 1. By the same reasoning,

one expects to predict the true Landsat line to within + 0.98 pixels (= 0.955 
I/2

using Equation 3. Taking into-consideration that one can only measure a Land-

sat pixel to the nearest point and line, these average expected errors are

very acceptable. The ability to predict Landsat coordinates to such a high

accuracy for this study was due to the availability of orthophoto map sheets.

Using these geometrically rectified photo maps, it was a simple task to locate

a large number of ground features that could also be seen on Landsat imagery;

from these observations, a reliable regression relationship was developed.

S. The regression coefficients for the Landsat lines and points were

input to the data handling program, MAPIT, which determined those pixels which

fell outside the study area, those which fell within the study area, and those

which fell within the exclusion areas. This information was transferred to

magnetic tape for use in the classification process. Of the 1,253,875 pixels

on the test tape, only 24 percent had to be classified because 74 percent fell

outside the study area and 2 percent fell within the exclusion areas. An ex-

ample of the MAPIT line printer output is shown in Figure 4.

2.2.3 SELECTION OF TRAINING AREAS

The most critical task of any automated classification procedure is

the selection of an adequate training set from which to model the ground con-

ditions within an area. The approach used in this study was controlled clus-

tering. With this approach, several rectangular areas were selected from within,

r-

5	

2-19
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and immediately surrounding, the expanded study area such that they encom-

passed all existing ground conditions. The spectral data from these rectan-

gles were clustered to form training statistics, and then these clusters were

labeled and submitted to the maximum likelihood classifier for final clas-

sification of the entire study area.

In order to ensure that all wildldnd conditions within the southeast-

ern study area were represented in the spectral training set, the area was

divided into fifteen blocks. These blocks were defined by the areas covered

'by the IS-7h minute orthophoto map sheets that were available for most of the

area as shown in Figure S. To achieve a spectral sample of approximately ten

percent of the study area, 60 point R 50 line rectangles were selected from

the blocks. In total 23 training rectangles were extracted from all the blocks.

Four rectangles fell outside the study area, but as they included good spectral

training of ground conditions within the area, they were included in the sample.

It should be noted in Figure 5 that-some of the study area was excluded from

the spectral sample because there was no orthophoto coverage for these quad-

rangles. Careful visual inspection of the raw data product indicated that

there were no conditions present in this area that had not been represented

in the other-sample blocks.

In order to minimize the processing costs of clustering the training

rectangles, the 23 rectangles were extracted from the reformatted magnetic

tape and rewritten as one file, 60 points-by-1150 lines. It was estimated

that this reorganization of the 23 rectangles into one file reduced comput-

ing and subsequent data handling costs by 10 percent.

The 69,000 data points or picture elements (pixels) from the file

were submitted to the algorithm ISOCLAS which automatically generated cluster

^9
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Figure S. This grid, based on the orthophoto map sheets available for
the study area, was used to ensure that all wildland con-
ditions would be included in the spectral training sample.
The circles (o) located within the grid blocks represent the
center of the 60 point x 50 line rectangles selected for
training the maximum likelihood classifier.
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statistics. These statistics were generated through a series of

iterations in which the data from the four Landsat bands were clust-

ered about the band means as follows. In the first iteration the

69,000 pixels were considered as one cluster. In the second iteration

the first cluster was split into two clusters of 28,054 and 40,946

pixels based on an allowable standard deviation about the band means

and other input parameters. In the third iteration the clusters

were split again, based on an allowable standard deviation, thus crea-

ting four clusters of 12,084, 18,035, 18,247, and 20,634 pixels, res-

pectively. These iterations continued until one of three possible

terminating criteria were met: (1) a maximum of 20 clustering itera-

tions were completed, (2) an average standard deviation for the four

bands of 1.6 was achieved, or (3) no more than 3 percent of the data

points were assigned to clusters that were different from the last

iteration. The clustering parameters and terminating criteria are

listed in Table 6. These input values were determined to be optimal

based on experience from previous studies in which wildland environ-

ments had been classified with Landsat data. Note that the terminating

criterion that halted the data processing with 34 clusters was ISTOP

which was set at 20 iterations. At this number of iterations AVSTED

and PERCENT were greater than the critical v:x.luas of 1.60 and 3 res-

pectively.

As an example of the data processing performed by ISOCLAS, the

output from the 20 iterations for training rectangle 19 is shown in
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Table 6. Clustering Parameters * and Terminating Criteria Input ** to the
'Clustering Algorithm ISOCLAS

INPUT	 RESULTS

DU4IN* 	3.2	 3.2
S'IMMAX* 	3.2	 3.62
MAXCLAS*	 40	 34
MIN*	 30	 54
PERCENT**	 3	 5.18
AVSTED**	 1.90
ISTOP!* * 	20	 20

Description

DLMIN: Combine those clusters whose inters :luster distance is less than 3.2.

STDMAX: Split any cluster with the average standard deviation for all bands
greater than .667 x 3.2 . (2.13).

MAXCLAS: Generate no more than 40 clusters from the data set.

TWIN:	 Delete any cluster containing less than 30 points.

PERCENT: Stop processing when less than 3 percent of the data points are assigned
to clusters different from the previous iteration.

AVSTED: Stop clustering when the average band standard deviation is less than
or equal to S7DMAX/2.

ISTOP: Perform no more than 20 clustering iterations on the data set.

..•
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Figure 6. This output was also written on a magnetic tape to facili-

tate labeling of the clusters. All but three of the 34 clusters gen-

erated from the 69,000 pixels were present in this pixel rectangle.

After clustering of the training rectangles had been completed,

and prior to submitting the training statistics to the classification

algorithm, each of the 34 clusters had to be labeled as representing

one of the fuel classes listed in Table 7. These classes were de-

fined by the FS, CDF, and BLM personnel who have major land management

and fire control responsibilities within the expanded study area.

This fuel mapping classification included all major fuel types present in

the expanded study area and those which were expected to be encountered

in the next year's work in southeastern Mendocino County. Although

this fuel mapping.classification represented a compromise between the

existing FS and OF statewide classification systems, it was flexible

enough so that it could.be integrated easily into either of the sys-

tems at a later time if desired.

To facilitate the labeling procedure, the clusters were ranked

on the basis of the ratio of two times the mean cluster value in the

infrared band (Band 7) to the mean cluster value in the red band

(Band S). This ratio (hereafter referred to as the vegetation indi-

cator, VI), is an indicator of general vegetation condition in that it

retains most of the spectral information regarding vegetition develop-

ment while tending to normalize the influence of such confounding

factors as solar radiation and topography (Hay, et al. 1977). There-

fore, one would expect that similar vegetation conditions would have
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Figure 6. (a) This lineprinter output is an example (If the clustering results for training

rectangle 19. The numbers at the to; (01 - 60) and at the left (901 - 950) refer
to the line and point coordinates of the clustered file. (b) This table sum-
marizes the distribution of the clusters within this rectangle. Of the 34 clusters
generated for the whole file all but three (W, 5, and 4) were present in this rec-
tangle. Summarizing the data in this format simplifies the labeling procedure for
the image analyst.
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Table 7. Mendocino County Fuel Mapping Classes
	

1
FUEL CLASS COMPOSITION

1. Brush

a.	 manzanita and ceanothus Arctostaphylos sp., Ceanothus sp.
b.	 chamise Adenostoma fasciculatunv

2. Hardwood

a.	 woodland with scattered grass Quercus sp.,
b.	 hardwood/conifer Pinus sp.,uercus sp., Arbutus Menziesii
C.	 hardwood/brush Quercus sp., Acer sp., Arbutus Menziesii, la, lb

d.	 hardwood Quercus sp., Acer sp., Arbutus Menziesii

3. Conifer

a.	 commercial Pinus ponderosa, Pseudotsuga Menziesii, Abies
concolor, Libocedrus decurrens

b.	 knobcone pine Pinus attenuata
c.	 conifer/brush 3a, 3b, la, lb
d.	 conifer/hardwood 3a, 3b, 2d

4. Barren

a.	 stream course
b.	 rock outcrop/bare soil
c.. serpentine with light grass

S. Water

6. Urban

7. Grassland

a.	 grassland Avena sp., Hordeum sp., Festuca sp., Trifolium
sp., Lolium sp.

b.	 grass/hardwood
c.	 grass/brush



similar VI values. The band means and-resulting ranked ratios for the
i

labeled clusters are given in Tables 8a and 8b, respectively.

Cluster labeling was a time consuming, interactive process which

required the input of both field personnel .rom Mendocino County who

were familiar with the ground conditions within the study area, and

personnel from the RSRP who had the technical expertise in remote

sensing. Simply stated, the process involved displaying the cluster

map on a color monitor and relating the spatial distribution of each

cluster to the distribution of vegetation and ground conditions as

interpreted from U-2 and conventional scale aerial photography.

It must be emphasized that the labeling process had to be

carried out prior to the classification of the southeastern study area.

This order of processing ensured that any clusters with ambiguous labels

would be identified and reclustered with more sensitive parameters if

necessary. For this area, no ambiguous labels occurred.

2.2.4 CLASSIFICATION OF THE EXPANDED STUDY AREA

The expanded study area was classified using the program CALSCAN*.

CALSCAN used a maximum likelihood statistic to classify each pixel as

one of the 34 labeled clusters that were input as training. The like-

lihood statistic w,3s calculated from the four spectral values associa-

ated with each pixel and the mean, variance, and covariance values

* CALSCAN is the RSRP version of LARYSAA adapted to the CDC 7600/6600
system.
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Table 8a. Mean reflectance values of Landsat MSS Bands 4, 5, 6, and 7 for
34 clusters derived from a 69,000 pixel training set. (Note
that Clusters 23 and 26 were deleted after the last iteration
because they had only 26 and I5 points, respectively.)

GREEN RED INFRARED INFRARED
CLUSTER BAND 4 BAND 5 BAND 6 BAND 7

I 34.75 60.64 71.71 34.59
2. 18.87 22.37 58.47 32.49
3 22.55 30.64 51.69 27.03
4 IS.26 14.18 46.98 26.15
5 26.32 40.28 59.66 31.07
6 16.37 16.57 50.87 28.30
7 19.87 25.63 48.05 25.32
8 17.47 19.87 46.50 25.13
9 24.72 35.79 48.98 24.38
10 16.42 16.47 54.93 30.93
11 19.16. 23.76 52.44 28.44
12 14.14 13.14 35.76 19.11
13 22.48 29.70 46.36 23.60
14 16.82 16.17 66.85 38.28
1s 24.64 37.05 54.61 28.15
16 15.21. 14.21 42.98 23.56
17 27.69 41.45 53.69 26.29
I8 17.03 18.89 41.69 21.99
19 22.50 30.33 57.68 30.93
20 14.11 13.05 39.31 21.55
21 16.47 16.03 59.82 34.36
22 15.62 9.46 4.36 .09
24 31.83 52.75 66..76 32.68
2S 17.47 19.94 37.71 19.21
27 22.98 29.53 41.31 19.84
28 19.30 24.28 43.23 22.25
29 12.67 II.50 31.50 16.89
30 19.20 I5.86 11.82 2.85
31 17.49 18.98 29.73 13.94
32 26.90 30.98 35.74 14.30
33 28.63 45.77 64.05 32.80
34 28.90 41.58 45.33 21.70
35 22.39 24.51 33.79 14.94
36 29.39 46.80• 58.40 28.42

REPROPUCIT3II,ITY OF THE
ORIGINAL PAGE IS POC^1
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Table 8b. The ranking of the 34 clusters given in Table 8a based on
the Vegetation Indicator (VI) value, i.e. the ratio of 2
times the mean of Band 7 to the mean of Band S. The cluster
labels refer to the fuel classes listed in Table 7.

VI FUEL CLASS
RANK CLUSTER VALUE LABEL

1 22 .019 5
2 30 .3S9 5
3 32 .923 4a
4 34 1.044 4a
5 1 1.141 7a
6 36 1.215 7a
7 3S .1.219 7a
8 24 1.239 7a
9 17 1.269 7a

10 27' 1.344 7a
11 9 1.362 7a
12 33 1.433 7a
13 31 1.468 7a
14 15 1.520 7a
IS 5 1.543 7a
16 13 1.589 7c
17 3 1.764 7c
18 28 1.833 7c
19 25 1.927 lb
20 7 1.975 lb
21 19 2.039 7b
22 18 2.328 la
23 11 2.394 3c
24 8 2.529 2c
2S 2 2.905 3d
26 12 2.908 3a
27 29 2.937 3d
28 20 3.302 3d
29- 16 3.316 3d
30 6 3.416 2d
31 4 3-.688 2d
32 10 3.756 Zb
33• 21 4.287 2d
34 14 4.736 2d



associated with the training classes. The picture element was as-

signed to the fuel class for which it had the maximum likelihood

statistic. The classified results were summarized in a tabular format

by fuel class and written on magnetic tape in order to produce

hard copy photographic output.

2.2.5 PRODUCTI0N OF OUTPUT PRODUCTS

The first step in transforming the tabulated data from the

classification output to meaningful management information was the

calculation of the area on the ground that was imaged by one Landsat

pixel. Although the nominal area value associated with a pixel is

0.45 hectares (1.11 acres), the actual value within a scene may vary

by 2-4 percent. This variation can be due to a number of factors

such as the mean ground elevation of the area below the scene and/or
R.

the fluctuation of areitude of the spacecraft. The four step pro-

cedure listed below was used to calculate the pixel area to be as-

sociated with the expanded study area. An example of these calculations

is given in Table 8. The tabulated acreage information for each

fuel class within the expanded study area is given in Tables 9a and

9b.

4

k
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Table 8. Calculation of pixel area from UTM and Landsat coordinates measured
from a 16-sided polygon (see Figure 3) surrounding the southeastern
study area.

LANDSAT, UTM
VERTEX COORDINATES COORDINATES

i X Y X Y
(point) (line) (east) (north)

1 710 436 474,164 357,725
2 775 360 479,390 362,957
3 943 355 488,981 36i.249
4 981 381 490,609 358,817
5 1150 454- 498,588 351,231
6 1163 524 498,060 345,713
7 1602 1089 511,699 297,035
8 1420 1121 500,710 296,683
9 1181 1059 488,426 304,207

10 1001 1098 477,414 303,207
11 955 1065 475,457 306,274
12 847 960 471,451 315,701
13 740 832 468,103 327,060
14 703 743 467,731 334,402
15 735 701 470,353 337,231
16 748 507 474,944 351,841

Landsat Polygon Area UTM Polygon Area **

Xi (Yi+1 - Yi-1) 
*

X1(Yi+1 - 
Yi -1 ) *

710(360-507) _ -104,370 6,434(66,275-55,159) - 71,520,344
775(355-436) _ - 62,775 11,660(64.567-61,043) - 41,089,840
943(381-360) 19,803 21.,251(62,135-66,275) - -	 87,979,140
981(454-355) 97,119 22,879(54,549-64,567) - - 229,201,822

1150(524-381) - 164,450 30,958(49,031-62,135) - - 405,673,532
1163(1089-454) - 738,505 30,330(353-54,549) - -1,643,764,680
1602(1121-524) - 956,394 43,969(1-49,031)•- -2,155,800,070
1420(1059-1089) - - 42,600 32,980(7,525-353) - 236,532,560
1181(1098-1121) - - 27,163 20,696(6,525-1) - 135,020,704
1001(1065-1059) - 6,006 9,684(9,592-7,525) = 20,016,828
955(960-1098) - -131,790 7,727(19,019-6,525) - 96,541,138
847(832-1065) - -197,351 3,721(30,378-9,592) - 77,344,706
140(743-960) _ -160,580 373(37,120-13,019) - 6,975,473
703(701-832) - - 92,093 1(40,549-30,378) - 10,171
735(507-743) - -173,460 2,623(55,159-37,720) - 45,742,497
748(436-101) - -198,220 7,2'14(61,043-40,549) = 147,843,716

ALandsat *
pixels

791 875
-- t	 p AUTH *

-3,643.781,367  meter2

A
pixel ` 4602.28 meter 	 = .46023 hectare - 1.137 acre

*Note: If i+l is greater than 16, then i+l = 1. 	 "Mote: For convenience of calculation, the UTM
If i-1 is less than I. then i-1 - 16.	 coordinates have been transformed as

follows:
Xi = UTM east- 467,730 meters

Y  '	
north " 296,682 meters

r
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Table 9a. Acreage of fuel mapping classes in the southeastern study area, kjendoc^np County, Califofaia,

as classified from Landsat-2 digital data.

Number of Sprectral Number of Pixels Number of Acres*Percent of South-
Models Representing : Classified As: Classified As: eastern Study Area

1 13,205 15,014 5
2 25,777 29,308 9

0 0 0 0
1 15,058 17,121 5
1 19,938 22,670 7
4 31,027 35,278 11

1 3,058 3,477 1
0 0 0 0
1 17,210 19,568 6
4 26#421 30,040 9

2 1,538 1,749 1

2 10423 1,618 1,

0 0 0 0

11 67,659 76,928 24
1 12,854 14,615 5
2 46,562 52,941 16

34 281,730 pixels 320,327 acres 100

FUEL Manning Class

1. Brush
a. Manzanita and Ceanothus
b. Chamise

2. Hardwood
a. Woodland w/scattered grass
b. Hardwood/conifer
c. Hardwood/brush
d. Hardwood

3. Conifer
N	 a. Commercial conifer

w
	 b. Non-commercial conifer

w	 c. Conifer/brush
d. Conifer/hardwood

4. Barren

S. Water

6. Urban

7. Grassland
a. Annual grassland
b. Irrigated pasture/riparian
c. Grassland/brush

i

*Acres per pixel = 1.137 as
	 procedure give#i in Table 8.
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C	 C lifo iTable 9b. Acreage of major fuel classes in the southeastern study area, Mend oci np panty, 64	 xn a,

as classified from Landsat-2 digital data.

Number of Sprectral dumber of Pixels Number of Acres* Percent of South-

Fuel Class Models Representing: Classified As: Classified As: eastern Study Area

Brush 3 38,982 44,322 14

Hardwood 6 66,023 75,069 23

Conifer 6 46,689 53,085 16

Barren 2 1,538 1,749 1

Water 2 1,423 1,618 1

Urban 0 0 0 0

Grassland 15 120,075 144,484 45

34 281,730 pixels 320,327 acres 100

*Acres per pixel = 1.137 as determined from the procedure given in Table 8.
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CALCULATION OF LANDSAT PIXEL AREA FROM UTM COORDINATES

.^7	
.k

1. On a map sheet on which the Universal Transverse Mercator

(UTM) grid has been superimposed, construct a ten to twenty

sided polygon surrounding the study area of interest. The

vertex of each line intersection of the polygon must coincide

with features that can be accurately located on the Landsat

image.

2. Measure the UTM and Landsat coordinates for each vertex.

3. Calculate the respective areas enclosed within the UTM and

Landsat polygons using the following formula (after Bouchard

and Moffitt, 1960, page 205):

A = I iElxi CYi+1 - yi*13 I	 (0.5)

* If i+1 is greater than n, then .i+l = 1

** If i-1 is less than 1, then i-1 = n

where A = area of the polygon in meter`' and
pixels respectively

i - the ith vertex

n = total number of vertices in the polygon

X = east UTM coordinate and Landsat point
respectively

Y = north UTM coordinate and Landsat line
respectively
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Note: When the areas for the polygons are calculated in a

clockwise vertex-to-vertex progression the value for the iTIiM

area will be negative and that for the Landsat area will be

positive (and vice versa in a counterclockwise pfogressionj,

The sign differences do not affect subsequent area values be-

cause the absolute values of A are used to calculate pixel

area. These apparently ambiguous values are the inherent re-

sult of how-the two different coordinate systems are constructed;

in the UTM system coordinate values increase ,from left to right

and from bottom to top while in the Landsat system coordinate

values increase from left to right and from top to bottom,

4.	 Calculate Landsat Pixel Area ,frrim the relation,

ALandsatPixels a AuT^imeter2

	

1 pixel = AUM	 meter  x Cl x 10 hectare/meter 21

ALandsat

	

_ AUTM	 meter2 x (2.471 x 10-4 acre/meter
2

ALandsat

Based on the results of last year's work, it was felt that the

most valuable photographic output product would be a Landsat fuel

classification map that had been overlaid with a UTM grid of the raw

4
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Landsat data. Both of these products were produced on the RSRP film

processor IGOR (image ganged optical reproducer). This device simul-

taneously exposes three black-and-white negatives with a separate light

emitting diode (LED). In the case of the raw data products, the

intensity of the three LED's output is governed by the spectral res-

ponse of Landsat Bands 4, S, and 7, respectively. In the case of

color coded classification output, the intensity of the LED's is.

governed by the mix of the three primary colors, one assigned to each

LED, that is required to produce a maximum of 40 colors . . The resulting

three negatives are then photographically combined, along with any

ancillary data, by triple-exposing one frame of color film with each

IGOR negative through an appropriate filter. A schematic of this pro-

cedure is given in Figure 7. The photographic products for raw and

classified data are shown in Figures 8a and 8b; classification output

for Fuel Type lb (chamise) is shown in Figure 8c.

2.2.5 DISCUSSION OF RESULTS

An initial evaluation of the output products by personnel from

the RSRP indicates that the classification procedure produced the-

required management information, viz., the regional distribution of

wildland fuels-in southeastern Mendocino County, California, in a cost-

effective manner. A more rigorous evaluation will be conducted during

the next year as these products, or their refinements, are incorporated
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Figure 7. This schematic illustrates the photographic technique for producing
a color composite from Landsat IGOR negatives.
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Figure 8a. Landsat-2 image of the 320,321 ac-.e sou-heastern s-.:dy area

in Mendocino County, California as Produced from digital

tap es on the RSRP film ?rocessor.
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F-igure 8b. Classified Landsat-2 data of the 320,327 acre southeastern study
area in Mendocino County, California. The nine fuel classes
represented here are: grassland (gray), conif,-zthardwood
(yellow green), hardwood (red), chamise (yellow), har-dwcod
brash (gold), hardwood/conifer (red brown), conifer brush
(light , een), commercial conifer (dark green), water (dark
blue), and barren (turquoise).
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Figure Sc. Classified Landsat-2 data of the 320,327 acre southeastern study
area in Mendocino County, California. This i mage illustrates
u'ie distribution of chamise ( - rav ) throughout he s -sdy area.
Of the nine major £uel classes wit.'zin Mendocino County, chamise
is the one of most concern to land manage-ment personnel.
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into operational fuel management plans for individual watershed manage-

ment units (see Section 2.3 for a description of watershed management

units).

For the most part, the distribution of the fuel classes as

shown in Figures 8 b and c was similar to the vegetation patterns seen

on the raw Landsat data and supporting U-2 photography, Three of the

fuel classes, as listed in Table 7, did not appear in the final clas-

sification. This was expected since these classes, which were defined

prior to the classification procedure, were defined to include all

major fuel types present in the entire eastern half of Mendocino

County. Some misclassifications did occur, although they were not

considered serious with respect to management information needs.

Examples of these misclassifications were: C1) Class 2a -- woodland

with scattered brush -- was identified as Class 7c -- grassland/brush,

Class 2b - hardwood/conifer, or Class 2c -- hardwood/brush; and C2)

no Class 3b -- nonco=ercial conifer -- was identified because of the

inability of the classification procedure to differentiate it from

Class 3a -- commercial conifer.

The estimated costs for the classification of'the 320,000 acre

southeastern study area are given in Table 10a. These figures should

be compared with the costs incurred last year when the 476,000 acre

northeastern study area was classified using a similar procedure (see

Figure 10b). It should be noted that while this vear ► s classification

effort was less expensive on a per acre basis than was that of last

4
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Table 10a.	 Classification costs in dollars for the 320,327 acre southeastern Study oreR in Mendpc$nq
County, California.

COMPUTER SYSTEMS

CLASSIFICATION TASK MATERIALS PERSONNEL RSRP2 LBL3 TOTAL
($17/hour)

Scene Selection $200 $	 51 - - $ 251

Preprocessing

I.	 Tape reformat - 102 $ 120 - 222

2.	 Masking - 170 160 $ 65 395

IQ

	
Selection of Training Sites - 1700 1200 - 2900

W

Classification - 85 - 195 280

Production of Output 4 120 255 40 - 415

Subtotal $320 $2363 $1520 $260 $4463

Risk (15% of Subtotal) 5 48 355 228 39 670

Overhead (50% of Subtotal) 160 1187 760 130 2232	 i
TOTAL $528 $3900 $2508 $429 $7365

COST PE-11 AC :E _ $7365/320,327 = $0.023

1. 17 includes salaries and employee benefits.
2. Remote Sensing Research Program interactive system costs (= $20/hour).
3. Lawrence Berkeley Laboratory costs calculated on a per job basis.
4. Includes 6- 8"x10 11 prints from IGOR masters.
5. Risk includes unforeseen costs such as computer downtime, improperly developed film,

and employee sick leave.

v



Table 10b. Classification costs in dollars for the 476,000 acre northeastern study area in Mendocino
County, California.

i
COMPUTER	 ;.TENS

CLASSIFICATION TASK	 MATERIALS PERSONNEL  RSRPZ LsL3 TOTAL
($15/hour)

Scene selection $200 $	 45 - - $ 245

Preprocessing

1.	 Tape reformat - 90 $ 120 - 210

2.	 Masking - 120 120 $ 25 265
N

A	 3.	 Property map overlay4 65 5340 - - 5405

Selection of Training Sites - 2250 1200 90 3540

Classification - 30 - 130 160

Production of Output 30 45 40 - 115

Subtotal $295 $7920 $1480 $245 $9940

Risk (15% of 5ubtotal) 6 44 1188 222 37 1491

Overhead (50% of subtotal) 148 3960 740 123 4971

TOTAL $487 $13068 $2442 $405 $16402

COST PER ACRE _ $16402/475,637 acres = $0.034/acre

1. 15 hour includes salary and employee benefits.
2. Remote Sensing Research Program interactive system costs (= $20/hour).
3. Lawrence Berkeley Laboratory system costs calculated on a per job basis.
4. Two additional map overlays were produced at a cost of $2230 (1 416 man hours and $130 materials).
5. Includes 3- 8x10 inch prints from IGOR masters.
6. Risk includes unforeseen costs such as hardware downtime, software systems failure, improperly

developed film, and employee sick leave.

1
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year ($0.023 vs. $0.034), this year's output product did not include

the costly compilation of a property ownership map. If this compila-

tion cost is not included in the total, the total cost per acre of

last year's effort is reduced substantially to $0.016 per acre.

The 40 percent net increase in costs from last year can be

attributed to two factors: (1) personnel and computer processing

costs have increased approximately 30 percent due to inflation, and

(2) the southeastern study area, although only two-thirds the acreage

of the northeastern study area, exceeded the LBL computer/classification

limit of 1024 Landsat points. Because of this, most of the processing

procedures had to be duplicated for the western and eastern halves of

the study area, and then their output products combined for the final

output. This duplication ofeffort was the major reason for increased

classification costs. It also emphasized the caveat that when a poten-

tial user of Landsat data is estimating the costs of classifying large

areas, he mast not only consider the area's total acreage (viz., the

total number of Landsat pixels to be processed) but also its dimensions

(e.g., can the available computer facility process the data in one run

or must two or more runs be performed).

Based on the good results from this year's and last year's

classification work in eastern Mendocino County, personnel from the

RSRP are confident.of the utility of the "mixed classification" approach

to classifying wildland vegetation complexes. This approach has three

major advantages over-the more conventional supervised and unsupervised
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classification techniques:

1. It would be prohibitively expensive to classify such a

large area (the entire eastern half of Mendocino County) using an un-

supervised classification algorithm. On the other hand, it is ex-

tremely doubtful that a skilled analyst could account for all of the

spectral variability within the area which would be required to provide

a valid training set for a supervised classifier algorithm. However,

the systematic selection of training blocks throughout the area, per-

forming an unsupervised classification on the data within those

blocks, and then labeling the resulting clusters as training for the

supervised classifier, produces a classified map which accounts for,

all spectral variability at a reasonable cost.

2. The output products given in Figures 8b and Sc were de-

signed for wildland fuel management personnel. However, the basic data

for producing such maps, i.e. the spectral cluster maps as shown in

Figure 6a, can be easily relabeled to meet alternative management re-

quirements. This relabeling process does not require the use of an

interactive color display system, because skilled field personnel who

are familiar with the use of aerial photography, Landsat color prints,

and/or orthophoto map sheets can relabel clusters by comparing vege-

tation distribution on one of these products with the cluster distri-

bution shown on the line printer output. After the clusters have been

relabeled, new output maps can be produced by a number of commercial

processors from the original classification tape.
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3. Finally, the cluster data from the training blocks provide

an ideal stratification base from which further, more refined spectral

models can be developed with the unsupervised clustering algorithm.

For example, 19 of the clusters listed in Table 8b were either water,

bare soil, or grassland. For fuel management objectives these labels

are quite sufficient. However, of the remaining 16 classes, many are

somewhat ambiguous, viz T hardwood conifer, conifer brush, etc. There-

fore, the most logical processing to follow, if more refined labels

are needed, is to reciuster the spectral data for those pixels that

are not labeled 4, S, or 7. The resulting new clusters would then be

labeled hopefully into more discrete fuel class types.

2.3	 DEVELOPMENT OF WATERSHED RESOURCE MAPRING IN MENDOCINO COL7N1."f,
CALIFORNIA

As a result of activities of Mendocino County's Fuel Management

Committee (FMC) during 1975-1979, there has emerged a clear need to

interface remote sensing-derived information with other kinds of in-

formation, much of which has been previously compiled in map form. The

FMC and the California Department of Forestry CCDF) have acknowledged

that in order to bring private land owners into the regional fuel

modification program and coordinated resource management process, the

same data front which management decisions will be made should be made

readily available to, and in a form that can be understood by, the lay

public. For these reasons, the FMC established the Mendocino County
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Watershed Mapping Team 0617) . The objective of the WMT is to compile

a series of maps of the multiple resources that are present xn the

watershed management units for the northeastern study area,

Between September 1977 and September 1278 two federally funded

CETA (Comprehensive Education and Training Actl positions were made

available for the mapping project. After one )rear, the CETA mapping

team had created 1:62500 scale overlay maps of the entire northeastern

study area and of the implemented control burn area in the Thatcher

Creek Drainage, In July 1978, the mapping effort was intens-ifxed in

order to provide the members of*the FMC with the needed overlay maps of

the watershed management units within the northeastern study area in

such a format that they could be inexpensively reproduced and made

available to the public (as mandated by California ! s Control Burning

Act, Assembly Bill AB1006).

Because County personnel initially did not have the skills neces-

sary to interface the-remote sensing -derived products- with compiled

map products, personnel from the RSRP provided the necessary advisory

and supervisory Dersonnel for a six month period. Initial supervision

by RSRP personnel consisted of 6 days Der month: since March 1979 the

supervision has been reduced to one day per month,

In October 1978 three CETA positions were madem available again

through the Mendocino County Manpower Office, The grant application

was submitted by the CDF as the sponsoring organization, This CETA

grant, lasting 18 months, will utilize. $27,600.,fox participant aalaTy,
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The map room is located in the Mendocino County Court House, and

utilities are being furnished by the County Farm Advisors Office

and the County Administrative Office. Office and mnipiTig supplies are

being provided by the CDF.

Based on the preliminary fire break map that had been prepared

by FS and CDF personnel, the northeast study area was-divided into 16

watershed management units. Each unit was comprised of a group of

contiguous watersheds in such a way as to encompass 30-40,OOQ acres

(See Figure 9). It was determined that these units would represent

discrete "control burn implementation areas !' and that maps for each

unit would be made available to property owners and the general public,

During the current funding period, the WMT has been compiling

1:24•,000 scale mylar overlay maps depicting the following resource

characteristics:

Vegetation/Fuel Characteristics. This information is used to

evaluate Landsat classifications and quantifications . and to provide a

detailed polygon-oriented map of the vegetation, The preliminary pro•

cedure has been to map broad yegetation/°fuel stratifications• within

each Watershed Management Unit. These 'strata ! include Brush_ C31,

Grass CC), Woodland COak Mix) CV), Brush/Woodland Mix CBWZ, Commercial

Conifer CC), and Recently Logged Conifer (RLC). Following strAtifica-

tion will be a within-strata classification inferred from transect

data to be forthcoming. It is anticipated that a high correlation be,.

tween manual photo interpretation and the Landsat classificatson will
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be established.

Soils Characteristics. The mapping of soils has involved re-

scaling the most current Soil Conservation Service (SCS) soils clas-

sification to the 1:24,000 map base. The most current published maps

are from work done in the early 50's. Problems have arisen where

National Forest Soils adjoin SCS maps. Since large divergent

classification schemes were used, interpolation between the two

map types has been difficult.

Property Ownership Maps. Property ownership stratification,

including private, corporate, industrial, state, County, and federal,

is published as part of the atlas. A complete listing of property

owners aid their addresses has not been published, but has been com-

piled and is being kept as part of the resource management files.

Property ownership is one of the most crucial resource parameters be-

cause all control burning is subject to approval of affected private

property owners, is addition to public property management staff. Pro-

posed fuel break potations mast be accurately identified on the property

ownership map, owners contacted and, hopefully, control burn contracts

arranged.

Slope Maps. These maps are drafted using a manual method which (1)

determines areas of like slope, (2) compares these areas to a stan-

dard contour interval/slope template, and (3) groups slope per-

centages into desirable slope classes. This method is proving to be

competitive with USGS slope maps; although accuracy may not come up



.tion maps, these maps could provide valuable permeability data to

rVIM

to quite the same standards, cost/slope class is well below USGS costs.

Slope maps created by the Watershed Management Team cost under $200.00

for a total of 8 slope classes. USGS slope maps cost a minimum of

$120.000 for each slope class, or a total of at least $960.00 for 8

slope classes.

Aspect Maps. These maps are drafted manually into 12 cardinal

directions following the 12 directions of the clock face: 12 - north-

face slope, 3 = east face slope, 6 - south face slope, 9 - west face

slope, etc. A guide template has been manufactured and used in con-

junction with a drafting maching to identify areas of like aspect. The

polygons of similar aspect are made of the fewest possible number of

sides for ease in future digitizing. Most polygons are irregular

triangles, squares, and pentagons. It has been found that aspect

tends to arrange itself well into these simple polygons. Future com-

parison of these aspect mapping efforts with digital terrain data made

available by USGS and taken from 1:125,000 scale maps will enable us to

make an evaluation of the digitized maps.

Drainage and Micro Watershed Boundaries. These boundaries de-

lineate the watershed drainage pattern throughout the Watershed Manage-

ment Units. Such information will be quantified and used to evaluate

the-projected water run-off and siltation measured at the mouth of any

tributary. Fish and Wildlife personnel have expressed an

interest in these maps. If used in conjunction with soils and vegeta-
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evaluate the construction of small check dams and earthen reservoirs.

Road Maps. These maps include roads available for fire fighting

crews and roads no longer open but of potential value for fuel breaks.

Incline Plane Relief Graphics. Such graphics provide a method

of relief presentation transforming topographic contour intervals into

a series of parallel lines which trace the intersection of inclined

planes and the topography. This method has been replicated by, com-

puter algorithms. It serves here as the frontice piece of each Water-

shed Atlas and is intended to orient the property owner or concerned

citizen to the f lay of the land' for quick reference when using the

other resource maps.

Proposed Management Action Maps. These maps depict the loca-

tion and type of each proposed fuel break and of the follow-on revege-

tction measures proposed. Such a map is the last .in each Watershed

Atlas and is supported by the sum of the preceding maps. It is intend-

ed that a property owner will be able-to identify the position of the

proposed fuel break on his property and on adjacent parcels. He can

then evaluate the proposed burn, mechanical clearing or other manage-

ment action that is proposed based on the same parameters used by the

California Department of Forestry resource managers.

Jnce maps for each Watershed Management Unit are compiled they

are photo-reduced to a scale of 1:100,000 and prepared for Xerox

reproduction. Mapping progress to date includes completed resource

atlases for Thatcher, Etsel, Newhouse, Eden, Asa Bean, Asbill, and
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Poonkinney Watershed Management Units. Maps of the Thatcher and Etsel

WMU's have been photographically reduced and made available to the

general public. Xerox copies of all the maps for each Watershed

Management Unit are collated and packaged as a Resource Atlas. As a

Resource Atlas for each Watershed Management Unit is completed, it

is made available to government agencies and the public at cost. The

complete Resource Atlas for the Etsel Watershed Management Unit is

shown in Figure 10. As indicated by the cover sheet of that Atlas,

many user agencies cooperated in its production. Quite properly our

RSRP is listed last, having served pr imari ly as the catalyst for bring-

ing about the acceptance, by these user agencies, of modern remote

sensing technology.

The California Department of Forestry personnel implementing the

control burn project have used these maps to correlate slope, soil, and

existing vegetation in order to determine the appropriate method of

fuel modification (manual, mechanical, fire, etc.) and the appropriate

revegetation (natural regrowth, introduced grass, other).

Most recently the Watershed Mapping Team has begun large scale

aerial photo interpretation for detailed vegetation/fuel maps to ac-

company Landsat-derived vegetation classifications. Also, using high

flight U-2 aerial photography acquired by NASA/AMES Airborne Missions

and Application Division, the Watershed Mapping Team has begun mapping

exposed soil, landslides and river bar gravel and wash. It is our

k
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hope that initial remote sensing utilization by the Watershed

Mapping Team will blossom into an ongoing remote sensing and re-

source mapping effort in Mendocino County.
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RESOURC E ATLAS

(Partial)

Prepared by

The Watershed Mapping Team
County Courthouse, Ukiah CA 95482

David ilayes	 Connie Ifarrison
Troy Mull -	 Roger I Jansen CDF - Sponsor
Caron Eskridge	 Cluck I lenderson RSRP - Supervisor

In Cooperation With

The California Department of Forestry / Wlilits CA
The Cooperative Extcasion. University of California J Mundocino County
The United States Forest Scrvicc / Mcndocino National Forest
Tim Bureau of Land Sianaccmcnt J Ukiah CA
711c Remote Sensing Research Program. University of California J Berkeley CA
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-CONTENTS-

4D FORM

Relief map showing mountain and valley land form

2. VEGETATION

Vegetation map depicting major vegetation types - derived from nerial photography

3. PROPERTY 01^'NEBSIi1P

Property Ownership inap / Type of ownership breakdown j Property ownership listings

4. SOILS

Major soil types

S. ASPECT

Aspect map showing direction of downward slopes (Example: north facing)

'6., SLOPE

Slope map showing severity of slope (highest numbers indicate steepest slopes)

• 7.. PROPOSED IiANAGEMI:-IT ACTION

Selected Control Curn Sites / Regrowth Plan

(ALLSCALES 1:100,000)

Figure 10 continued.
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Figure 10 continued.
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REPRODUCIBILITy OF THE

WORKSHOP IN UKIAH	
ORIGINAL PAGE IS POOR

To bring the aerial photo interpretation capabilities of the

Watershed Mapping Team members to a level equal to the task of pre-

liminary vegetation classification within the study area, a two day

workshop was conducted by members of the RSRP. The workshop included

coverage of basic interpretation principles, atmospheric attenuation,

ground reflex;~tion variables, photographic emulsions, scale, stereo

parallax, ground mensuration, orthophoto quads and an intensive lab

session using color infrared photography (9 1 by 18"), in conjunction

with orthophoto quads for the quick and efficient mapping of fuel

and vegetation types. also attending the workshop were representatives

from the Lake and Mendocino County Soil Conservation Service, Ukiah

District Bureau of Land Management, Jackson State Forest and the

Colusa County Fuel Management effort. In all 18 people participated.

Evaluations on the usefulness of the workshop showed good to excellent

responses. Since the workshop , several county-based agencies have

ordered copies of the May 1978 U-2 color infrared flight and ortho-

photo quads, where available (see enclosed letters and evaluation

summation).
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CONCLUSION

The Watershed Mapping Team has proved to be an effective tool for

the correlation of various resource parameters in support of remote

_ensing product utilization. Resource Managers have found that

mapping of resources at identical scale allows immediate and meaning-

ful utilization of Landsat and aerial photo products and makes their

own documentation and public relations effort easier and effective.

It has further been shown that individuals with little or no drafting

experience can quickly mwstar the drafting skills required by such an

effort and in a short time acquire aerial photo interpretation capa-

bility that is also meaningful to resource management needs.
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STATE OF CALIFORNIA — RESOURCES AGENCY EDMUND G. BROWN JR., Governor

DEPARTMENT OF FORESTRY
JACKSON STATE FOREST
802 N. Main Street
P. 0. Box 1183
Fort Bragg, California 93437
(707) 964-5674 `I

February 23, 1979

Mr. Chuck Henderson
University of California
Watershed Flapping Unit
Courthouse
Ukiah, California 93482

Dear Chuck:

REPRODUCMILI,l y OF TI,P
ORIGINAL PAGE IS POOR

This is to express our appreciation of the training course
offered by you early this month. All three of the fellows
attending from Jackson State Forest were complimentary of
the course, its content and presentation.

I am sure that having attended the course our employees will
be much better versed in the source and use of available
imagery.

Thanks once again.

Sincerely,

DEPARTMM OF FORESTRY
JACKSON STATE FOREST

o 'f/ -' . X11
Forest Be Tilley
State Forest Manager

FBT:jgt
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UNITED STATES DEPARTMENT OF AGRICULTURE
SOIL CONSERVATION SERVICE

405 Orchard Avenue, Ukiah, CA 95482	 Telephone: 468-9223

March 13, 1979

Charles Henderson
Space Sciences Laboratory
University of California, Berkeley
Berkeley, CA 94 708

Dear Chuck:

Subject; Aerial Photo Interpretation Workshop - February 7 and 8, 1979

I received your letter of February 22, 1979 and thank you for including
members of the Ukiah Field Office and Soil Survey Office and the Lake-
port Soil Survey Office of the Soil Conservation Service in your Work-
shop Program.

I was particularly intrigued by the use of the filtered projections
that high lighted different vegetation types and regret the missed
opportunity to discuss how to set that system up. Could that system
be set up using the infra-red photography this office currently has?
As you demonstrated at the Covelo meeting and in the Workshop it's a
very useful tool.

Again, thank you for the opportunity, information and instruction pro-
vided for the eight soil scientists and conservationists.

Those in attendance, either full or part time:

Roy Bowman, Soil Scientist, Party Leader, Ukiah SSO
John Weatherford, Soil Scientist, Ukiah SSO
Steve Borchard, Soil Scientist, Ukiah SSO
Terry Bowerman, Soil Scientist, Ukiah SSO
Harold Burlingame, Soil Scientist, Lakeport SSO
Don Berry, Forester, Ukiah Field Office
Frank Archuleta, Range Conservationist, Ukiah Field Office
Bryan Furman, District Conservationist, Ukiah Field Office

Sincerely,

t
Bryan D. Furman
District Conservationist

BDF:rc.

0
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Ukialt -- February 7.8, I979

AE-PJAL PHOTO ItiTEItPRETATION y:OP•.KSHOP

G-VERALL EVALUATION

4 13	 0
Excellent	 Good	 Ho-hum

Do you currently use orthophotoquad material'	 11 Yes	 6 No

If NO, do you anticipate using orthophoto products as a result of the workshop?	 No 2 — Yes 4 Maybe

Do you feel the use o61:32,500 CIR aerial photography could increase your confidence in ve getation classification?

18 Yes —No

Do you anticipate using orthophotoquads in conjunction with CIR small scale photography?

— 6 Sure thing 9 Perhaps	 3 No

What aspect(s) of this workshop had the most value for you?

How could this workshop have been of greater value to you?

Any other comments, remarks, ideas?

YOUR NAME	 Agency	 -- -----
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PART'II

REMOTE SENSING-AIDED ASSESSMENT OF
WILD TURKEY HABITAT

IN MENDOCINO COMM, CALIFORNIA

INTRODUCTION

One of the most prized game birds in California is the wild

turkey (Meleagris gallopavo). Although not native to California, they

were first introduced in 1877 to Santa Cruz Island Can island off

the Southern California coast) by ranchers. The first public releases

of these birds were made by the California Fish and Game Commission

(now the California Department of Fish and Game) in 1908 and were

continued through 1951. Although during that period over 3,000 pen

reared turkeys were released throughout the state, only three sustain-

ing populations became established (Burger, 1954). A turkey release

program using only wild trapped birds from existing California flocks

(Figures 1, 2, and 3) or from established populations in other states

gained new support following the release in 1959 of 62 wild trapped

Rio Grande (M.g.gallopavo) turkeys from Texas. This new program was

highly successful with several populations established and several

counties later opened to turl.?y hunting (Harper, 1977). Turkey

populations are continuing to increase from natural c&lspersion of

established flocks and through continued trapping and stocking programs.
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Fissure 1. A cannon net, fired over wild turkeys feeding at bait stations,
is a commonly used method of capture. This group of hen
turkeys was captured on February 1, 1979 near Booneville,
Mendocino County, California.
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Figure -7 . Prior to release, the wild turkeys are tagged to
provide the California State Department of Fish
and Game information on individual birds at some
future date. This information will help the De-
partment determine whether the turkeys utilized the
release site c7 moved on to other a.:eas.
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METHODOLOGY	 ,

Mendocino County (located on the north coast of California)

was selected for testing remote sensing and ancillary data analysis

techniques for mapping turkey habitat (see Figure 4).

Figure 4--Map of Mendocino County showing the study
area (dark shadin g) and the training and testing sites
(l. Bonneville; 2. Yorkville; 3. Hopland).
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In order to aid in the establishment of the wild turkey as a

key game species in California, the California Department of Fish and

Game developed a document titled "The Wild Turkey Management Plan"

(Harper et al. 1973). This plan attempted to determine the location

and extent of potential turkey habitat throughout the state of

California and to identify future release sites. Using conventional

mapping methods 5,800,000 hectares (14,500,000 acres), or 14.5 percent

of the land area of California, was identified as potential turkey

habitat (prior to this study, release sites were selected subjectively

following field inspection of sites within areas previously identi-

fied as potential habitats). Following this procedure 45 sites were

stocked with wild turkeys prior to 1975. Sustaining populations were

established in 66 percent of these areas. Because of the time and

expense involved in capturing and moving turkeys, and because only a

few sites are available for stocking each year, it soon became obvious

that a more objective-procedure was needed to identify suitable

habitat and release sites. The ongoing research which is briefly

documented in this paper, has been designed to (1) provide site

specific habitat information that is needed to determine the exact

locations where wild turkeys might be successfully introduced, and (2)

to delineate the extent of that potential habitat.
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Using conventional mapping techniques, 42,241 hectares (104,300 acres)

or 4.5 percent of the county, were identified as potential turkey

habitat. Light sites within this habitat have been stocked with tur-

keys: four areas have sustaining turkey populatic- ,ns with an es-

timated . total population exceeding 1,000 turkeys; two areas were

considered unsuccessful releases; and the stocking level in two areas

is unknown.

Due to the large land area involved it was evident that remote

sensing analysis techniques could provide the necessary data for

assessing potential turkey habitat. To minimize the cost and amount

of time needed to analyze an area as large as this study area a

multi-information package was needed. The basis for this remote

sensing-aided assessment of wild turkey habitat was the integral use

of Landsat 2 digital data, high altitude (1:33,500)' 9x18 1" conventional

color and color infrared aerial photography, supplemental map data,

and ground, sampling.

Prior constraints dictated the development of a procedure for

Landsat data analysis that could be implemented quickly and inexpen-

sively. 'towards this end only one Landsat date was used for analysis.

The date chosen, June 27, 1976, was considered to be the best date

to separate spectrally the principle vegetation associations.

The data analysis was performed in three distinct ste ps: pre.

processing, in whieb a sample area was selected to generate spectral

training data; processing, in which the sample area was clustered
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to produce training statistics which were submitted to the maximum

likelihood classifier that classified the entire study area; and

post processing, in which the classified output was analyzed by wild-

life experts toy determine potetial turkey habitat locations.

Preprocessing. The primary goal of this step was to select

training and testing areas of all vegetation features that would be

present in good wild turkey habitat. Only those areas in which wild

turkey population had been introduce+° and established were selected

as the training and testing sites.

Three good turkey sites were present within the study area;

Booneville, Yorkville, and Hopiand. The Booneville site-was selected

as a ti.ning site because it has had a sustaining turkey population

since 1970, and it presently serves as a trapping area to supply

stock for releases in new areas. The Yorkville and Hopland sites

were selected as testing sites.

These three areas were located on USGS topographic maps and

then transferred to aerial photos (1:33,S00), color and color infra-

red) which were acquired in May 1978. Then, through the-use of an

interactive color display system, the Landsat coordinates of these

areas were determined with the aid of the aerial photos, and the

spectral data from the areas were extracted from the Landsat scene.

Processing. The spectral data from the Booneville site were

submitted to the algorithm ISOCLAS which automatically generated 23

spectral clusters about the band means. After the clustering of the
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training site had been completed, and prior to submitting the train-

ing statistics to the classification algorithm, each of the 23 clusters

had to be labeled as one of the five major vegetation associations

present in the site (Table 1). To facilitate this labeling procedure,

Table 1.--Definitions of the major vegetation associations for the
BoonwAlle test site

Vegetation Association	 Definition

Bare soil	 Urban, rock, bare ground, etc.

Grassland	 Complex of annual grasses and forbes

Oak/Grassland	 Grassland with scattered oaks
(primarily QueTcus Douglasiil

Oak	 Predominately oak stands composed
of uercus Carryana, Q. agrifolia,
Q. Kelloggii, with some Lithocarous
densiflora

Conifer	 Stands composed large of Sequoia
se.wervirens, Pseudotsuga Menzi-
;sii with some Lithocarpus densiflora

Other	 Various brash types, water, etc.

the clusters were ranked on the basis of the ratio of two times the

mean cluster value in the infrared band (Band 7) to the mean cluster
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value in the red band (Band 5) as shown in Table 2.

i Table 2.--ISOCLAS cluster ordering by 7/5 ratioing
of Landsat band means with major vegeta-
tion associations

Cluster 7/5 Major vegetation
Order number ratio association

1 6 1.20 Bare soil
2 1 1.29 Bare soil
3 5 1.39 Grassland
4 9 1.43 Grassland
5 2 1.58 Oak/Grassland
6 14 1.58 Oak/Grassland
7 10 1.63 Oak
8 15 1.73 Oak
9 11 1.75 Oak

10 13 1.76 Oak
11 3 1.77 Oak
12 21 1.94 Oak
13 16 2.11 Oak
14 17 2.12 Oak
15 20 2.20 Oak
16 12 2.22 Oak
17 8 2.54 Oak
18 4 2.62 Oak
19 23 2.75 Conifer
20 18 2.84 Oak
21 19 3.09 Oak
22 7 3.13 Conifer
23 22 3.36 Conifer

The ordered ratios used in conjunction with annotated aerial photos

of ground conditions and with the display of the clusters on the

interactive monitor were used by wildlife and remote sensing specialists

to label the clusters. The labeled ISOCLAS clusters were then grouped
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into five major vegetation associations for the Booneville area.

The ISOCLAS clusters were then used to provide the statistical

data necessary to classify the remaining study area on the Landsat

digital data. The program CALSCAN (the maximum likelihood classific

developed by the Purdue University Laboratory for the Application of

Remote Sen2in g modified to run on the Universitv of California's CDC

7600 computer) was ei.ven the ISOCLAS data relatinz to the maior

ve getation associations. Each Landsat pixel was assi gned to one of

the ISOCLAS clusters. To eliminate pixels which did not closely fit

any of the ISOCLAS clusters, a decision model was introduced to

"threshold" out these areas. The remaining classification therefore,

showed only those areas which were similar to the original ISOCLAS

r,usters spectrally and therefore in vegetation associatiaL information.

To make the final classified output more interpretable to

wildlife specialists, each vegetation association was assigned a

specific color (see Figure 5). In addition, major urban/agricultural

areas within the county which are not appropriate turkey habitat were4

masked out of the display.

Postprocessing. Two criteria have been established for the

interpretation of the vegetation association map for turkey habitat:

C1): the proper mix of vegetation associations; and (2) a sufficient

aerial extent of these mixes to support wild turkey populations.

Experience of past releases in California and other states indicates

that a minimum area of 2,000 hectares (5,000 acres) of contiguous

f
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Figure S. The aerial extent of the major vegetation associ-
ations within the Mendocino study area. Key:
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suitable habitat is needed. Good turkey habitat in Mendocino County

is represented primarily by the oak and oak/ grassland associations.

Turkeys are also known to use the edges of the conifer and grassland

associations when these areas adjoin the oak and oak/grassland areas.

To identify potential turkey habitat throughout the study

area, use was made of the vegetation association map and two potential

habitat criteria of proper vegetation mic and aerial extent of habitat.

Figure 6 was compiled using the above criteria. Areas known to be

currently supporting wile' turkey populations were identified as well

as those that are apparently suitable but presently unoccupied.

RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

Three major results of this study are C1) the generalized

definition of proper vegetation mix, CZ)' the generation of a vege-

tation association map, and C31 the generation of a map of occupied

and unoccupied potential turkey habitat for the study area located in

Mendocino County.

The Booneville training site encompassed 2,300 hectares

05_,760 acres) (Figure 7). Grassland, oak/grassland and oak (the

primary components of turkey habita$ comprised 70 percent of the

/63
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total area (Table 3).

Table 3.- -Major vegetation association mix by per-
cent for the three sites within the study area.

Major vegetation
association Booneville Yorkville Hopland

Bare soil 11 3 3
Grassland. 16 18 16
Oak/Grassland 12 21 18
Oak 3S 34 36
Conifer 3 6 13
Other 22 19 14

These preferred vegetation associations covered 73 percent of the 2,040

hectare (5,039 acre) Yorkville test site (Figure 8) and 63 percent of

the 3,950 hectare (9,757 acre) Hopland test site (Figure 10). Each area

was covered by approximately 35 percent of the pure oak association.

These data are not sufficient for establishing statistical ranges for

each vegetation association percent classification. However, they do

provide general parameters to serve as guidelines in finding areas of

similar habitat composition within the Mendocino County study area.

On February 9, 1979 the California State Department of Fish

and Game, using the information developed by this study, released 19

Rio Grande Turkeys C4 Toms and 15 hens) (See Figure 1Q). The release

site (Potter Valley]" was identified using the data contained in

Figure 6. The release site will be evaluated based on sighting of
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Figure 7. This computer display of tae Booneville training s it
" Pro-

vides a close-up look at the detail contained in Fig S.
The key to color vs. plant association is the same as in

Figure 5.
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Figure 3. The Yorkville testLIg site; used to deter-nine  the suitability
o= cite computer classification, is shown on a ccmruter dis-
play. The color vs. plant association key is consistent
with Figures 5 and 7.
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turkeys to determine the success of the birds in occupying this

area. If all goes as expected, other areas identified by this study

will be used as a basis for further reieases . of wild turkeys into

previously unoccupied habitat.

SUMMARY

Potential wild turkey habitats comprised of known vegetation

a_sociations were identified throughout Mendocino County California

from a computer-assisted analysis of Landsat 2 digital data. Areas

in which wild turkey populations had previously been successfully

established were used'as training sites to identify comparable

vegetation associations elsewhere throughout the study area. By

this means an area known as "Potter Valley" clearly appeared to be

best suited, even though its suitability had not been recognized from

any previously-acquired information. A total of 19 Rio Grande turkeys

(4 Toms and 1S hens) were successfully transplanted to the Potter

Valley area on February 9, 1979 and their adaptability to this

environment is now being evaluated by personnel of the California

Department of Fish and Game.

PROPOSED FUTURE WORK

The release site at Potter Valley will continue to be evaluated

based, in part, on sightings made from time to time of the transplanted

birds and their offspring. Concurrently, and with substantially in-
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creased involvement by personnel of the California Department of

Fish and Game, additional sites considered optimum for the trans-

planting of wild turkeys will be selected in Mendocino County and

elsewhere in northern California from computer-assisted analyses of

Landsat digital data. As such sites are identified wild turkeys

will be transported to them and released as part of the on-going

program of the California Department of Fish and Game to introduce

wild turkeys in suitable sites wherever possible throughout the

state.

There is good prospect that matching funds for this future

work will be provided by at least 2 counties (Shasta and Tehama),.

With the steadily increasing interest in this program by the U.S.

Fish and Wildlife Service, (through its office in Portland, Oregon)

that agency may wish to employ our Landsat-based techniques in other

states also.
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GRADUATE RESEARCH RELATED TO NASA GRANT NSG 7220

A large number of students, both graduate and undergraduate, have

participated in the research projects reported herein. The impact of

this participation has been mutually beneficial to the students and the

projects. In addition to financial support during their education, the

students have been involved in applied remote sensing research and experi-

enced the very real issues and problems associated with the demonstration

and transfer of a new technology. In many instances the student's in-

volvements have led to Master's Thesis topics directly related and of

substantial value to the projects. Some of these completed and ongoing

Master's Theses are briefly summarized here.

Anal ysis of Landsat and Di gital Terrain Tape Data in a Geobase
Information 	stemsContext: Ventura County to y Area

By Douclas A. Stow

Originally a "spin-off" of another NASA grant effort, this masters

research has been strongly influenced by the Ventura County Public Works

Agency (VCPWA) projects of this current NASA grant. The thesis documents

the accuracy attributes of digital Landsat classification and terrain data

sets that are processed in the context of a geobase information system.

It also provides background material for county-level resource managers

to better understand the attributes of these particular data sets, as

well as for geobase information systems. This study, in conjunction with

an assessment of their information needs, may more effectively enable

county-level resource managers to determine the utility of Landsat data

in the context of a geobase information system. VCP-,.A has in fact initiated

the development of a digital Landsat data base and intends to incorporate

it with other diaital data for environmental revie^a information needs.
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Green Fuel Moisture Estimation Using Landsat
By _ Susan G. Atwater

The Landsat green fuel moisture estimation project to be discussed

in this chapter, is directly serving as the research base for a Master's

Thesis to be completed by June, 1979. The major effort in this. project

is to determine the feasibility of using Landsat data in an operational

mode to estimate the moisture content of live vegetation in the chaparral

dominated Los Padres National Forest. If successful, Landsat derived

band ratios will be used to estimate the green fuel (live vegetation)

moisture content variable required for Fuel Model B of the National

Fire-Oanger Rating system in predicting fire danger indexes.

Cotton Maooinq from Landsat Imager
By Tara Lee Torburn

Research being conducted for the cotton project is being undertaken

as a Master's Thesis topic to be completed by June, 1979. This project

arose from an interest by-the California Department of Food and Agriculture

(CDFA) to incorporate remote sensing techniques into their cotton mapping

surveys for the Pink Bollworm Project. If a procedure for mapping cotton

fields from Landsat imagery under the project-time constraints can be

developed which can produce results commensurate with CDFA needs, the

methodologies will be transferred to CDFA personnel for implementation.

Watershed Runoff Predictions Usin g Landsat Di gital Data
By Frederick C. Mertz

The.vegetation data generated by the watershed project will supply

the research data base for a Master's Thesis to be completed by June, 1979.

The purpose of the thesis is to analyze the remote sensing derived vegetation
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data as in put to existing watershed runoff models, specifically, the

Soil Conservation Service (SCS) model. The model will be calibrated

using remote sensing in put on "training" watersheds, then the transfer-

ability of the input data will be tested by determination of runoff

coefficients for neighboring watersheds. If the technique is transferable,

then counties using the SCS model and having similar watersheds can

accept Landsat data as input to their models.

A

t
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COTTON MAPPING FROM LANOSAT IMAGERY

INTRODUCTION

During the past two years our group has been involved in research

related to the mapping of San Joaquin Valley cotton fields in support

of the joint state and federal pink bollworm control program. The

initial development and preliminary portion of this effort was funded

as part of this, grant. Subsequent funding was provided through the

NASA-Ames Consortium Agreement (NASA - Ames OR680-801) to. incorporate

historical Landsat data into the analyses and assess temporal reliability

of the procedures. These demonstrations led to matching California

Oepartment of Food and Agriculture.(COFA) funds for a larger scale

demonstration during the 1978 crop season (COFA-7073). As part of our

effort under this grant we have continued to coordinate and document

these additional research efforts. We are presently summarizing the

results for all of these research projects and developing a proposal

for a semi-operational demonstration during 1979 that will parallel

the present field mapping program. We are proposing that the major

portion of funds for this new project be provided by the California

Cotton Pest Control Board. This Board functions on self-imposed cotton

bale assessments and is therefore directly responsive to cotton grower

?	 needs.

Objectives

The purpose of this research is to demonstrate and document the



feasibility and the operational utility of a Landsat methodology for

early season mapping of cotton. To be practical this methodology must

be suitable for implementation by Department of Food and Agriculture

personnel. Satellite remote sensing systems, such as NASA's Landsat

series, offer a means of acquiring multidate and spatially extensive

information that is potentially both more timely and economical than

conventional ground based sources. The temporal aspect of Landsat

coverage makes it particularly suitable for crop identification studies

where a series of "looks" throughout a growing season, or portion

thereof, may yield more information than a one-time "look" on the

ground, as is done in automotive "windshield surveys."

Specific objectives during this reporting period included the

development of a detailed cotton crop calendar, comparative analysis

of the multiple year classification results, and documentation of the

1978 demonstration. The 1978 demonstration project was delayed by

poor image availability (the Landsat-3 launch disrupted normal MSS

image acquisitions) but will be reported in the November Semi-Annual Report.

Background

Cotton is California's most valuable field crop. Within California

the principal cotton growing regions are the San Joaquin Valley (producing'

920 of the State's cotton) and the Imperial Valley, with Kern and Fresno

counties alone accounting for more than half the State's 1974, 1975,

and 1975 production (Figure 3-1).

Because of cotton's role in both the state and national economy

(fifth most valuable U.S. crop) the control of pests and infestations
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I
that affect cotton yield is a major agricultural concern. Unfortunately,

cotton is very susceptible to attact by pests, with approximately one half

of all insecticides used in agriculture in the U.S. applied to cotton, which

represents less than 5% of total cropped acreage. The biggest threat to

cotton in California is the pink bollwork, Pectinophora gossypiella, con-

sidered one of the world's most destructive cotton pests. First collected

in California in October 1965, it has caused extensive damage to cotton in

Imperial, Riverside, San Bernadino, and San Diego counties. Yeild loss and

control cost California growers more than $19 million in 1974, and are esti-

mated to reach $78 million in 1980 and $152 million in 1981. Regulations for

controlling the spread of pink bollworm have been established by the

State Department of Food and Agriculture (Sections 3409, 3590, and

3595 of the California Administrative Code). These regulations and

a Federal Domestic Quarantine (No. 52), set down guidelines for the

individual farmer to follow in the planting and harvesting of cotton

and are aimed towards reducing the likelihood of pink bollworm being

transported or successfully overwintering in California.*

A pink bollworm sterile moth release program was begun in the

Imperial Valley, California, in 1966-67, after the invasion of the

pink bollworm from nearby states. In 1968, the program was expanded

to the San Joaquin Valley to keep the pink bollworm from becoming

established. More than 150 million sterile moths were released by

*A news release by the California Department of Food and Agriculture
in late October, 1977, changed the "plowdown" date for the San Joaquin
Valley, California, from February 1, 1978 to January 1, 1978. It was
changed on recommendations from the Cotton Pest Control Advisory Board
"to help San Joaquin Valley growers beat down what could be the
beginning of an infestation of pink bollworms in the major cotton
growing counties of the state."
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USDA's Animal and Plant Health Inspection Service (USDA-APHIS) in the

Valley in 1975, with more than 2,000,000 being released daily in 1977.

To monitor the effectiveness of the sterile-release program

and native pink bollworm population levels, the California Department

of Food and Agriculture (CDFA) and the U.S. Department of Agriculture

(USDA) engage in trapping programs. Baited traps are set between July

and October/November to catch the moth stage of the pink bollworm;

presently one trap is set for each 40 acres of cotton. To assure

optimum distribution of traps, maps are generated during April and May

showing all cotton fields in the San Joaquin Valley. Mapping procedures

involve automotive "windshield surveys" which presently cost approximately

$100,000 per year. After the location of the cotton fields has been

determined, trapping districts are established, and the appropriate

number of traps (about 29,000 per year for the last 4 years) are set

and monitored throughout the growing and harvesting seasons.

Study Area

As already mentioned, the San Joaquin Valley is California's

principle cotton growing region, and it is here that the CDFA and

USDA have concentrated their efforts for the Pink Bollworm Program.

The pink bollworm has already become established in the three major

agricultural areas in southern California - Imperial, Coachella, and

Palo Verde Valleys. Strict regulations were set down in 1972 to help

control the population increase and geographic expansion of the pink

bollworm from these heavily infested areas to the San Joaquin Valley.*

*Presently, control measures keep the pink bollworm population levels
in check. The only chance for eradicating this pest from southern
California would also require eradication in Arizona and Mexico.
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Within the San Joaquin Valley, selected areas were chosen as test

sites for exploring the feasiblity and operational utility of cotton

mapping techniques based on multidate Landsat imagery. The first of

these is an area of approximately 45 mi l within the 'Wheeler Ridge-Maricopa

:Dater Storage District, located in Kern County at the southern end of

the San Joaquin Valley (see Figure 3-2.)This area was chosen because

of previous and ongoing research by our group in this region, which

has resulted in an extensive collection of crop data for the years

1974-1978. Within this test site are found about 20 different crops,

with cotton making up about 50% of the cropped fields.

Towards the middle and northern limits of cotton growing in the

San Joaquin Valley, five test sites of 9 mi l each were chosen in

cooperation with personnel of the COFA Pest Control office in Fresno,

California (see Figure 3-2) . These sites were chosen so as to represent

a variety of crops and field sizes. "Ground truth" maps were prepared

of these sites by COFA personnel. Cotton accounts for approximately

40% of the cropped fields in these five test sites.

APPROACH AND PROCEDURES

The multidate ;mpect of Landsat makes it particularly suitable

for crop identification. Many crops have distinct growth or phenological

cycles which, when observed throughout the year, can uniquely identify

the crop. Cotton is a good example; given a full years Landsat coverage

cotton can be easily identified from other crops. Figure 3-3 shows the

cotton phenological cycle and its appearance as viewed by Landsat.
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COTTON MAPPING FROM LANDSAT IMAGERY
TEST SITE LOCATIONS

1-'a; FRESNO OISTRICT TEST SITES
Wa WHEELER RIOGE-MARICOPA

TEST SITE

wrn

W

FIGURE 3-2.	 Location of'test sites in California for cotton mapping
from Landsat imagery.
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The bright red color infrared signature indicative of full; healthy

plant cover can be seen to corres pond to the time of year when cotton

is mature.

The major problem in identifying cotton for the Pink Bollworm

Program is the time constraint of producing maps by early June. For this

reason, only Landsat imagery taken through May of each year can be used.

It can be seen in Figure 3-3-that in this time frame, cotton has just

been planted and is at most only a few inches tall. Therefore,

the mapping of cotton fields from Landsat imagery is largely accomplished

through elimination of vegetated or fallow fields. Some confusion

crops, such as melon and tomatoes, do cause interpretation problems

during this early season period. Fortunately, these crops account

for only a small percentage of the cropped fields in this region.

Young orchards and vineyards may also cause interpretation problems,

but it is possible: to eliminate these areas from the interpretation

by earlier aerial photographic surveys.

TASKS PERFORMED TO DAVE

Black and white 9-1/2" positive.Landsat images, MSS bands 4, 5,

and 7 were acquired of the Wheeler Ridge-,Maricopa 'dater Storage District

study area for the years I974, 1975, 1976, 1977, and of the Fresno

test sites for 1977. Cloud free 70 mm chips encompassing the study

areas were cut from the images, and then color combined on an additive

color combiner. The end result of the process is a false color composite

print of the study area at a scale of 1:167,000. This procedure was
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followed for each useable overpass for January-May of each year (see

Figure 3-4). One set of prints for the Wheeler Ridge-Maricopa test

site were used to make the interpretation keys for the various crops

growing in the study area. Individual fields were cut out and grouped

by crop and field number (for identification only) on index cards;

where possible, five examples (fields) per crop were used.

When administering the interpretation tests, the interpreters

were told they need only identify cotton, and that averaged over the

four years cotton fields comprised 50% of the fields in the interpretation

test. They were provided with field boundary overlays on which to note

their interpretations. All of the interpreters are experienced photo-

interpreters, familiar with the study area in the context of extensive

ground data collection for other non-crop related projects.

RESULTS

Tables 3-1 through 3-4 show the results of interpretations for the

.years 1974, 1975, 1976, and 1977 for the Wheeler Ridge-Maricopa Water

Storage Oistrict test site. There is significant variation from year

to year in the overall accuracies: 1974, 8810; 1975, 78%, 1976, 9110;

and 1977, 54%. One of the known sources of error is the Spring Crop

Survey by the Wheeler Ridge-Maricopa Water Storage District, which is

used as "ground truth," but is not, in fact, 10010 correct. Table 3-5

shows the discrepancies within the test site for the four years between

the different agencies which map the cotton fields. Each considers

the other to be in the range of 90-962 accurate.
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Landsat Overpasses for the Wheeler Ridge - Maricopa Test Site.
January - May 1974 -1977

1977 * -	 * * • *	 • -	 • - 0	 * -	 • •

1976-0 » • *	 * o • - e *	 • • - * •
1975	 *	 - - • • ` • * * • - • • • • s

w
	 1974	 •	 •	 0	 •	 *	 •	 o	 •

JAN	 FEB	 MAR	 APR	 MAY

• useable image
- bad data or

no coverage
* clouds

FIGURE 3-4
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TABLE 3-1

MULTIOATE COLOR COMPOSITE MANUAL MTERPRETATION ACCURACIES
OF COTTON VERSUS NON—COTTON, 

WHEELER 
RIOGE-^^IARICOPA TEST SITE, 1974

I	 I
GROUND TRUTH

TOTAL
r rt

PERCENT	
I

RR r r

I?1TERPR^ATION
rrf!N 	NON—rn-na L	 i

COTTON	 I 432	 I, 92	 ^I ?98.^	 33.5

NON — COT7 -,5	 ! ;,C	 ? ==

j	 TOTAL	 jl 708 ?8	 ! '53.5	 1	 054.'

TABLE 3-2

MULTIDATE COLOR COMPOSITE MANUAL INTERPRETATION ACCURACIES
OF COTTON VERSUS NON—COTTON, 'WHEELER RIDGE—MARICOPA TEST SITE. 1975

I TOTAL PERCENT P INTERPRETATION
GROUND TRUTH

COTTON	 I
i

280 91 i	 253.5	 26.5

)
1 122

I

NON—COTTON 388 69

TOTAL 668
li^ll

%?	 'I 3'5. , 292.
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TABLE 3-3

MULTIDATE COLOR COMPOSITE 'MANUAL INTERPRETATION ACCURACIES
OF COTTON VERSUS NON-COTTON, 'WHEELER RIDGE-MARICOPA TEST SITE, 1975

TOTAL ;I PERCENT-1	 INTERPRETATION
GROUND TRUTH	

FIELOSI CORRECT	 COTTON	 ! 'JON-COTTON !

COTTON	 I	 394	 i	 93 X66.5	 ;I	 27.5

I
NON-COTTON	 306	 i	 89 34.5	 L 211.=

TOT" L	 it	 /VO	 ,i	 91 1Q1	
I	 2CQ

TABLE 3-4

MULTIDATE COLOR COMPOSITE .MANUAL INTERPRETATION ACCURACIES
OF COTTON VERSUS NON-COTTON, 'WHEELE: RIDGE-MARICOPA TEST SIT -c, 1977

GROUND TRUTH	
! TOTAL

r-c^ n S
PERCENT

vq rT
INTERPRETATION

r^^r" 	 `l ('M-^ T' ^"^

COTTON	 i 286 67	 'I

_

193	 II	 93

NCN-COTTON 416 45	 I
I

227	 I	 '39

TOTAL	 I 702 1	 I •120	 I	 -82
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TABLE 3-5

DISCRE?ANC:cS IN ' IAPPI,IG OF COTTON BY OIFFERE:lT AGE:i'CIES
II THE 'dHEELER RIDGE- 1ARICOPA T -1T SITE

1974

WR-M WS0 TOTAL # PERCENT USDA FIELD CHECK
^^?np SURVE','	 ( c *C CS CORRECT COTTON	 !	 `10N-COT"0^; 	 !

COTTON	 I^	 216 I	 95	 ^f 205 11

`ICN-COTTON	 !^	 128 91 12	 ! i 26	 !^

TOTAL	
I

354 74	 I	 217	 137

1975

NR-,M	 '^1S0	 i

CROPSiJR'!^'^	 II
TOTAL 0
F? _ --

PER 	 USDA FIELD CHECK
CJRRECT	 '^TTQ'I	 I	 f^ON-COTTON J

COTTON	 i 140 94	 ! 	 1 31 9

f	 NCN -COTTON	 ii 194  97	 I	 5	 5 ( I 	 188(

I	 ^

l	 DOTAL

^

334	 k	 ?E	 fj	 136.5 1	 197.5	 j

1976

!	 WR-M WSOj
zoo	 Ul 7y

TOTAL T I!
^- .t ^c

PERCENT 11	 USDA FIELD
 CORRECT	 COTTON!	 ^

CHECK

`ION-COTT ^N 	I

COTTON	 I) 197 93^ 183 14

NON-COT70N 15 3 	! 93 11	
II

142 ^ l

TOTAL	 it 350 ??	 ^I 194	 ' 156
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7ABL- 3-5continued

1977

L

WR-,H WSO	 TOTAL #I
c	 c	 p ^^r y	 ^.c	 ,

PERCENT I
CCRRECT

USDA FIELD CHECK
"770N	 {	 N N-0277

COTTON 143 33
jI

11 0 	24

NON-COTTON	 ') 208	 I 94 11.5
I

IL 	196.5

TOTAL 351 90 	 130.5 I	 220.5	 J

1977

'SIR-.N WSO TOTAL # i

^TC1 nc -------
 PERCENT	 j
rtaocrT

OWR LAND USE SURVEY
COTTON	 ;	 ^JON -=CTTON

COTTON	 ^I 143 38	 i 1	 C	 17	 (

N0"1-COTTON 208	 i	 93	 ` 15 I	 193

TOTAL 351 91 141 210

1977

USDA	 ; TOTAL PERCENT DWR LAND USE SURVEY
FIELD CHECK	

,
FIELDS CORRECT CC;, ON	 11 c N - C CT7,Cy_

j !
j

138.5 4.5COTTON 143 97 ^i
I

YON-COTTON
j

208 93	 !

!I

15	 ii	 ?93

TOTAL	 ! 351 94	 j 153.5 +	 197.5
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The test results have been computed on a field rather than acreage

basis. This was done on request by CCFA; their concern is mainly in

locating the cotton fields since once that has been accomplished

determining the acreage of the fields is a relatively minor task.

In 1977, a special problem arose. In mid -April, MSS band 4 on

Landsat I became inoperable. This band is normally used in conjunction

with MSS bands 5 and 7 to create color infrared composites. It was

therefore necessary to create color composites using only two MSS bands.

The latest May image used in the interpretation test, May 20, was the

only date affected. However, this data is of critical significance

to the interpretation test. Because of the poor interpretation test

results, it was decided to add the June 1 image ( the next Landsat 2

overpass) to the interpretation test. At this point in the season, most

cotton was about 6" tall. Table 3-6 shows the results of the interpretation

using the June 1 image; by comparing Tables 3-4 and 3-6 it can be seen

that the interpretation accuracy greatly increased by adding the single

date.

A more complete analysis of the interpretation results will be

undertaken to determine why the other variations in accuracy for the

different years have occurred, and also where improvements in the

procedure can be made in order to increase the overall accuracies.

The tests will then be expanded to the Fresno district test sites to

assess signature extension problems and operational feasibility.
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TABLE 3-6

MULDIDATE COLOR COMPOSITE MANUAL INTERPRETATION ACCURACIES
OF COTTON VERSUS NON-COTTON, WHEELER RIDGE-MARICOPA TEST SITE, 1977

WITH ADDITION OF EARLY JUNE IMAGE

1977

GROUND TRUTH
TOTAL
FIELDS	 11 PERCENT

CORRECT
INTERPRETATIONI	 COTTON I	 NON-C TT N

COTTON	 I 286 82 234.5 51.5

NON-COTTON	 I 416	 I 78 90 326

TOTAL 702 80 324.5 377.5
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SUMMARY

The results of this project to date suggest that Landsat techniques

may be suitable for assisting the pink bollworm control program.

Although the temporal constraint of providing maps by early June

significantly impacts the Landsat approach, it is of similar significance

to field based techniques because of the large area that must be mapped.

A major concern at this point is that the techniques be demonstrated

as reliable,accurate and repeatable from year to year. Based upon the

critical importance of a late May date to accuracy performance it will

be necessary to pursue probable cloud cover impacts and the frequency

of satellite coverage. Operational data flow characteristics (from

overflow to delivery of final map) will also need to be realistically

addressed.

PROPOSE-0 FUTURE WORK

Historical accuracy results indicate that Landsat-based classification

performance is comparable to existing procedures. An operational demon-

stration is being developed for the 1979 crop year. This effort is

proposed to be jointly sponsored by the California Cotton Pest Control

Board and this NASA grant.

The test region for this demonstration will include the cotton

growing regions of the San Joaquin Valley, California. Because of the

unique time constraints associated with the Pink Bollworm Project,

that is, the necessity of generating a map of all cotton fields by

early June, almost immediate turn-around of late May Landsat data will

3-21
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be required. Following this operational demonstration, the methodologies

developed for mapping of cotton , fields from Landsat imagery will be

transferred to the California Department of Food and Agriculture for

implementation.
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BACKGROUND .

Southern California Fire Control Problem

Historically, Southern California has exhibited a high potential for

catastrophic fires. The losses that result from these fires include not

only the immediate devastation of'structures and vegetation resources, but

also long-lasting effects such as potential mud slides, debilitation of the

soil, decreased land values, and ill-timed release of inferior duality water.

The fire control problem in Southern California is the product of highly

flammable fuels and steep topography which combine with warm, dry Santa

Ana winds to produce severe burning conditions. The containment of a poten-

tially catastrophic fire hinges upon the assessment of the expected behavior

of the fire in order to efficiently allocate the available fire control re-

sources.

JaiZy Predictions or -ire Danger

In order to.have sufficient fire control resources on call, it is

necessary for the fire control officer to be able to predict the potential

fire danger. The National Fire-Danger Rating System is a means for deriving

these predictions and is based upon the relative effects of weather on the

following aspects of fire behavior; (1) fire spread, (2) fire intensity

and (3) fire ignition. The effects of weather on fire spread and fire in-

tensity are combined and rated on a scale of 0-100 to give the Burning Index

or relative measure of how difficult any particular fire will be to control.

The effects of weather on fuel ignitability is then rated on a scale of 0 to

100 to give a relative measure of fire probability or the Ignition Index.

Combining the Burning Index and the Ignition Index into a Fire Load Index,
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again on a 0 to 100 scale, produces a relative measure of the potential

job load per day. This Fire Load Index is then used to determine the

necessary level of staffing and deployment.

Structure of the National Fire-Dander Rating (NFOR) System

The basic. structure of the NFOR system (Fig. 3-5) provides three indexes

designed to aid in planning and supervising fire control activities on a

fire protection unit. The indexes are defined as follows:

Occurrence Index (0I) - A number related to the potential fire
incidence within a rating area.

e, Burninc Index (BI) - A number related to the contribution that fire
be avlor makes to the potential amount of effort needed to contain
a fire in a particular fuel type within a rating area.

• Fire Load Index (FLI) - A number related to the total amount of
effort required to contain all probable fires occurring within a
rating area during a specific period.

These indexes are derived from the three fire behavior components --

Spread Component (SC), Energy Release Component (ERC), and Ignition Component

(IC).

Spread Component (SC) - The SC is derived from a mathematical model

developed at the Northern Forest Fire. Laboratory. This model integrates

the effects of wind and slope, together with fuel bed and fuel particle pro-

perties to compute the fire spread rate (Rothermel, 1972).

Since the characteristics of the fuels through which the fire is burning

are so basic in determining the rate at which the fire front moves, a unique

Deeming, Lancaster, Fosberg, Furman, and Schroeder. The National Fire
Danger Rating System. USDA Forest Service Research Paper RIM-84, Rocky
Fountain Forest and Ranger Experiment Station, Fort Collins, Colorado,
August, 1974.
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FIGURE 3-5.	 Structure of the National Fire-Danger Rating System.
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SC table is necessary for each of the nine fuel models recognized by the

system.

In the calculation of the SC the inputs used are: windspeed, slope,

fine fuel moisture (includes the effect of green herbaceous plant material),

and the moisture content of the foliage and twigs of living woody plants

(woody vegetation condition).

The SC, since it indicates the rate of forward spread of the fire,

will give an indication of the time within which a fire must be contained

to prevent it from exceeding an acceptable size. It can also be a guide

to the positioning of units to keep travel time within necessary limits.

Travel time and the rate of line construction by the various mixes of per-

sonnel and machines are key factors.

Energy Release Component (ERC). - Like the SC, the ERC is calculated

using a table unique to each fuel model. The combustion rate is almost

wholly dependent on the same fuel properties as are considered in the equations

h

which calculate the SC. A principal difference is that, whereas the SC is

determined primarily by the finer fuels, the ERC calculation also requires

moisture content inputs for the 10-Hr. and 100-Hr. time-lag fuels.

The ERC is used as a guide to the kind of attack forces that will be

most effective. For low values, direct attack methods are practical. If

the fuel, soil,. and topographic conditions allow, hand crews may be adequate.

On the other hand, when the ERC is high, it is likely that heavy equipment

may be needed for direct attack. If the ERCis very high, direct attack by

any means will frequently be impossible and indirect attack methods should

be used. With experience, the effectiveness and practicability of using

chemicals, ground or air delivered, may be indicated by the ERC. It may
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also be used as a general indicator of the potential for certain types of

fire damage.

Ignition Component (IC). - The IC represents the ease with which fine

fuels are ignited. Ignition normally takes place in the dead component of

the fine fuels. The three distinct steps that must be considered are

(1) the. firebrand must come in contact with the dead fuel, (2) the fuel

particle must be dried, and (3) the temperature of the fuel particle must

be raised to the kindling point, about 380 0C. (7160F).

Living material in the fine fuel complex shields the dead fuel from

the firebrand or otherwise reduces its efficiency. Therefore an adjustment

dependent on the percent of the fine fuel which is-living (herbaceous

vegetation condition) is made.

The. IC is an indicator'of potential for spotting, i.e., the likelihood

that a spreading fire will result when a wind blown firebrand is introduced

signficantly ahead of the spreading front of a fire.

A=Zications or the NF.'DR 3astem

As stated previously, the three major indexes (occurrence, burning,

and fire load) derived from the fire behavior components are designed to

aid in planning and supervising fire control activities on a fire protection

unit. The operational applications of these.indexes are as follows:

The Occurrence Index (0I) is an indicator of the potential fire in-

cidence on a protection unit during a rating period. A high OI would indicate

that the detection system should be brought to a high level of readiness.

Then looking at Risk the fire control manager will know whether to con-

centrate detection efforts in the lightning belts of the protection unit
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or in the areas frequented by people. If the probability of people-caused

fires is high, some additional resources of the unit probably should be

diverted to patrol and prevention work.

The Burning Index (BI) integrates the effects of weather, fuels, and

topography an fire behavior. It will indicate the level-of personnel

staffing and the amount and kind of equipment which should be directed to

a single fire. However, since the BI is made up of the Spread Component

(SC) and the Energy Release Component (ERC), a more precise estimate of the

requirements for the prompt containment of a particular fire can be made

by examining both of these values.

The Fire Load Index (FBI) is the number to which readiness plans will

be keyed. It will indicate the level of readiness at which supression

forces on a protection unit should be maintained to handle the potential

fire situation.

When the daily, weekly, and monthly FLI's are added, the sum is the

Seasonal Severity Index (SSI). The SSI will provide a yardstick for com-

paring the potential fire problem of one protection unit against another,

or for evaluating accomplishments. When considered with actual fire occur-

rence, the SSI will provide decision aids for such administrative tasks as

allocating monies, changing authorized staffing levels, and so forth.

FueZ Mfoisture and Fuel lecdals in the 3FDR System

The rating of fire danger, in its simplest form, is the prediction

of the behavior of a potential fire. Principal determinants of fire be-

havior can be classified as being variable or constant in time. Variable

determinants are weather dependent; they are wind, fuel moisture, and fuel
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temperature. The more constant determinants are topography and fuel type.

Five classes of fuels, three dead and two living are considered by

the NFDR system. Since the system is designed to measure the job of con-

tainment (not extinguishment) of the fire, only those fuels involved in

combustion within the immediate flaming front need be considered. Because

moisture content, to a large extent, determines the flammability of fuels,

the separation of dead fuels into classes was based on the rapidity of the

moisture content response of individual fuel particles to changes in relative

humidity (Lancaster, 1970). Living fuels are classified according to whether

they are herbaceous (grass and other herbaceous) or woody (twins less than

one-fourth inch in diameter and the foliage of woody plants). One-fourth

inch is considered to be the upper size limit of living woody material which

can be desiccated and consumed within-the flaming front of an initiating

fire.

Living herbaceous material is considered only as it changes the effective

moisture content of the fine fuels. The living woody material is treated

both as a heat sink (it takes a considerable amount of energy to desiccate

this material) and as a heat source (after it has been desiccated, it burns

and contributes energy just as dead fuel does) (Fosberg and Schroeder, 1971).

In the formulation of the NFDR fuel models, typical values for the load-

ings (tons/acre) by fuel classes, surface area to volume ratios, and bed

depths were determined for the fuel situations to be represented by the fuel

inadel. Fuel particle properties such as density, heat content, and mineral

content are assigned constant values. The r°e.maining inputs, the moisture

content by fuel classes, are variables determined by physiological and
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imatological processes. Hence, they must be evaluated daily. Fuel

isture contents, wind, and fuel temperature account for the short-term

riation of fire danger.

Fuel Model B classically represents the Southern California dense

brush and chaparral. It is characterized by heavy loadings of dead woody

material and/or litter layers 3" deep and over. The primary cover plants

must average 6 feet or more in height. Foliage of brush plants typically

becomes easily involved in the fire. Individual plants in these associations

almost always form a dense, continuous fuel bed occupying two-thirds or more

of the area.

Fuel Model B of National Fire-Dancer Ratin g System

The U.S. Forest Service (USFS) uses Fuel Model B of the NFOR system

to derive the various fire potential indexes for the Los Padres National

Forest located in south central California_ The indexes are derived by the

model for 10 fire danger rating areas that encompass the Los Padres National

Forest. Fire danger ratings are used on the Los Padres National Forest

to make a number of critical mana gement decisions such as, closure of an

area to recreation, deployment of personnel during fire situation, and location

of fuel breaks.

Fuel Model B is designed for use in the chaparral community most commonly

found in the Los Padres National Forest. Fire potential indexes of occurrence,

burning and fire load are derived from the fire behavior components of spread,

energy release, ignition and risk (lightening risk and man-caused risk).

The dynamic variables that drive this model include weather data, dead

versus live herbaceous vegetation ratio, and "woody vegetation condition"
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which refers to the moisture content of the green foliage and small tsyigs

of woody perennial plants. At present, data for the first two variables,

weather and dead vs. live ratio, are collected with recording instruments

and field volume transacts respectively. The woody vegetation condition

or green fuel moisture is calculated from samples collected in,the field

by USFS personnel.

The samples consist of new growth from chamise ( Adenostoma fasci cul atum)

and are cleaned of all dead material. Chamise is a representative plant

species for woody vegetation since it is a common and aggressive shrub

which has a wide range and produces more volume of growth than any other

shrub in Southern California. It is also one of the most hazardous wildland

fuels in Southern California. Sampling is done between the hours of 12 and

3 p.m. at which time any surface moisture has evaporated leaving only the

internal plant moisture to be measured. Three samples of 75 grams are taken

from each collection site in the field and weighed, dried and reweiahed until

all contained moisture is removed and then reweighed to obtain the moisture

content-by weight. This. method is both time consuming and expensive since

the collection stations are remote and widely spaced.
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6 USER REQUIREMENTS
i

Forest Service personnel of the Los Padres National Forest expressed

an initial interest in this research project and have cooperated through-

out the project. Initially this work was proposed as a feasibility study

using Landsat image data to estimate given fuel moisture content but ex-

cluded the study of digital Landsat data due to the level of funding. The

L.P.N.F. fire control and planning personnel were sufficiently interested

in including.the digital aspect to the study that they purchased for the

project five dates of Landsat computer compatible tapes (CCT's). In addition

they have been most supportive in terms of providing ground truth data for

green fuel moisture and weather from the ten different collection stations

in the study area. We have worked closely with the L.P.N.F. personnel in

defining the problem and establishing their data requirement needs.

Fuel Model B presently requires that three general levels of moisture

in green fuel, be estimated for each of the ten fire danger rating areas.

The three levels are:

1) high moistu re content (> 120%) which occurs in the early part of
the growing season and produces rapid growth of new leaves, needles,
and twigs.

2) low moisture content (70-120%) when growth continues at a much
reduced rate, this stage normally persists until fall when de-
ciduous species lose their leaves.

3) severe drought (< 70%) which is hard to detect during any season
in its beginning stages, especially in evergreen species.

An important requirement of the model that critically effects its utility

is the timeliness of the field data. The maximum time lag between the

measurements of green fuel moisture and its input to the model and output

of fire potential indexes is approximately one week. This time requirement
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will vary with changing temperature, relative humidity and moisture con-

ditions. The most critical time for frequent moisture measurements is in

the late summer and fall before winter rains begin when temperatures are

high.

In terms of utilizing Landsat data for estimation of green fuel

moisture content on an operational basis, the turn-around time will of

necessity need to be much shorter 'than the present four week average for

receiving processed data from the satellite.
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STUDY AREA

The area for which this study is being undertaken includes the

contiguous southern portion of the Los Padres National Forest that

falls primarily in Santa Barbara, Ventura and Kern Counties (see Figure 3-6).

This sub-section of the larger Los Padres National Forest,. which includes

portions of San Luis Obispo and Monterrey Counties, was chosen to

accomodate the area encompassed in one Landsat image scene. Both

Landsat and green fuel moisture ground truth data are available for

the entire forest area, thus at a future date this technique could

be evaluated for the entire Los Padres National Forest. However, the

scope of this study permits the acquisition and analysis of only one

Landsat scene per date.

Results obtained in the sub-section under study should be relevant

to the remainder of the forest area excluded from this study. This is

due to the fact that fuel moisture data is collected in a similar , manner

from chamise plants throughout the entire Los Padres National Forest.

Thus the fuel moisture estimation technique using Landsat da'Ca for

chamise stands in the southern portion of the forest should be valid

for chamise stands in the northern portion of the. forest.

Figure 3-6 delineates in addition to the Los Padres National Forest,

Fire Danger Rating Area boundaries and fuel moisture sampling stations.

Fire Danger Rating Areas are units of land on which weather is measured

and, insofar as practical, represent a distinct climatic type. Each

Rating Area is further classified according to the fuel type (grass,

brush, or timber) that predominates in the principal risk zones.

4
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All Rating Areas in this study are classified as brush and are listed

in Table 3-7 by number with their associated name and fuel moisture

collections station(s).

Table 3-7

Fire Danger Rating Areas Under Study and

Associated Fuel Moisture Collection Station(s).

dumber	 Name

582	 Santa Margarita-La Panza

585	 Upper Santa Maria Drainage

586	 Upper Santa Ynez Drainage

588	 Cuyama Valley

600	 Southern Ventura County

650	 Ojai Inland

651	 Chuchupate

Fuel Moisture Collection Station(s)

Black Mountain

Shell Peak
Buckhorn

Upper Oso
San Marcos Pass

Ozena

Laguna Ridge
Stewart Canyon

Nordhoff Ridge

Hardluck

The fuel moisture collection stations are locations within each

Fire Danger Rating Area where large continuous stands of chamise are

found. As previously stated, the chamise plant is sampled for fuel

moisture content due to its status as the most potentially dangerous

or hottest fuel in the Los Padres National Forest vegetation configuration.
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APPROACH AND PROCEDURES

Justification for Approach

The Landsat satellite carries onboard a multi-spectral scanner

(MSS) collecting information in four discrete spectral regions:

.5-.6 um green visible (band 4); .6-.7 um red visible (band 5);

.7-.8 um near infrared (band 6); and .8-1.1 um infrared (band 7).

Each band collects different information about the landscape. Band 4

is a region where little chlorophyll absorption (absorption of the

radiation by chlorophyll pigments) occurs, thus is called the green

band. The chlorophyll absorption is maximized in Band 5 thus resulting

in the red band nomenclature. The Band 6 signal is related to green

leaf biomass and the associated high soil-green vegetation reflectance

contrast. Band 7 is more highly related to green leaf density although

a water absorption band at .92-.98 um creates signal degradation due to

atmospheric effects (Tucker, 1978). Satellite imagery, such as that

provided by the Landsat series, has shown Pignificant correlation with

leaf water content and vegetative biomass in previous research. Rouse

et al. (1973 and 1974) analyzed Landsat MSS data and found that it could

be used to monitor biomass, leaf area indexes and other phenological

phenomena for certain crop and range types. C.J. Tucker (1977) has

found that the photographic IR/red ratio, the difference between IR

and red, and the (IR-red)j(IR-red) values are sensitive to photo-

synthetically active or green biomass and leaf water content.
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Tasks Performed to Date

•	 Selection of optimum study period

The initial step was to determine from past field data
records the time period that would provide a wide range of
fuel moisture conditions for study. Additionally it was
important that .the study period coincide temporally with a
number of high quality cloud free Landsat over pass dates.

A calendar matrix was developed with 1)green fuel
moisture data from each collection station, 2) rainfall
data from each U.S. Forest Service weather station, and
3) Landsat overpasses and their quality in terms of cloud
cover and atmospherics. From the matrix it was determined
that the spring, summer, and fall of 1975 and 1976 provided
a good set of coincident ground and satellite data.

•	 Acquisition of ground truth data

All ground truth data was obtained from historical
records gathered in the field by U.S. Forest Service personnel
and maintained at the regional office of the Los Padres
National Forest in Goleta, California. Green fuel moisture
data is available for ten sites in the forest, for varying
periods of time. Local rainfall data are not usually taken
from the same locations, however, local ranger stations
record daily amounts of precipitation. Table 3-8 shows the
green fuel moisture collection stations, their corresponding
rainfall station and the period for which data was obtained
for this project.

•	 Acquisition of Landsat'data

Landsat imagery was acquired in both image and computer
tape (CCT) formats. The Geography Remote Sensing Unit had
previously acquired much of the Landsat image data for the
study region during the 1975 and 1976 seasons when ground
truth data was available. The U.S. Forest Service, interested
in pursuing the digital data approach, has purchased five
Landsat CCT's of the study area. These include the dates
5/10/76, 6/6/76, 7/21/76, 8/8/76, and 10/10/76. This data
set provides a sufficient amount of coincident ground and
satellite data to study a wide range of fuel moisture
conditions
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Table 3-8

Fuel Moisture Station Rainfall	 Station Data Collection Period

Black Mountain Salinas Dam July 1975 - September 1975

Buckhorn Pine Canyon May 1975 - Present

Hardluck Chuchupate August 1976 - November 1976

Laguna Ridge Casitas February 1975 -	 Present

Nordhoff Ridge Ojai July 1976 -	 Present

Ozena Ozena August 1976 -	 November 1976

San Marcos Pass San Marcos Pass May 1976	 -	 Present

Shell	 Peak Pine Canyon April 1976	 -	 August 1976

Stewart Canyon Ojai February 1975	 -	 Present

Upper Os% Los Prietos May 1976	 -	 Present

s	 Determine image density values

Image density values were measured from Landsat trans-
parancies of the four MSS bands for each of the ten field
sampling stations with a Macbeth Quantalog densitometer.
Density values were measured for the 15 step grey scale on each
image and used to normalize the density range between dates.

In order to normalize density values between dates, a
multiple regression was run between the density values of the
15 step grey scale for each date and those of a base date.
The resulting equations were then used to correct the density
values for each collection station on an image to the base
date grey scale. In this way all collection station density
values were normalized to the same base date grey scale.

a	 Correlation of Landsat image data to ground truth data

The normalized image density values were correlated to
ground truth values of percent green fuel moisture using
band ratioing. These data sets were also graphically compared
in scatter plots. Several ratios of the Landsat bands were
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used to rank their sensitivity to fuel moisture. This inital
correlation is expected to be somewhat lowered due to the 	 '.
fact that ground fuel moisture measurements were not taken
coincidentally with the Landsat overpasses. Other factors
that could affect the correlation are limited only to the
image format data and do not affect the digitial CCT data
correlation. The first factor is the spatial resolution
obtainable by observing the Landsat images with the densitometer.
Although data is recorded on the image in approximately 30
meter square resolution elements or "pixels" which are
observable through magnification, they cannot be individually
separated or resolved by the densitometer. Using the smallest
aperture of .5 mm on the 1:1,000,000 scale image gives a
field of view equal to 46 pixels or 50.6 acres on the ground.
Thus each density reading is a composite of the radiance
values of all 49 pixels in the area viewed by the densitometer.
Each density reading was taken for the group of pixels in
close proximity to the point on the image where a fuel moisture
collection station was located.

The second factor that can affect the correlation of image
format data with ground data is reduced radiometric resolution.
Landsat originally records digital data on 128 radiance levels.
This number is reduced when producing imagery from the CCT's
thus the sensitivity and range of image density values is
reduced.

The band ratios make use of the four discrete spectral
bands of information available on Landsat. The four different
sensors onboard Landsat collect data in the green, red, near

P

	

	 infrared, and infrared spectral regions. The ratios used in
the correlations are:

T)	 band 7 + band 5

2) band 7 - band 5

3) band 5/band 7

4) (band 7 - band 5)/(band 7 + band 5)

5) square root of [(band 7 - band 5) /(band 7 + band 5) + .51

Table 3-9 gives the results of the correlation of the bands ratio to
percent green fuel moisture. These results indicate no correlation
between the Landsat and ground truth data for green fuel moisture.
Owing to the factors that influence this correlation of Landsat
image data, as described below, these results are not unexpected.
One further manipulation of this data will be attempted during
the next reporting period. The image density values will be used
with the Kauth tasselled-cap linear transform which isolates green
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development and soil brightness. This may provide a more
diagnostic tool to observe vegetative changes due to moisture
stress throughout the grovith cycle.

TABLE 3-9

Band Ratio Correlation Significance
Coefficient Probability

7 + 5 -.22 .08

7 - 5 -.43 .0004

5/7 .50 .0001

VI -.50 .0001

TVI .50 .0001

Processing Landsat Digital Data

Landsat digital data. has been extracted from the CCT's and band

ratios are being calculated for correlation with around truth measurements

of green fuel moisture. The extraction of digital numbers (ON's) from the

tapes was done using the Video Image Communication and Retrieval (VICAR)

software package. This involves reformatting the tape to VICAR format,

locating the ground data collection sites to within several pixels and

extracting the appropriate ON values.

Correlation of Landsat Digital Data to Ground Truth

.The same procedure used to correlate Landsat image data with ground

truth data will be used. The Landsat digitally derived band ratios will

4
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be correlated to ground truth measurements of percent green fuel moisture.

These data sets will be graphically plotted to aid in the evaluation of

the correlation. Additionally, a correlation will be made between Landsat

band ratios and fuel moisture values ranked according to low, medium,

and high moisture contents. At this point green fuel moisture input

to Fuel Model 3 is required in a ranked variable format with 0-70 71.17 as

low, 70-120% as medium and greater than 120% as high.

luation of the Accuracy and Utili i of this Procedure for
rational Use

Both the image and digital format approach will be evaluated for

accuracy and utility in an operational setting. Accuracy will be

assessed in deriving both integer and ranked values of green fuel moisture.

Accuracy in deriving the ranked values of low, medium, and high, as de-

fined in a previous section, is imperative for operational use in the

present Fire-Danger Rating System. Although the application of integer

values for fuel moisture is not feasible now, future refinements in the•

fuel models may require this type of data.

Another important assessment of the utility of this procedure involves

the turn-around time from Landsat data acquisition to the availability of

fuel moisture estimates for input to the fuel models. The user requirements

of the USFS in this regard will have to be determined on a seasonal or

even monthly basis. It is expected that the turn-around time requirement

will change as the fuel moisture levels reach a critical point, although

this will be affected by the existing climatological conditions.
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IMTRODUCTION

Remote Sensing of Perched Uater and Soil Salinity

Many arid agricultural regions are experiencing crop yield losses and

deteriorating soil conditions due to the excessive build-up of shallow or

" perched" water tables and salts in the soil root zone. Problems associated

with the presence of shallow water tables are significant at the global

and national, as well as local levels. In the United States alone, more

than 20 million acres of potentially arable land have high :•jater tables

in the rooting zone of the soil horizon. In many arid environments where

irrigation is practiced the total acreage affected by soil drainage problems

continues to increase.

Various remote sensing systems offer potential means for timely and

cost-effective collection of perched water and soil salinity related data.

As part of our research effort we are directing attention towards the oper-

ational use of remote sensing techniques to collect this type of data.

It is extremely unlikely that any remote sensing technique or combination

of techniques will ever completely replace conventional monitoring of test

wells in drainage control programs. There do appear, however, three potentially

sionificanr ways in which remote sensinn may aid the collection o ,F perched

grater data. These include: 1) general reconnaissance of an area to aid in

optimum siting of test well locations; 2) interpolation and extrapolation

between point samples provided by test well data based can environmental factors

interpreted from remote sensing data, including possible use of such data

in hydrologic models; and 3) direct collection and interpretation of perched

~eater table conditions or some surrogate indicator of perched water table

conditions.
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OBJECTIVES

Previous research efforts have demonstrated the technical feasibilities

of various remote sensing systems for providing useful drainage related data.

The major goal of this project is to document, through highly visible demon-

strations, those remote sensing techniques presently not used but considered

well suited for operational implementation by major user groups in Kern County.

!-!here appropriate we will also continue, at lower priority, to provide assis-

tance to those users implementing more conventional remote sensing techniques

(e.g. interpretation of aerial photography). Althou gh Kern County agricultural

land will be emphasized in this project, the techniques demonstrated and

experience derived should also benefit the large number of users present in

similar arid environments.

Specific research objectives to meet the general goals of this project

include:

• The identification of the major user groups information requirements (i.e.,
individual farmers, local water districts, Kern County .Dater Agency,
and State Department of 'later Resources) specifically as they pertain
to remote sensor system resolution in the spatial, temporal, and
quantitative dimensions.

• A systematic assessment of the utility of remote sensing systems for
operationally providing needed drainage related data.

• An evaluation of the usefulness of image processing and enhancement
techniques, such as digital ratioing and photographic color compositing,
for extracting more information from Landsat imagery.

• The develo pment and imp lementation of a cooperative field data
collection program to provide better depth to perched water table
and soil thermal data, the dynamics of which are presently inadequately
defined.

Subsequent sections. of this portion of our report discuss the nature
i

of drainage problems in Kern County, the approach and results we have obtained,

s	 and both scheduled and proposed research on this topic.
s`
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Kern County Test Site

Typical of an arid region where drainage problems are extensive anti

growing is the southern end of the San Joaquin Valley, which includes

western Kern County, California. Kern County has nearly one million acres

of irrigated cropland and is the second most productive agricultural county

in the United States (Figure 3-7). Approximately one million acre-feet of

eater is presently imported via the California .Aqueduct and Friant-Kern

Canal systems to supplement an annual groundwater extraction estimated in

excess of two million acre-feet. With the growth of agriculture, there

has been a continuous decline in groundwater levels over most of the county.

In a number of areas within. Kern County, however, the nature of the

groundwater problem is just the reverse; buildups of perched water tables,

related to applied irrigation water, are rapidly increasing soil' drainage

problems. Factors leading to the development of perched water tables include

geology, topography, soil type and stratigraphy, and water use management.

Perched water tables normally develop when layers within the soil pro-

file of low permeability retard or prevent deep percolation of applied-water.

A po rched water table is created when-water is added in excess of the natural

percolation rate (see Fi gure 3-8). Shallow, fine textured layers impede

vertical flow of groundwater in the unconsolidated alluvial sediments of

the San Joaquin Valley. In Kern County, the uppermost clay, designated the

"A" (Hanford) clay!, is for the most part the major perching layer and it
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ges in depth from about 40' to 100' (i:C:1A, 1976 b). By intercepting

the normal deep percolation of applied irrigation water these layers of

clay also affect the movement of salts. Deep percolation is necessary to

remove the salts that otherwise would accumulate through evaporation of

near-surface water, especially in arid environments. Areas of poor drainage

are therefore susceptible to excessive soil salinity conditions which also

adversely affect crop production. Nhenever aquatards or aquacludes have

a slope component, groundwater tends to accumulate in topographic lows under

the influence of gravity. Thus, areas most prone to the development of

drainage problems usually lie in the topographically lower regions, where

the finer soil constituents more responsible for drainage characteristics

(silts and clays) are deposited (see. Figure 3-9 ). 	 Seepage losses from

unlined irri gation canals and ditches also contribute to the accumulation

of perched water in valley lowlands.

In and and semi-arid areas, only a minor portion of excess water comes

from precipitation. Precipitation averages an annual 5 to 6 inches in the

southern San Juaquin Valley. Furthermore., with the exception of flood flows,

virtually all runoff from mountain watersheds in controlled, and most water

reaching the valley floor is used for irrigation (Department of Water Resources,

1970). As a consequence, natural sources of water inputs a ppear to have

little effect on perched water table fluctuations.

Figure :"'10 shows seasonal changes in the extent of perched water table

conditions under the old Kern Lake bed, and demonstrates the direct relation-

ship of irrigation water to perched water levels. The high point in the

cycTe (April-July) is related to the application of irri gation water. The

low point (December) reflects the cumulative effects of reduction in irrigation
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Survey. 1966).
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applications, consumptive use, and underflow out of the problem area (Wheeler

Ridge-Maricopa, 1976).

The effects of poor drainage on agricultural production can be extensive.

Saturated upper profiles create tillage problems as well as an unsuitable

environment for seedling germination. High water tables can affect actual

crop growth in two principal ways: 1) through reduction of available root

zone which causes root drowning; and 2) by the resultant increase in soil

salinity. Soil salinization is the more widespread and serious consequence

of perched water tables (Department of Water Resources, 1970). Taking

into consideration that the salinity tolerance of crops depends on several

factors, it is evident that growth inhibition and yield losses increase

as salinity concentration increases. High salinity levels must be minimized

to reduce growth inhibitation and yield losses; this often requires drainage

programs to eliminate the maJor source of salt accumulations.

The total acreage in Kern County affected by perched water has increased

significantly in recent years. An indication of the magnitude of this increase

is shown by the comparison of data gathered by the California Department of

Water Resources (1958-1963) and the Kern County ;rater Agency (1974-1976).

During the thirteen years between surveys, the area with perched water within

5 feet of the surface increased from less than 180 acres (1963) to over 16,400

acres. (1976). The total probably exceeds 22,000 acres today (Kern County

Water Agency, 1976a). Crop yield reductions due to drainage problems will

result in a substantial income loss to farmers, with some properties being

removed from agricultural use as production becomes uneconomical. Annual

damages in Kerrr County are estimated to increase from 52,655,000 in 1965

to $19,735,000 in 1985 and to $45,215,000 in 2005, assuming no type of
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Ji IWject is initiated to control the problem (Kern County !later Agency, 1976a).

Shallow water tables need to be continuously monitored to detect

expansions of the problem area. Historically, state and local agencies have

laboriously gathered information concerning the extent and depth of perched

water tables. During 1975 and 1976, the Kern County Water Agency in

conjunction with Kern Delta Water District, Wheeler Ridge-;•Mari cops 'dater

Storage District, and Arvin Edison Water Storage District, drilled and

installed 14Q piezometers in the Southern Lake bed area. This intensive

grid of piezometers provide measurements of depth to water and electrical

conductivity of water CKCWA, 1976b). From these measurements rough "depth

to perched water" contours were constructed.

Within Kern County, jurisdiction for water resource management lies with

the Kern County Water Agency (KCIWA). It is responsible for the forecasting

of water supply and demand on both a long and short-term basis, as well

as being involved in the allocation and pricing of water to water districts

within the county. KCWA needs timely and accurate perched water information

to make groundwater basin management decisions. Their requirements are

for both district wide and more localized information. One major management

decision affected by perched water information in the location and extent of

future drainage network systems. In addition, perched water information

would also benefit the assessment of crop dollar damage. These economic

impact assessments are necessary for cost/benefit evaluations of corrective

measures.

Tile drainage is one method of water management which can be undertaken

by the individual farmer, but proves more effective when utilized on a

regional scale. This is the most commonly used method for correcting perched
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water table problems in California, Tile drains are advantageous in that

they waste no land, do not interfere with farm operations, and require little

care once installed. Although initially expensive they are economically

feasible on a long-term basis (see Figure 3-11). Farm tile drainage systems

have been effective in putting abandoned land in Kern County back into pro-

duction. However, the current problem is of a magnitude and complexity

which calls for a larger, regional collection and transmission system.

Both KCWA and the California Department of Water Resources are involved

in a task force effort to develop a San Joaquin Valley Master Drain. These

Agencies are concerned that without a concerted-effort at improving the

quality of agricultural lands and water-supplies in the San Joaquin Valley,

agricultural productivity will be severely affected.
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APPROACH AND RESULTS

Define User Information Requirements and Capabilities

A user information survey was developed to define requirements

of perched water and salinity data for the folowing user groups:

T.	 Individual farmers

2. Local water districts

3. Kern County Water Agency

4. California Department of 'Water Resources

These groups encompass a wide range of user capabilities and

information requirements. This diversity should enable the results of this

project to be applicable to locations and user groups other than those

in the Kern County study-area.

Specific data requirements assessed include:

0	 type, of data currently collected for the detection and monitoring
of drainage problem areas.

•	 Area specificity, which will govern the spatial resolution
and area coverage requirements of the system.

•	 Timeliness of the data, which will govern the temporal resolution
requirements of the system.

e	 quantitative or qualitative data characteristics, which will
affect the accuracy requirements of the system.

We have developed a user needs survey designed for all levels of

users (farmers, local water districts, KCWA, and California Department

of Water Resources). The user is provided with a description of the

remote sensing systems available for the detection of drainage problems

(low altitude aerial photography, high altitude aerial photography,

Landsat, thermal infrared, micrad and radar) and are given examples
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of each type of imagery for a Kern County test site. Information concerning

costs, availability, turn-around times,etc. is also provided. The

survey questions are designed to provide us with a better understanding

of the specific user information needs as well as user familiarity with

the techniques of 'remote sensing.

Previous contacts with various user groups in Kern County

facilitated. cooperation.	 For the past five years, Kern County

Water Agency has been the primary user of crop information derived from

high altitude and satellite remote sensing imagery. A major use of this

data has been as input to a groundbasin hydrologic model. Additionally,

KCWA funded a thermal infrared flight in April 1978 for analysis of

flooding conditions and cooperated in much of the supporting field data

collection. Several Kern County water districts have benefited from our

cropland mapping and have contributed in the collection of ground truth

information for many of our projects. Local farmers have been made aware

of research efforts in the Kern County area through contacts in the

Kern County Water Agency and local water districts. Individual farmers

in the wheeler Ridge-,Maricopa ',Dater Storage district recently cooperated

in the collection of ground truth data in conjunction with a microwave

flight which was analyzed for its potential in soil moisture detection.

These established contacts and existing working relationships with additional

user groups provided an excellent base for accomplishing a complete assessment

of drainage related information requirements and the potential of remote

sensor systems to provide data relative to them.
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Results from the user needs survey compiled thus far are summarized

in Tables 3-10 and 3-11.	 Survey results from the California Department

of Water Resources as well as individual farmers have not been received

In general, it appears that remote sensing is viewed by the

potential users as a useful and viable resource for monitoring perched

water tables at different- levels. However, actual implementation of

remote sensing techniques has not significantly occurred to date.

Lou Beck, director of the San Joaquin Valley Interagency Drainage Program

has given support to on-going and future research in perched water

studies using remote sensing. 	 The potential exists for

data to be obtained as input to the California Master Drain Plan

decision making process.
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TABLE 3-10

J

WHEELER--RIDGE

ARVIN EDISON	 MARICOPA

Types of data current-

ly collected for Plezometer wells Plezauuter	 test	 wells

detection and monitor- measuring depth to for d..pth to water

ing of drainage and water	 table. table and E.	 C.

saiinity problem areas levels.

Approximately how much

Is	 spent	 annually	 to
detect/monitor perched $5,000/year. $2,500/year.

water	 tables/salinity
problem areas.

Ito+r mitIht you use Dependent upon costs,
remote sensing Imagery --- availability and
in perched water table accuracy.

monitoring.

If you had	 Imagery Possibly,	 district Yes,	 to farmers	 in
in house, would you has	 ilmited	 staff. the district.
make	 It available.

What	 type of	 training

have you had In None. Landsat-C conference.

remote sensing.

Would you attend
training courses	 for

application of remote Possibly. Yes.

sensing to perched

water/salinity problem
areas.

KCWA	 IDP

Field measurements 6 	 Data collection by
somu Landsal Imagery	 DWR and US Bureau
Willi 30UM-transter	 (;f Reclaimation.

scope analysis.

Two weeks field work	 DWR program.

two weeks evaluation

Crop damage and soil	 Better definition of

moisture determin-	 perched water table

ation.	 areas.

Yes .	 Y 1:S .

Photo Interpretation;

several seminars and	 None.

"schools" on using
remote sensing In
this field.

Yes.	 Yes.



TAUIE 3-II

Low Altitude High Altitude Thermal	 IR Lands at Mlcrad Radar

QuestIoil Photography Photography Imagery Imagery Imagery lu4agery

1) NoHave you ever 1)	 No 1)	 No 1)	 No 1)	 No 1)	 No

seen this	 type of 2) Yes 2) Yes 2) Yes 2) Yes 2) No 2) No

Imagery before? 31 Yes 3) Yes 3) Yf:s 3) Yes 3) No 3) No

4) No 4) No 4) No 4) No

Do you ever use 1) Never 1) Never 1) Never 1) Never 1) Never 1) Never

this type of 2) Infrequently 2) Never 2) Never 2) Never 2) Never 2) Never

Imagery?	 (Never, 3) infrequently 3) Infrequently 3) Infrequently 3) frequently 0 Never 3) Never

infrequently, 4) Never 4) Never 4) Never 4) Never 4) Never 4) Never

frequently)

1	
1;

1

PossiblyIf	 there was 1)	 Possibly	 1)	 Possibly	 1)	 Possibly	 1)	 Possibly	 1)	 Possibly

economical,	 timely, 31 Yes 3) Yes 3) yes

imagery available 4) yes

would you use It?
u^
cn (Yes,	 no)

1) District	 wide	 1) District	 wide	 1) District	 wide	 1) District widu	 1) District wideflow specific an 1) District	 wide

area would you 3) Local 1	 3) Local ( 1	 3) Local

need coverage of 1j) Would	 like	 to Identify changes within each section i

(per	 field,

local,	 regional)

1) Annually 1) Annually 1) Annually I) Annually 1) Annually 1) AnnuallyHow often would
you need Imagery 3) Annually

coverage?	 (Daily, 4) 3 times a year - pregrowing season, mid-growing season, and after harvest.

weekly, monthly,
annual ly) ^ 1

----- - -- - -	 - --	 -

1) Arvin-Edison Water Storage District

2) Wheeler Ridge-Maricopa Water Storage District

3) Kern County Water Agency

i')	 Interagency Drainage Program
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SAIN JOAQUIN VALLEY

INTERAGENCY DRAINAGE PROGRAM
1490 W. SHAW AVENUE

SUITE F
FRESNO, CALIFORNIA 93711

TELEPHONE ;209) 433-5681

pril ?^, 1979

FIGURE 3-12

1°la . Elaine Ezra.
C-eograml y Remote Sensing TJ=.it
University Of Califoria
Santa Barbara, CA 93106

Dear 21s. Ezra:

E^.closed is your questionnai_ e on users needs
for remote sensing of perched water tables.

You can see that 1 17TS never used remote Sens ing,
but from you=	 ca—"I ca see a lot of potential and
-Oronise.	 t1'7n1-- t--,, at remote sensing could provide
an accurate del' 1tloa Of the drainage problem areas

in the San Joaquin Valley. In addition, seasonal
variations and annum chases could be deterr:.irted.

I would li'e to be informed of Your further
efforts in r=mote sensing of perched water tables.

SL-'cerely yours,

f 2--0,L
L. 4. 3eck
Director

LLB: tT

Enclosure

Fi gure 3-12
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Assessing Remote Sensing Systems

Information obtained from previous research was used to

assess the operational utility of various remote sensing systems to

specific perched water and salinity information requirements. Specific

'	 system characteristics being considered include:

•	 Availability of the data in terms of:

1. turn around time from flight to user image acquisition

2. costs associated with obtaining imagery

3. present development and future availability.

e	 Applicability of the data in term; of:

1. spatial resolution

2. relationship of spectral qualities to perched water

3. use of surrogates such as crop damage in detecting
perched drainage problems.

The sensors evaluated are:

1.. karial photography

2. Landsat

3. Thermal infrared

4. Passive microwave NiGrad)

5. Active microwave (radar)

The compilation of a table illustrating the availability and

applicability of the data for the following sensor y :.; aerial photography,

Landsat, thermal infrared, passive microwave, active microwave has been

designed (see Table 3-12 and 3-13). Information concerning the individual

systems capabilities and constrains will aid in identifying feasible

techniques for the individual user. Many of the sensor. systems
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SYSTENS
LOW ALIITUO[ HIGH ALTITUDE

IANOSAT IHERMAI MILRAO RADAR
CHARACTERISTICS PIIOTOGRAPHY PHOTOGRAPHY

GINtRAL USER EXCELLENT GOOD EXCELLENT GOOD LIMITED VLNV LIMITED

AVAIt At; 1111 V CONTRACTUAL EXPERIMENTAL CONTRACTUAL

C(RMLR(I All LV mASA U-2 LANDSAIS AIRCRAF T/ AIRCRAFT / AIR(-RAf l/

PlarFOwl
II IGHTAIRCR

AIRCRAFT 2 and 3
ESAIELLITL^ ESATE1.1.11	 L E SA AI ITfAIRCRAFT

PRIVATESOURCES OF	 IMAGERY NASA/EROS NASA/LROS PRIVATE/ NASA NASA

CONTRACTUAL EXPLRIMENT EXPERIW NT

COSTS ASSOCIATED I50-Z- $15/frame $10-15/ CONTRACtUAL CONIIIACIUAl. CONTRACTUAL

Willi OBTAINING
IMAGERY

tota (faille

Ik(00fNCY OF EXCELLENT LIMIIEO GOOD IIMIIFI ► VERY LIMITEO VERY tIMIIED
(OVCRAG,E

CONII(ACIUAE CONIHACTIIAL IVINY	 9 CON IHALIUA1 EXPERIMINIAI EXPERINI141AI
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30 days

iLINN AROUND TIME 1 - 4 days I week Push: 1 week 1 - 3 Niolitlis 1•3 Munths

5 days

2-10 mf
Dum MSS real aperture

^PATIAI	 HLSIIIIIIIUN 0.1 - 341 . 6 -20411
4u iu RUV

I.0	 lilt 10	 gig
0.2-1 or
synthetic

DAY/N1(.111
CAPAD 11 I IV

DAY ONl Y DAY Oul Y DAY ONLY OAY/IIIrJIT 11AV/NIGIII OAY/NIGIIT
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PI NI TRA*i ION S14OKE SMOKE STRIKE SM )EI.
E0G FOG
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are currently at the experimental state, and are not practical for

operational use at the present time; in some of these cases, however,

the future looks very promising for operational implementation as

satellite systems are improved.

Landsat Techniques

A recent study conducted by our group and entitled "Detection of

Perched Water Tables Using Remote Sensing: A Pilot Study" (Estes, et

al., 1378) examined a variety-of remote sensing systems (aerial photography,

Landsat, thermal infrared, micrad and radar) and their technical feasibility

for detecting perched water tables.. Electromagnetic radiation within

the spectral regions of the remote sensing systems used in the study

(0.4 ,n to 23 cm) does not directly interact with soils to depths

that are of significant concern to perched water table monitoring

programs (5-10 feet). It is possible to sense reflected or emitted

energy from only surface or extremely near surface (approximately 5 cm)

soils. Therefore, if remote sensing techniques are to be used, indirect

or surrogate measures indicative of the deeper (>5 cm) perched water tables

must-be relied upon. For bare soil conditions, soil salinity, moisture,

and temperature anomoiies associated with shallow water tables are

potential indicators because the physical, chemical, and electromagnetic

properties of water and salts are. significantly different from those

of dry soil.

For vegetated conditions the remote detection of perched water

tables is based upon the conditions of the crop canopy. Plants are

frequently good indicators of subsurface soil conditions. The root



systems of plants explore a rather large soil volume and are therefore

ofterr more representative of site conditions than standard soil samples.

Landsat multispectral analysis techniques have demonstrated an ability

for detecting these bare soil and vegetated surrogate indicators of

drainage problems, and warrant further research.

Two Landsat techniques investigated for this project-include:

1.	 Multidate color compositing of Landsat imagery for enhancing
drainage conditions.

2. Assessment of the reflectance
to non-perched cotton fields
transformations.

ItAZtidate CoZor Composites

An optical color combiner, such as

differences in perched compared
ising biomass ratios and linear

R E,PRODUGIBILI Y OF THE

ORIGINAL PAGE IS POOR

the I 2S Addcol used by our

group, utilizes black and white multiband imagery and functions by using.

the "additive color" theory. Multispectral photographs and images

taken simultaneously, combined in registration, and colored via filters

can provide a high resolution composite image. By varying color, density

and hue, the observer can detect subtleties normally undetected by the

human eye.

The.procedure similar to that used to create standard single date

color composites may also be used with a single band from 3 different

dates of Landsat imagery to create-a multidate color composite. By not

constraining the input channels to multispectral images from one date,

various changes between dates may be enhanced. By proper date and

band selection, this procedure can enhance the contrast between drainage

problem areas and dry soil conditions in general and accentuate any

3-?1



apparent variations in soil moisture conditions between the dates;

vegetation stress areas can also be enhanced in this manner. Three dates

of Landsat imagery have been obtained from a flooding period in 1977-1978

affording an excellent opportunity for experiments to determine if

differential drainage can be detected using this technique.

Perched water tables are known to fluctuate on a seasonal and annual

basis. The multidate color composite concept allows examination of

variations between monthly, seasonal, as well as different years of imagery.

Dates from 1976-1978 Landsat overpasses have been selected, with a single

band from each date registered and combined to form a multi date color

composite. Minor problems are encountered in registering three bands

of Landsat imagery from different dates, due to minute scale variations.

During late 1977 and early 1978, extremely heavy precipitation in

the Southern San Joaquin Valley caused a severe flooding problem

(see Figure 3-13). Multidate composites were created to assess the

variable drainage of this flooding using December 16, 1977, February 8,

1978, and May 19, 1978. Within the seasonal perched water cycle,

December has the lowest levels, February is a period of rapid buildup,

and May has peak perched water levels. Using this combination of dates,

comparative-color composites were created using MSS bands 5 and 7.

Indicators of perched water areas include: salinity accumulations, riparian

vegetation, vegetation stress/damage and standing water.

Analysis of the MSS 5 composite shows enhancement. of drainage patterns

and saline accumulations. In contrast, the MSS 7 composite emphsizes

areas of riparian vegetation and crop stress/damage..

Annual fluctuations of perched water tables facilitated the selection

of a three year sequence (1976-1978) of Landsat overpasses for the months

of February and May using MSS band 7.
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The dates for the February color composite (see Figure 3-14) included

two (1976 and 1978) imaged immediately after rainfall, and a 1977 date

during a period of relative drought. February has primarily a bare

soil condition in the growth cycle. Filters used for the dates were

as follows:

February 27, 1976 Green

February 13, 1977	 Blue

February 08, 1978 Red

Probable evidence of shallow water table areas appear with distinct

riparian vegetation and drainage patterns along the Rim Ditch Canal.

Orainage patterns are also seen in many of the fields directly below

the canal. Irrigation patterns are evident in many of the fields in

the southern portion of the image. Anomalous dark areas occuring in

the lower right portion of the Kern Lake Bed and east of the Buena.

Vista Lake Bed are thought to be areas of saturated soil.

Each of the May da-6es-(1976-1978) composited follow a period of

some rainfall. May has a moderate crop cover, with cotton in very

early stages of growth. Analysis of this composite clearly shows

drainage patterns, riparian vegetation and vegetation stress/damage.

Further analysis using multidate color composites over a more complete

set of Landsat imagery during this flooding period should facilitate

detection of variable drainage rates and patterns.

DiaitaZ Transformations

In some portions of Kern County, such as the lower portion of the

San Joaquin Valley floor, cotton is the predominant crop (greater than
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Figure 3-14.	 Multidate Landsat color com posite of three dates;
February 2.7, 1976, February 13, 1977, and February 08, 1978.
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M in Wheeler Ridge-Maricopa Water Storage District). Therefore, a

:rop specific monitoring program might be possible for assessing soil

moisture and salinity impacts. Spectral reflectances are expected to

differ between cotton fields grown in perched water table areas and

cotton fields in non-perched areas. Vegetation stress/damage should

reduce the spectal signature characteristics of the perched area cotton

fields. Application of different biomass ratios and various transformations

may enhance these reflectance differences. These manipulations are

accomplished using an interactive minicomputer system implementing

basic image processing programs.

To measure spectral reflectance differences between cotton fields

in perched areas as compared to non-perched areas, we used the BASIC-

Plus digital image processing system implemented at the University

of California, Santa Barbara. Depth to water table measurements

taken in July, 1976 by the Wheeler Ridge-Maricopa Water Storage

District from test wells, and crop identification maps compiled by

the Kern County Watlar Agency, enabled us to select cotton fields in

perched water , table areas (<5' depth to water table), and in non-perched

areas (>20' depth to water tables). Each of the nineteen fields selected was

of a uniform size (36 pixels on the July 1976 landsat image). The

BASIC-Plus program calculated a mean spectral reflectance value per

field, as well as the standard deviation, and minimum and maximum

pixel reflectance values for each channel. (Table 3-14).
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It is expected that cotton fields in perched eater table areas would

have lower spectal reflectance values due to decreased leaf area index

(LAI - the ratio of leaf area to soil area). A decrease in the LAI is

expected with crop damage occurring in shallow water table areas with

resultant root drowning and salinity effects. Healthy, leafy and

densely spaced cotton fields will have a higher spectral reflectance

than a less healthy, sparser cotton crop canopy. Studies have also

shown that cotton crops in saline areas have decreased reflectance.

Landsat imagery,. which contains bands sensitive in the near infrared

wavelengths, emphasizes the infrared reflectance of healthy green

vegetation, which appears as bright red on standard color composite

imagery. Cotton plants affected by salinity appear as darker shades

of red, and, when seriously affected, very dark. White areas. on the

image are usually accumulations of salt on bare soil surface areas

(see Figure 3-15). As illustrated in Table 3-15,, for Channels 1 and 2,

perched cotton fields have lower reflectance values than non-perched

cotton fields. Channels 3 and 4 show some confusion between perched

and probable perched fields with non-perched cotton fields. Both bare

soil and vegetation are highly reflective in these two bands causing

poor discrimination between vegetation condition and soil background noise.

In general, it appears that individual per channel reflectance

values indicate trends of lower reflectance in perched fields, however,

do not give complete enough information for confident discrimination

between healthy and stressed or damaged vegetation.

Establishment of an apparent trend in distinguishing between perched
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Figure 3-15.	 Color composite l.andsat image, obtained June 1975;
scale as shown approximately 1:320,000. Areas marked of fields 1
and 2 are cotton fields in perched water table areas; fields 3 and
4. are cotton fields in non-perched water table areas.
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cotton field reflectances and non -perched cotton field reflectances

facilitated efforts in further enhancement using ratioing techniques..

The preprocessing BASIC-Plus program allows division of the reflectance

value of a pixel in one channel by the reflectance value of another

channel. The two ratios used were:

CH4 - CH2	
Vegetation Index (VI)

H +

CH4 -'CH2 + . 5	 112	 (Transformed Vegetation Index (TVI)4^1^
These two ratios are commonly used to enhance vegetation. As shown

in Table 3-16 results did not show any discrimination between perched and

non-perched cotton fields. The lack of rasults using these ratios may

be due to the tendency of the CH4 / CH2 ratio to normalize or compensate

for variable amounts of bare soil for a given range of biomass, thereby

negating the effects of differences in crop canopy cover experiencing

damage or stress.

Further efforts to enhance Landsat reflectance differences between

cotton fields in perched-and non-perched areas utilized a linear pre-

processing transformation relating Landsat variables to crop development

and background variables ( Kauth, 1976). The three background variables

used for this study were "brightness," " greeness," and "yellowness."

The brightness variable is related to soil color. Greeness is related

to the vegetative development of a canopy, yellowness is related to

yellow development. The implementation of the following " Kauth Landsat

Agricultural Matrix" for the July 1976 Landsat image resulted in values

shown in Table 3-16 , and is graphically shown in Table 3-17 .
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Kauth Landsat Agricultural Matrix

MSS 4	 MSS 5	 MSS 6

Brightness = 0.43258	 0.63248	 0.58572

Greeness	 = -.28972	 .56199	 .59953

Yellowness = -.82418	 .53290	 -.05018

Brightness = Sum of channels

Greeness	 = IR minus green

MSS 7

	

0.26414	 CH1

	

.49070	 CH2

	

.18502	 CH3

Yellowness = Red minu"s green

Results of this transformation indicate a trend of differences in

reflectance between perched and non-perched cotton fields. As expected,

the brightness, greeness, and yellowness reflectance values are lower

in the perched cotton fields as compared to non-perched fields.

Many ratio techniques use only two of the Landsat spectral

channels. Due to the high correlation between channels 1 and 2 and

channels 3 and 4, the assumption is that little information would be

lost by throwing out channel 1 and 3. However, there appears to be

significant information contained in the combination of the four channels,

as demonstrated by the Kauth transform.

Thermal

Whereas visible and near infrared reflectance is essentially a

surface property, the amount of thermal infrared radiation emitted from

a soiS is influenced by subsurface conditions to significant depths.

Therefore, thermal infrared imagery provides a unique opportunity for
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the remote sensing of soil moisture and subsurface water table conditions.

In our previous research, we noted two approaches indicative of subsurface

conditions: surface temperature anomalies and vegetative condition.

Dynamic thermal changes within sail profiles greatly strengthen

the opportunity for thermal infrared remote sensing of shallow water

tables. As soil water content increases, the amplitude of the surface

temperatures wave becomes smaller (the difference between maximum and

minimum temperatures decreases). This can result in a diurnal surface

anomaly whereby shallow water table areas appear warmer at night and

cooler during.the day than surrounding non-perched areas on thermal imagery.

In addition to diurnal cycles, heat fluxes also include seasonal

and annual opportunities for detecting variation. In our analysis of

temperature profile data acquired in conjunction with an April thermal

infrared overflight, we estimated the diurnal damping depth at 75 cm

(=3.5 ft.) for our test site, thus necessitating use of seasonal or

annual fTuctuations.. Other research estimates that in temperate latitudes

the diurnal amplitude becomes zero at about 75 cm and that of the

annual variation at about 12 meters (National Academy of Sciences, 1970)

Thermal infrared imagery has been shown to have some utility in

assessing crop stress conditions. The presence of vegetative cover is

a factor that significantly affects soil temperature. A crop canopy

acts as an attenuator of soil emission and adds its own emission component

as well. The parameters of this relationship are crop type and crop

stage dependent, thus making it more difficult to evaluate than bare

soil techniques.
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Kern County*Water Agency, in conjunction with the Geography Remote

Sensing Unit (GRSU), provided for a thermal overflight of the Kern County

Study area on April 13, 1978 at altitudes of 1,000 feet and 6,000 feet

above terrain.

Concurrent with the aircraft thermal image acquisition, both field

data and lower altitude oblique photography was obtained. Soil moisture

and soil temperature profile data was collected prior and simultaneous

to the overflight. A soil temperature profile recorder was Iso monitored

to examine the diurnal temperature wave and ai^ow an estimate of damping

depth. Personnel of the Wheeler Ridge-Maricopa Water Storage District

sampled several of their shallow water table monitoring wells to document

subsurface perched water conditions.

Analysis of the thermal imagery yielded a general concurrence between

a known shallow water table area and a large thermal anomaly that appears

warmer than surrounding areas. However, difficulty arose with further

analysis due to the limited number of test wells to verify depths to

water table. Additionally, effects from seasonal or annual fluctuations

could not be accounted for because of the short time span of our soil

moisture and temperature profile data collections.

Kern County Water Agency is prepared to drill and monitor test

wells at locations of our specification. From analysis of both Landsat

and the thermal infrared imagery we plan to establish test wells in

probable problem areas.. This will serve two-fold purpose: 1) to verify

our predictive capabilities for identifying perched water problem
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areas, and; 2) give us more complete depth to water table data.

Additional research to quantify the diurnal, seasonal, and annual

cycles of subsurface thermal characteristics in this region and integrate

this with optimal crop stage conditions will be facilitated by the

insertion a.ijd monitoring of thermistor probes at different depths

within the soil profile (6 inches, 1 foot, 3 foot depths), over an

annual cropping cycle within perched and non-perched areas. Cooperation

with KCWA and/or Wheeler Ridge-Maricopa Water Storage District personnel

is anticipated.

The acquisition of depth to water table and temperature profile

data will allow a more complete understanding of perched water table

fluctuations and dynamics as compared to non-perched areas. Analyses

that are more quantitatively oriented will incorporate these data and

eventually improve the utility of thermal imagery.
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SUMMARY

Kern County, California is a prime example of an area affected

by high water tables and excessive soil salinity. Detection and

monitoring of perched water tables is of considerable interest to

several user groups in the southern San Joaquin Valley; conventional

techniques for gathering perched water table data, however, involve

costly and time consuming ground sampling procedures. By combining

surface sampling procedures with the results derived from analysis of

remotely sensed data, more cost -effective, timely and accurate method-

ologies are possible. In order to devise practical methodologies

applicable to specific users, it is necessary to determine the user's

information requirements. We have developed . a user needs survey to

define the cost, accuracy, frequency, timeliness, and other requirements

of the individual farmers in the area, local water districts, Kern

County Water Agency , and the California State Department of Water

Resources.

Specific research and results of this study are ass follows:

•

	

	 Remote sensing system parameters for aerial photography,
Landsat, thermal infrared, micrad and radar were compiled
for a convenient assessment of system availability, costs,
accuracy, turn around time, and application to the detection
of perched water tables. Presently, the most feasible
system for most users appears to be aerial photography and
Landsat imagery because of their excellent availability.
Present techniques using thermal infrared, micrad and radar
are primarily in the experimental stage, or are prohibitive
due to excessive costs. However, they do appear to be the
most diagnostic techniques in the detection of perched water
tables and may become feasible as image availability increases.

s	 Landsat multidate color composites using 1976 -1978 dates were
created to assess seasonal and annual perched water indicators.
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Excessive precipitation in late 1977 and early 1978 caused
tremendous flooding problems in the Kern County area.
Combinations of December 1977, February 1978, and May 1973
using bands 5 and 7 enhanced indicators of perched water
tables (riparian vegetation, salinity accumulations, crop
stress/damage). Annual fluctuations were assessed for
February 1976-1978 and May 1976-1978 using band 7. Additional
multidate composite analysis using Landsat images throughout
the flooding period should provide ideal conditions for
assessing variable drainage between perched and non-perched
water table areas.

Spectral reflectance differences between cotton fields
grown in perched water table areas as compared to non-perched
cotton fields were assessed. Average reflectances values for
each of the four Landsat CCT channels were digitally computed,
and were found to correspond with expected results. Perched
cotton fields generally had lower reflectances in all channels.
Two s parate bioma s rati s (CH4 - CH21CH4 + CH2) and
((CH4 - CH22)/CH44 +C H24 ) + , 5)1/2 were calculated but
did not allow perched/non-perched discrimination. 	 A linear
transformation using Kauth Landsat Agricultural Matrix values
was computed for values of brightness (soil-color) and greeness
(vegetation color) and yellowness (vegetative color). Each
of these variables resulted in lower reflectance values for
the perched cotton fields. Preliminary results indicate the
potential for discrimination of crops grown in perched water
table areas based upon differences in reflectance from healthy
crop cover.

s:	 Thermal infrared imagery has been found to have unique potential
in detection of perched water tables. Perched water tables
fluctuate diurnally, seasonally, and annually with resultant
changes in the thermal profiles. In order to more accurately
assess and analyze thermal infrared imagery, a better understanding
of the thermal dynamics of perched compared to non-perched
water table is necessary. Kern County Water Agency is prepared
to drill depth to water table test wells in suspected perched
areas where there is no current data available. Additionally,
thermal thermistor probes will be implanted and monitored over
an annual cropping cycle. Depth to water tables and thermal
profile data over an annual cycle will provide necessary
information for determining actual perched water table
fluctuations and dynamics.
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FUTURE WORK

Future areas of interest in perched water table studies include:

a	 Documentation of operational remote sensing techniques for
perched water management.

•	 Further refinement of thermal infrared techniques for detection
of perched water tables.

Operational Demonstration and Implementation of Remote Sensing

Techniques

Research conducted by our group (Estes, et al., 1978) analyzed

the limits and comparative applications of available remote sensing

systems to the detection of perched water tables. From this information

we were able to design a user needs survey covering a wide range of

potential user groups to determine actual information requirements

related to perched water table monitoring efforts. Using information

obtained from this study as well as our previous research, we hope to

be able to document cost effective, statistically reliable remote

sensing assisted methodologies for operationally detecting and monitoring

perched water table/salinity conditions in conjunction with standard

field sampriing techniques for major user groups. In addition to

evaluating the application of various remote sensing systems for

detecting and monitoring of perched water tables, we would also consider

the factors of cost and availability of imagery and user group inhouse

capabilities for operational implementation, and how each of these

considerations can meet the user's information requirements.

By evaluating remote sensing -approaches and applying them to the

development of transferable methodologies to user groups, it should be
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possible to more effectively control perched water tables and associated

problems. The primary contribution of this research would be a

remote sensing assisted methodology that is more cost -effective, timely,

and accurate than present techniques in general use.

Further Refinement of Thermal Infrared Techniques

Results of previous research indicates that thermal infrared

imagery has unique potential monitoring capabilities in perched water

table regions because of unique soil and water thermal characteristics.

The acquisition of depth to water table fluctuations and thermal profile

data over an annual cycle should allow a more accurate assessment of the

fluctuations in thermal characteristics of perched water tables, facilitating

a more precise definition of optimal timing for thermal overflights. We

are interested in obtaining additional thermal infrared imagery that,

ideally, would be flown both day and night to assess diurnal thermal

variations and anomalies, as well as during minimum and maximum perched

water table conditions to assess seasonal cycle patterns.

Our previous thermal imagery was flown at altitudes of 1,000 and

6,000 feet. Results indicated that although lower altitude imagery allowed

localized mapping of moisture conditions, it did not provide the regional

perspective necessary for a shallow water table monitoring program.

We are consequently interested in a NASA U-2 flight to obtain high

altitude thermal imagery.
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KERN COUNTY WATER AGENCY 'rlATERSHED RUNOFF STUDY

During this reporting period the Geography Remote Sensing Unit

(GRSU) was notified by the Kern County Water Agency (KC14A) that there

could be no match funding as previously agreed. The $10,000. originally

allocated by KCWA to GRSU for computer processing costs is unavailable

due to the passage of Proposition 13. KCWA's primary source of

support is county property taxes. Due to Proposition 13, property

tax rates have been drastically cut throughout the state, thereby

substantially reducing KCWA's available capital, and restricting

future and ongoing projects. Since the funds used for the KCAA/GRSU

remote sensing vegetation study could infringe upon basic resident

services supplied by KCWA, the funding priority is low. However,

recent communications indicate 10 man days of field work, and

approximately $500. for-processing costs will be supplied by KCWA.

The initial NASA funds supplied for this project have been and

are being used for staff salaries directed towards the development of

a user oriented-product via digital image rectification and classification

of vegetation categories necessary for input to a watershed runoff

model. KCIAA's intent: was to fund the "production" portion of the study

by covering computing/processing costs for the original 89 quadrangle

study area (See Figure 3-16).
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Fourier	 Kern County Study Area

FIGURE 3-16	 The former Kern County study at-ea includes all mountaincus
watersheds within Kern County, Califcrnia and encor-sasses
apprcximately 10,000 square kilometers.
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The introduction of intensive mechanized agriculture to the

San Joaquin Valley floor region of Kern County has established it as

the second leading agricultural county in the United States. However,

only about one-half of the possible arable land is cropped as sufficient

water is not yet available for full agricultural development. The Kern

River, with a discharge of approximately 615,000 acre feet per year,

is the only major stream in the county. Water importation through the

California Aqueduct and Friant-Kerr y Canal and tapping of groundwater

sources is extensive. At present, Kern County agricultural interests

use about two million acre feet of groundwater annually bringing about

an overdraft of approximately 700,000 to 800,000 acre feet per year.

If this overdraft continues, the economics of pumping groundwater for
0

.agriculture usage will become critical. Even with increasing amounts

of imported water, the Kern River surface flow (i.e., runoff) remains

an important parameter in the water supply /demand models in Kern County

and reinforces the importance of maximizing its potential.

KCWA is mandated by the Kern County Board of Supervisors, under•

the authority of the California State legislature, to provide storm

runoff predictions for approximately 10,000 km2 of mountainous watershed

within the county (Figure 3-161KCWA must develop storm runoff predictions

for all watersheds in Kern County in order to:

•

	

	 delineate flood plain boundaries which affect building
standards for commercial and residential structures;



	

a	 establish building standards for specialized flood control
facilities such as dams, debris basins, spreading ponds.
etc.; and

	

•	 provide base-line data for flood insurance.

KCWA currently uses the runoff prediction procedure developed by

the United States Department of Agriculture's Soil Conservation Service

(SCS). In this procedure runoff Curve Numbers (CN) are based on the

soil-eaver-complex present in an area, and are the major drivers of the

SCS runoff ,equation. Appendix A contains an example of the type and level

of detail (especially vegetation) required for the southern California

coastal plains and mountains in order to successfully implement the

model. The SCS runoff equation is:

Q=(

	where:	 Q = runoff in inches

P = rainfall per storm

S = water storage factor equal to (1000/CN - 10)

CN = function of soil type, soil moisture, vegetation cover
and density

KCWA uses the data contained in Table 3-18 to determine the runoff

Curve Numbers (CN) for input to-the SCS equation. The conventional

method of obtaining vegetation cover data (items 2, 3, and 4 in Table 3-18)

is by field survey. This method of data acquisition is both time

consuming and expensive.
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TABLE 3-18

EXAMPLE OF KERN COMMN WATER AGENCY

WA*1'1-'.ItSlll : D FACTOR EVALUATION*

WATERSHED:	 Ranch Canyon

AREA: 24.3	 inches	 AREA: 11.82	 3q.mi.

DATE:

Evaluated By:

w
i
^U
^O

(1) (2) (3) (4) Soils (7) (8) (9) (10)
(5)	 4/ (6)Treat- 1/ 2 / Weighted i

Sub Land	 Ilse ment or Hydrologic Textur e Depth II.S.G. CN Area CN Value Remarks

Area Practice Condition (inches) (R) (Inch) 9	 (8)
37 VFA r e a

A Perennial Good M 20-40 C 74 4.7 14.3
Grass

B Poor C < 20 D 89 1.7 6.2

L Barren Poor C < 20 D 93 0.8 3.1

D Woodland Fair C 10-40 C 76 8.1 25.3
Grass

E Woodland Good C 20-40 C 70

1, Broadleaf
Good C 20-40 C 71/71 9.0 25.9

.LL' "

74.8 Total

1/ Poor	 is	 thin or sparse coy er denoting less	 than SO%	 of the	 ground	 surface protected by
liter,	 or by plant	 cover.

Fair	 is	 moderate or	 scattered cover denoting from 501	 to 751 of the ground surfac =e protected 0 :0
by —Titter or by plant cover.

Good is heavy or dense cover denoting more than	 7S1 of	 the ground surface protected by c9" n
Titter	 or by	 plant	 cover. .d

21 Hydrologic	 Soil	 Group
A
G7

3/ Total	 Watershed	 Area	 (Incites) "Source:	 Kern County Water Agency	 internal 
— puhrication,	 1970.	 This	 test watershed	 is O

4/_ Coarse,	 medium,	 fine. within	 the study area.
9

w
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Study Area

The study area as defined in the proposal and preceeding reports

has been scales down to remain within budgetary constraints. The

revised study area was chosen by KC'WA as high priority due to:

•	 a lack of vegetation cover data;

0	 no time series of runoff data for a regression model;

•	 rapid residential, commercial, and recreational development;
•	 intense wind damage within the area in December 1977; and

•	 extensive flooding and siltation of Southern Kern County
during the heavy rains of February and March, 1978.

The area under investigation includes 55 7.5 minute United States

Geological Survey (USGS) topographic quadrangles containing mountainous

watersheds within Kern County (Figure 3-17).

The study area posses a number of distinctive woody plant coamu-

pities common to Mediterranean climates. These communities include:

evergreen stands, woodlands, evergreen scrubs (chaparral or hard chaparral),

and drought resistant scrubs (coastal sage or soft chaparral).

Representative of the vegetation cover and: chami se (Adensotcma f asc .̂.culatum) ,

mountain mahogany (Cemocarpus bet-aZoides), mountain lilac (Ceanothus spp.),

and several species of annual and perennial grasses and conifers. Excepting

Quercus spp., there are few deciduous trees in the study area. Chaparral

communities occur at all elevations between 2000-4500 feet. It should

be noted that the chaparral of California is evergreen, winter active,

and summer dormant, whereas the Rocky Mountain (Petran) chaparral is winter

deciduous and summer active. The Mediterranean climate of the area
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FIGURE 3- 1 7. The revised Kern County study area includes mountainous
watershecs on the Nest side of Kern County, California,
and encomcasses approximately 7,000 s quare kilometers.
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produces favorable growing conditions during the winter and spring

months. Annual/perennial grasslands and sage occur at lower elevations.

Various types of woodland bisect chaparral brushfields in foothill areas

(=2000 feet) with riparian plant associations along canyon bottoms.

Limitations of Conventional Methodology

Prior to implementing Landsat digital data collection methods,

KCWA used "windshield surveys." The windshield survey technique employs

one or two investigators driving throughout the study area noting,

where possible, vegetation type, density, spatial extent, and location

by drawing representative boundaries on USGS topographic base maps.

Certain limitations are inherent in terrestrial vegetation data

collection surveys. For example, the primary investigative tool in

the windshield survey technique is subjective analysis based on

experience. Without realizing, an observer may "average" the scene by

indicating only the primary vegetation type within an area of interest.

This problem is compounded when density values are taken into consideration.

For example, in a hillside of medium density grass with widely spaced

oak trees, the investigator may designate the area as oak-poor, or

grass-excellent instead of indicating true area composition. The

practice, of averaging is acceptable if the thresholds between classes/

densities remain constant for each and all observers. Ground observations

of the type discussed above have limited spatial accuracies due to the

investigator's "look angle" and instantaneous field of view. With

 near grazing look angles (not uncommon) some areas may be hidden.

Errors in the determination of vegetation density can also occur at

this look angle.
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The time required to conduct a survey of this magnitude is another

limiting factor. If there is a long data collection period, seasonal

species may die or become dormant and thus lead to watershed cover

inconsistencies. Attempts to increase the temporal resolution of the

study by increasing the number of observers often results in a higher

probability of internal inconsistencies; the greater the number of

observers, the greater the opportunity for variance in the sampling

method.

Due to the passage of Proposition 13, KCWA has had to drastically

cut expenditures. Therefore, the survey techniques discussed above

(for which Landsat classification accuracies were comparable) have been

replaced by a less costly method. KCWA's new methodology incorporates

very limited.field checking. Vegetation types and density are inter-

preted from dated aerial photography (when it is available) by an

inexperienced interpreter. Where photography is not available, vegeta-

tion types are mapped from the "green areas" on USGS 7.5 minute quad-

rangles, while density is determined from an observers recolection of

the area. This technique saves several man-days of field work and the

related transportation costs for each watershed study. However, the

results are known by KCWA to have extremely limited accuracy.
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APPROACH AND PROCEDURES

Digital Data Processing Techniques

In preceeding reports, digital analysis of Landsat computer

compatible tapes (CCT's) was accomplished via the Digital Image

Rectification System (DIRS) developed at NASA's Goddard Space Flight

Center and the LARSYS multispectral pattern recognition package

developed at Purdue University. Due to malfunctions in the DIRS

software on this and other GRSU projects, high processing costs, and

some unpredictable spatial errors during image rectification procedures,

the-DIRS package has been replaced.

Replacing OIRS and LARSYS is the Video Image Communication

Analysis and Retrival (VICAR) systems developed at the Jet Propulsion

Laboratory (JPL) in Pasadena, California. The VICAR software is far

superior to the combined DIRS and LARSYS systems. VICAR has all the

processing capabilities (plus many more) of DIRS and LARSYS, and

operates in a single format, thereby allowing greater flexibility and

reduction of costly reformatting routines. In addition, the Image Based

Information System (IBIS), also developed at JPL, is now being

implemented at UCSB, and will soon be operational. With the combined

VICAR/IBIS package new capabilities in user oriented processing will

be possible at UCSB. For example, if VICAR/IBIS was presently

operational, GRSU personnel could furnish KCWA with computer derived

acreage estimates of vegetation types within each watershed (see column

3, Table 3= 18 Using soils data (see . column 6 & 7. Table 3-18) as image

E
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data sets within IBIS, we could supply KCWA with actual Cal values,

thereby greatly reducing the manpower required for their CN determination

procedures.

For this project, digital analysis of the study area incorporates

16 possible data channels into the categorization routine. The presence

of all 16 channels does not, however, infer their use. Only those

channels determined significant to the classification of a specific

species and/or those necessary to obtain acceptable accuracies will

be used.

The 16 data channels are derived from Landsat MSS and terrain

data. Channels one through four are the four raw data MSS channels

from Landsat. Channels five through ten are all possible ratios of

channels one to four ( i.e. 1/2, 1/3, 1 / 4, 2/3, 2 /4. 3/4). These

data have shown to be significant in vegetation studies conducted by

Ron J. P. Lyon of Stanford, hence their inclusion. Channels eleven

through thirteen are elevation, slope and aspect as computed from

the Defense Mapping Agency's ( DMA's) Digital Terrain Tapes (07's).

Numerous studies demonstrate strong correlations of plant species to

slope, aspect or elevation. Channels fourteen, fifteen, and sixteen

are the Kauth greeness, brightness, and yellowness coefficents derived

from linear combinations of channels one through four. The Kauth

Matrix ( shown below), although originally designed for agricultural

data, is being implemented in this project to determine its usefulness

as an enhancement technique for separation of native vegetation classes.

/^P
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Kauth Landsat Agricultural Matrix

MSS 4	 MSS 5	 MSS 6	 MSS 7

Brightness = 0.43258	 0.63248	 0.58572	 0.26414 = CHI

Greeness	 = -.28972	 .56199	 .59953	 .49070 = CH2

Yellowness = -.82418	 .53290	 -.05018	 .18502 = CH3

Brightness = Sum of channels

Greeness	 = IR minus green

Yellowness = Red minus red

The purpose of initially analyzing all 16 channels is for the

determination of only those significant to the results desired. By

locating data channels unnecessary to the categorization, fewer channels

can be used while maintaining high categorization accuracies in many

classes. This should result in substantial reductions in processing

costs for this and future native vegetation studies.

Oigital analysis is preceeded by raw CCT reformatting and compila-

tion of the data channels discussed above. For this project unsuper-

vised categorization will be used to determine 200 initial spectral

clusters. This large group of potential classes will be reduced to a

definable subset using statistical and spatial criteria. Upon refine-

ment of the classes, class statistics and the necessary data channels

are input to the bayesian categorization routine which incorporates

likelihood algorithms with a priori weights.
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	 Using Ground Control Points (GCP's), whose precise geodetic and

image coordinates have been determined, and the VICAR rectification

routine GEOMA, a planimetrically rectified Landsat image output product

at any chosen scale is produced. Our maps correspond to the existing

USGS topographic base maps used operationally by KCWA at scales of

1:24,000 (where available) and 1:62,500.

Due to Landsat's spatial resolution of 79 by 57 meters, species

type and density classes required for the SCS model are generalized to

a level compatible with the data. Given this constraint, computer

generated categorizations of vegetation types produced acceptable

(runoff) calculations. "Q" determinations using both conventional and

digital Landsat techniques varied less than 7 percent between the

different approaches for two watersheds tested.

Tasks Performed During This Reporting Period

Prior to mid-June and the notification of Proposition 13 setbacks,

GRSU staff were attempting to overcome rectification and registration

problems in OIRS, and produce the necessary vegetation maps for KCWA.

After learning of the funding cut, GRSU members began re-evaluating

the study area for possible modifications. Interaction with KCWA led

to the decision regarding the modified study area presented earlier in

this report.
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Due to the wind and flood damage during December 1978, February

1978 and March 1978, a more recent Landsat overpass (6/4/78) has been

selected over the previously determined 8/7/78 data set. Reformatting

of the raw CCT to VICAR compatible form and the six ratio channels,

the greeness, brightness, and yellowness channels have been calculated.

Work to be Performed in the Near Future

0	 Registration of three terrain data sets (slope, aspect,
and elevation) to the spectral data base;.

0	 statistical and spatial aggregation of 200 clustered classes;

•	 categortzation using, parailelopiped and maximum likelihood
with a priori weights, and

e	 rectification of the entire subscene, and extraction of 7.5
minute area corresponding to USGS topographic quadrangles.

Future Work/Plans

Our-primary objective is to complete the rectification and class-

ification of all 55 topographic quadrangles designated as the <C'r1A

study area. However, research beyond the general grant requirements

is planned.in the areas mentioned below:

1. Registration of multidate imagery and non-remote sensing data
bases for possible improvement of classification accuracies;

2. Continued updating of cost and accuracy data;

3. Comparison of spatial accuracies for several resampling/
rectification routines;

4. Testing of digitally derived data in gauged watersheds,
and calibration of SCS model t: °tellite data input, if
necessary;
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S.	 Test transferability of calibrated model on watersheds
other than those used for calibration.

As our work progresses, specific examples of information extrac-

tion by Kern County resource management dicision makers of the data

generated in connection with this applied research program will be

highlighted. Kern County personnel are actively anticipating the

inclusion of our digitally derived data as input to their decision-

making process.

REPRODUCIBILITY OF THE
Proposed Future-Work	 ORIGINAL PAGE IS POOR

s	 Provided match f*.finding is obtained from the user agency (KCWA),
GRSU would categorize all mountainous watersheds in Kern
County, California, (see Figure 1) as was originally agreed.
In so doing, KCWA would have vegetation data for all mountain-
ous watershed in the county thereby greatly increasing their
management controls throughout the county.

a.	Calibration of the SCS model to a specific watershed would
allow fine tuning of the remote sensing inputs. By transferring
the-technique to different (but similar) watersheds, the
transferability of the remote sensing techniques developed
can be tested. This has been demonstrated by Blanchard (1973,1975).
If the transferability were demonstrated, then a similar
approach could be implemented on all ungauged watersheds
within- the County with a high degree of confidence. By
monitoring precipitation, using the calibrated models, accurate
determinations of runoff could be determined allowing the
user agency to better model their county, thereby producing
better services. As well, by demonstrating the transferability
of the digital vegetation determination procedures a similar
approach to vegetation categorization procedure could be
implemented in a number of other Southern California counties
using the SCS model.
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SUMMARY

The Geography Remote Sensing Unit will provide Kern County with

computer generated vegetation maps of the revised study area. These

maps will correspond to existing USGS topographic quadrangles at

scales of 1:24,000 or 1:62,500. Kern County Water Agency is using

the vegetation information already obtained for input to the Soil

Conservation Service's watershed runoff equation. Runoff curve numbers

for Kern County watersheds are then determined and estimation of water

runoff can be established.

Results to.date indicate that computer aided classification of

natural vegetation for input into the SCS runoff prediction model is

as accurate as the traditional terrestrial survey methods of vegetation

data collection previously used by KCWA (Table 3-14 The data generated

by GRSU is currently being used by KCWA in their flood flow hydrology

program. Kern County planners, in turn, use this information in their

review , of-subdivisions, parcel maps, building permits, and the design

of future flood-control facilities. It is forseeable that the data

generated by GRSU may well be used in the governmental decision-making

process concerning structure strength or new subdivision location.
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TABLE 3-19

SAMPLE CLASSIFICA71ON PERFORMANCE
FOR LAKE ISA8ELLA QUADRANGLE

GROUP NO. OF
SAMPS

4	 NUMBER OF SAMPLES CLASS1FIED INTO
PCT.	 I

CORCT . GRASSI BRUSH/GR	 PASTURE J WOOD/GR21 SRUS41 WATER

1 GRASSI 19 94.7 18 1 0 0 0 0

2 SRUSH/GR 43 j	 93.6	 i 2 43 a a	 0	 I 0

3 PASTURE I	 27 100.0	 1 0 a 27 0	 I	 a 0
4 WOOD/GR2 48 81.3 0 4 p 39 5	 I p

5 BRUSHI 25	 i 100.0 a	 I 0 0 a 25 0
6 'HATER 90	 J 100.0	 ',' 0	 I a	 I 0	 I 0	 ^	 0 90

TOTAL	 a 254 95.3	 : 20 48 27 39	 30 90

OVERALL PERFORMANCE * (	 242/	 250 - 95.3

AVERAGE PER FORMANCEBY CLA.% f 571.5/ 6; n 95.3

REPRODUCIBILI'T'Y OF THE

ORIGI T̂ATL PAGE IS POOR
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APPENDIX A

Cover and Land Use for Hydrologic Soil -Cover Complexes of a
Typical t-latershed in Land Resource areas 19 and 20, Southern
California Coastal Plains and Southern California Mountains

For the purpose of classifyin g cover on a watershed in coastal and
mountain areas of Southern California, the land uses shown in Chapter 9, 	

UTable 9.1 Section 4, Soil Conservation Service National En oineerino_

Handbook, October 1971, are here modified to apply more closely to
Southern California conditions. It is ecahasized that the classifica-
tion of land use into kinds of plant cover is intended entirel y for
estimating run:ff.- Only those classes pertinent to the study area are
listed.	 L

Wi ll dl

Areas with such natural or native plant cover as grass, brush, wood-
land-grass or woodland. It may or may not be used for grazing livestock.
It includes abandon-tFt cropland. Because the description of grassland, 	 tt
woods, and forest on pace 8.3, Hydrologic  Handbook, is too broad for
application in Southern California, Wi id and Land Use has been substituted
and divided into the following kinds of plant cover.

Annual Grass - Areas on ^vhich the principal vegetation consists of annual
grasses anc weeds.

Broadleaf cha p arral - Areas where the principal vegetation consists of
evergreen shruos with broad, hard, and stiff leaves. The brush cover is
usually dense or moderately dense.

Meadow - Areas with seasonally high water tables, locally called c- enegas,
on wnich the principal vegetation consists of sod-forming grasses and
other plants.

Na rrcwleaf cha parral - Areas where the principal vegetation consists of
dt ruseiy orancnea evergreen shrubs with fine needle-like leaves. The
shrubs are widely spaced and low in growth. Where narrowieaf chaparral
shrubs are dense and high, such areas will be included with Broadleaf
chaparral ground cover.

Open brush - Areas of which the principal ve getation consists of soft-
wooey snrubs which are grayish in color. It also includes vegetation
on desert-facing slo pes where Broadleaf chaparral species predominate
in an open shrub cover.

Perennial grass - Areas of which the princi pal vegetation consists of
perennial crass, either native or introduced, and which crows under
normal dryiand conditions. It does not include irri gated and meadcw

grasses.
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I1
o.00dland-grass - Areas with an open cover of broadleaf or coniferous tree
anc witn the intervening ground space occupied by annual grasses or weeds.
The trees may occur singly or in small clumps. Canopy density, the amount
of ground surface shaded at high noon, is from twenty to fifty percent.

ldoods (ldoodlands) - Areas where coniferous or broadleaf trees predominate.
The crown or canopy density is at least 50 percent. Open areas may have
a cover of annual or perennial grasses or of brush. Herbaceous plant
cover under the trees is usually sparse because of leaf or needle litter
accumulation.

3arren - Areas with no, or practically no, plant cover, where 15 percent
or le 	 of t.ie ground surface is Protected by plants or litter. This
includes rocklands, land destroyed by erosion, and shaped or graded land.

* Supplement to Chapter 9, Section 4 of t^e Soil Conservation Service
National Engineering Handbook, October 1974.
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THE VENTURA COUNTY PROGRAM

Recent legislation at all levels of government mandating stricter

control of our nation's resources have added a great burden to the•

activities of resource planning and management personnel. Increases

in decision-making and impact assessment activities have resulted -in

efforts to improve capabilities for monitoring and regulating our

natural resources. Such activities typically require that resource

managers analyze geographic/environmental data so that information may

be extracted in order to influence effective decision making.

As part of its task to provide a guide for the accomplishment of

an inventory of the resource complex, the Geography Remote Sensing

Unit. (GRSU), at the University of California at Santa Barbara (UCSS)

is currently engaged in a cooperative effort with personnel of the

Ventura County Public Works Agency which stemmed from work done on

NASA grant — NASA NGL 404.

The objectives of that research were to:

1.	 Develop a Decision Oriented Resource Information System
(BORIS) to enhance the application of remotely sensed
data for inventory of the resource complex. To this end
the! GRSU has:
a-)	 demonstrated the Landsat classification capabilities for

land cover in areas representative of the "resource
complex" in Ventura County using remote sensing techniques,

b) rectified and registered the Landsat data with Digital
Terrain data, and

c) evaluated the accuracy of the Landsat/Oigital Terrain
data. combination.

Z.	 Develop a viable approach to the long-term establishment of
such a system where, ultimately, management action can be
taken in an appropriate, efficient manner.
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THREE PHASED APPROACH

The overall approach to the operational implementation of a

Decision Oriented Resource Information System in Ventura County

contains three elements. The approach has been designed so that each

element "stands alone" on its merit and justification; that is, if

Ventura County decides at any time that they wish not to continue

with the effort, the work completed to date will yield useable results

which will provide a sound basis for-environmental management decisions

regardless of further participation by either Ventura County, GRSU,

or NASA. Although only preliminary work has actually been completed,

the approach outlined here is considered very appropriate for Ventura

County.

Phase I - • User'Need Survey (Assembly Bill 2560)

This survey, funded by the State of California (see Appendix B)

through the initiative of Ventura County, will be conducted to determine:

1. which data is most pertinent to county-level decision making,
i.e., what information is necessary to do the job;

2. what are the mutually required (inter-departmentally) data
sets that would most efficiently be included in a common
data base;

3. what are the unique:departmental requirements in terms of
spatial and temporal constraints;

4. what data is most appropriately derived from the manipulation
of landsat and other remotely sensed data; and

S.	 what are the most.appropriate-non-remote sensing data sources.

This element "stands alone" because the results of this survey will;

1. identify the flow of environmental data within the county,

2. reduce the redundancy in inter-departmental data acquisition, and
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3. indicate the potential for the use of remotely sensed data
for county-level decision making.

Phase II - Product Generation

Based upon the resutts of the user need survey, UCSB and Ventura

County will generate products containing the required information for

use by the county in selected portions of their everyday operations.

These products will be generated for a variety of uses from a common

data base (at UCSB) and will also include information concerning;

1) costs of data acquisition, manipulation, update and output, and

2) accuracy estimates.

This element "stands alone" because these products will;

1. identify the utility of remotely sensed data for county-level
resource management; and

2. indicate the general efficiency, cost-effectiveness and
utility of a data base approach to resource decision making.

Phase III - Evaluation of Available Information Svstems

With this information in hand and a better grasp of their data

processing requirements, Ventura County will embark upon an evaluation

of available systems. Ventura County will evaluate these systems based

upon a benchmark test formulated to test the system's appropriateness

for the County's particular needs.

APPROPRIATENESS OF A COUNTY-LEVEL SYSTEM

The development of state-level remote sensing-based data systems

has been retarded due in part to problems other than the technology

involved. Many of these problems could be solved or at least substantantially
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reduced by state-county cooperation during the critical stage of system

design. More specifically, a statewide system integrally designed to

be upward compatible with county level systems would have the following

meri ts:

•	 System definition and necessary modifications could begin
at the county level with smaller data sets and correspondingly
lower initial data acquisition, operation, and update costs.
The results of county studies would be easier to confirm
and there would be less area to ground truth. County level
participation would provide local expertise (for classification
and ground truth) which would be difficult to duplicate at
the state level. County personnel are better prepared to do
accurate classification in finer detail. In addition,
assignment of confidence levels in statistical manipulations
of the data can more easily be determined by county resource
and planning personnel due to-their more intimate knowledge
of the data set and its utilizations.

s

	

	 Within a single county there are fewer autonomous agencies
to deal with than at the state level so procuring agency
support and cooperation should therefore be an easier task.

0-

	

	 Although the initial set of user groups would be more limited,
the potential user community for remote sensing-based data
systems is much broader at the county level. And in addition.
to traditional resource management and planning activities,
a county level system can be applied to functional "public
works" projects that can provide some visible measure of
cost-effectiveness and utility.

VENTURA COUNTY ACTIONS TO DATE

1.

	

	 Ventura County, with "expert witness" testimony from GRSU
staff, has initiated A82560. This Assembly Bill, signed
by t"h governor an September 28, 1978, appropriates $125,000
to "Covuities applying for such grant... to conduct an information
needs survey... [in-order to help] speed the environmental
decision making process required by the California Environmental
Quality Act and other laws providing for the collection,
storage, and transmittal of environmental information."
Ventura County's portion of these monies was recommended by
the Governor's Office of Planning and Research staff to be
$50,000.

1.
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2-.	 In cooperation with U.S.G.S., U.S.F.S., and UCSB, Ventura
County has initiated a pilot study in the southern half of
the county to acquire digitial map data (from the 7.5 minute
series) for incorporation with Landsat and other remotely
sensed data products. This map data includes elevation,
transportation, hydrographic, and jurisdictional information.

3.	 Ventura County has established a communications link with
the image processing equipment at UCSB (a modern link with
.the POP 11/70) and is independently pursuing remote sensing
training and education programs on contract with GRSU staff
personnel

REPRODUCIBILITY OF THE
GRSU EFFORTS TO DATE	

ORIGINAL PAGE IS POOR

In order for Ventura County to proceed with the identification

of their environmental information needs (which will eventually act

as a guide in-an applications. project) it was necessary to provide

some minimal staff time and travel monies. These monies from NSG-7220

were used for the following; 1) to confer with California legislators

Senator Omer-Rains and Assemblyman Charles Imbrecht , (co-authors of

AB2560) on the overall approach to the OORIS program; and 2) to provide

testimony before legislative committees on the state-of-the-art in

remote sensing and information systems. No further efforts are anti

ci pates before the end of this funding period.

PROPOSED FUTURE WORK

Based upon the. results of the user need survey, which will identify

the information requirements for environmental document processin g (EIR's

for watershed management, wildlife management, fire planning, public

works projects, etc.), a specific project will be identified as a

demonstration of the functional utility, cost effectiveness, and general

efficiency of remote sensing products over conventional data sources.
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A REMOTELY SENSED IMVENTORY OF SMALL DAMS IN VENTURA COUNTY, CALIFORNIA

INTRODUCTION

Background

Through the cooperative DORIS effort between the Ventura County

Public Works Agency (VCPWA) and the University of California, Geography

Remote Sensing Unit, (UCS3, GRSU) a project known as the Small Dams

Inventory has grown out of an initial user priority information needs

survey. VCPWA under a mandate from the Ventura County Board of Supervisors

is required to carry out policy as defined by a draft ordinance known as

the. "mall Dam Ordinance." This ordinance involves regulating the con-

struction, maintenance and operation of small dams in Ventura County.

A "shall dam" is defined as any barrier, enbankment, levee, revetment,

spillway or outlet which does, is designated to, or intended to or may

impound more than one acre foot of water or other fluids to a depth of

more than three feet at the deepest part. However, under the ordinance

a "small dam" is also restricted to be of certain ownership types (i.e. not

one built under the jurisdiction of a state or county water management

agency). In the construction of any "small dam" structure, the builder

must first apply for an inspection and then a permit to be issued to a

Flood Control Engineer-Manager.

Upon divulging that the- regulation of this ordinance was a.high

priority item, it.soon became clear to VCPWA that an immediate inventory

of all dam structures in the south-half of Ventura County 	 could only

be accomplished with the use of remotely sensed data. 	 The decision to

* See study area description . for explanation of which areas were to be
inventoried.
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use NASA CIR high -altitude imagery in a manual mapping mode was made by

GRSU personnel following a critical.analysis of the project ' s total

information needs. VCPWA was also informed that of course it would be

necessary for them to make ground-based checks and measurements to supple-

ment information mapped from the 'imagery. It was also made clear that an

important element of this project would. be the training of VCPWA personnel

(at County expense) to carry out this and other related tasks that may

benefit from the use of NASA data projects. Ventura County has contracted

with University of California personnel to carry out remote sensing training

and.education programs.

Study Area

The study area for the inventory of "small dams" for this project

is the approximate southern -half of Ventura County, California. A south-

half division of the county is often made to separate the more populated

urban southerly portion from the sparsely populated forest and rangelands

of the north (under jurisdiction of the Los Padres Mational Forest). VCPWA

is principally concerned with re gulating " small dams" in the urban-agricultural

complex of the county ' s coastal region.

Objectives

The principal objectives of this research effort are to: (1) meet the

specific policy -dependent information= requirements of the Ventura County

Public Works Agency (VCP41A) with NASA-supplied remotely sensed data;

(2) determine type and method of analyzing remotely sensed data; and

(3) transfer and-adapt this technology as an integral part of the VCP14A's

data collection effort in the establishment of DORIS, ( Decision Oriented

Resource Information System).
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AIeet Specific PoZicu-Derendent Inro.mation Requirements o
the VCPWA with NASA-3u=-7,-.-'8d RemoteZu Sensed Data

The "Small Oam Ordinance" regulating the construction, maintenance,

and operation of small dams requires the inventory , of small dams

and their associated reservoirs throughout the county. Such are the

initial information requirements for this particular VCPWA policy

function. But, if such a function is truly regulatory, the inventory

must be continually updated.

Specific information requirements are related to the size, location,

and regulatory status (i.e., state, other public agencies) of particular

water bodies, as defined by the Small Dam Ordinance. Principal among

these is the size requirement, which encompasses both areal extent and

depth of water. Only dams whose reservoirs are greater than one acre

in areal coverage are to be regulated by the VCPWA.

.The need for remotely sensed data to satisfy many of the VCPWA's

"small dams" information needs was immediately apparent to consulting

UCSB/GRSU personnel upon-being informed of the ordinance. Attributes

of remotely sensed data that are particularly amenable to this type

of data collection task are:

1.	 The ability to inventory the entire county from a single or
simultaneous series of data acquisition.

2..	 Ease of differentiating water from land (particularly in the
near infrared portion of the spectrum).

3. Ease at which water bodies can be identified and transferred
to a base map.

4. Ability to easily update these base maps from subsequent
data acquisitions..
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Upon documenting these advantages of remote sensing (including a

comparison with possible in sibs data collection), it was then necessary

to determine:

1.	 The optimum type of remotely sensed data to use; and

2• .	 The techniques and procedures for mapping "small dams" on a
particular base map.

Determining Type and Method of AnaZyzing Avrrormate RemoteZy
Sensed Data

Upon analyzing the information needs for inventorying "small dams"

in Ventura County, a mini-User Needs Survey yielded the conclusion

that manual mapping from NASA color-infrared, high altitude imagery

would most satisfactorily supply the greatest amount of information in

the most efficient manner. Other imagery types considered were existing

low-altitude black and white and color photography (at several scales)

and Landsat/MSS data in both image and digital form. A manual mapping

procedure aided with an optical overlay was chosen as the optimal

method. of' producing the desired inventory from the NACA CIR high

altitude imagery.

The CIR high altitude imagery was selected over the other types

of imagery mentioned previously based on inherent data characteristics,

many of which were compatible with, the specific data requirements of

the inventorying. Some of these desirable characteristics being:

1_	 ability to best distinguish water from land with CIR imagery;

Z.	 availability of imagery for flightlines covering the entire
county by a non-cumbersome number of frames;

3. more than adequate resolution (.2-3 meters) for identifying
water bodies; and

4. ability to view imagery stereoscopically.

REPRODUCIBILITY OF THE
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Low-altitude aerial photography was deemed unacceptable because

if the number of frames required to rover the county and the fact that

o CSR imagery was available at this scale. Working with a large

number of frames or a mosaic is less desirable than a few high altitude

frames, where the resolution of either are more than adequate.

Landsat/MSS data analysis was concluded to be inadequate in terms

of efficiency and resolution, but maybe effective in future monitoring

and regulation. The cost and time associated with analyzing the

sub-scene of Landsat data that encompasses Ventura County, solely for

an initial inventory will be too great. With its current resolution

at about 1 acre, Landsat is not capable of accurately detecting and

measuring the smaller dams that are,not much larger than the one

acre regulatory limit. Landsat data in the digital mode may be valuable

in future work involved with updating the original data inventory.

Z=sfer of Techniques to VC71A

The final objective of this project will be to successfully transfer

the techniques and methodology developed, once it has been documented

that-VCPWA can more effectively-obtain information, as well as admirlster

and regulate policies concerning the presence. of "small dams" through

the use of NASA's high altitude CIR imagery. By training VCPWA personnel

(at County expense) in image interpretation techniques for the inventorying

of "small dams" and other pertinent data acquisitions, they may themselves

be able to effectively utilize NASA-supplied data products in the

future. As an offshoot, VCPWA in realizing the potential utility of

remote  sensing in meeting important information needs has also:
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1. Begun to develop an information system (DORIS) based an
remotely sensed data;

2. Designated a new technical position as a remote sensing/
cartographic specialist-

3.	 Acquired NASA data products for other uses other than its
"small dams" inventory.

Intensive training and technology transfer will be accomplished

for the "small dams" inventory, as well as through continual workshop

sessions aimed at exploring a wide range of county-level applications

using remotely sensed data. Intensive training of a few VCPWA personnel

in the methods developed for inventorying "small dams" will allow the

county agency to produce future inventories,-thus enabling them to

carry out their regulatory duties. Wider scoped workshops serve the

purpose of exposing future NASA data product users with background

information and potential" applications.

APPROACH AND PROCEDURES

Methodology

A manual mapping procedure, facilitated by the use of optical

transferring equipment has been developed to inventory "small dams"

in Ventura County from NASA high-altitude CIR imagery. Such mapping

i
has produced a base map designating all water bodies in the county,

with those meeting the size criteria of the "small dam" ordinance.
F

The inventory has been conducted with the use of NASA's 1:65,000

scale C IR i amgery flown on March 13, 1978. As an of-r' .-shoot of flood

emergency actions, the imagery was flown at the reques*, of the Ventura

County Flood Control Depar l:rnent (VCFCO) and tiA California StaLe
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Official Emergency Services (OES). An original information need for

assessing flood-related disasters in three south-central coast counties

initiated the request for NASA-Ames Research Center to conduct the

particular photo mission. However, the fact the imagery was acquired.

at a time following heavy rainfall is favorable for inventorying dam-

resultant water bodies. Consequently, debris basins, industrial sinks,

reservoirs and other structures which function as dams show up well on

the-imagery. This is an excellent illustration of the "multiple-use"

concept of remote sensing where the same date of NASA imagery has been

used for several important data acquisition functions.

USGS.1:24,000 scale topographic maps were chosen as base maps to.

inventory water bodies that may be created by the formation of "small

dams." Such maps were chosen- because of their availability and current

utilization as the base for developing Ventura's OORIS.

The opticaT transformation of image data to base maps was achieved

with the use of a Bausch and Lomb Stereo Zoom Transfer Scope (SITS).

This instrument allows. its user to optically overlay the imagery and

map. at a compatible scale, so that water bodies may be directly plotted

on the base map. The use of stereo optics facilitates the distinction

between dams and their respective reservoirs versus standing surface

water. * With stereoscopy the user is able to identify faces, levees and

other three-d i mensional clues that distinguish the type of surface

water that is being observed (see Figure 3-18A&B).
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FIGURE 3-13 .	 Photographic examples are shown of overlayed NASA high-
altitude color infrared photography and a USGS 1:2 a ,000-
scale topographic map. Polaroid photography was taken
through optics of a Bausch and Lomb Zoom Transfer Scope.
Scenes depict locations of "small dams" on the NASA imagery,
that were neither marked on the topographic map nor
known to exist by Ventura County Flood Control Department

{-	 personnel. "Small Dam" water impoundments are located

in the center of color (Fig. A), and black and white
polaroid (Fig. B) prints.
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Objectives Completed

Project objectives, with the exception of the user agency's

documentation of management action, have been successfully completed

as outlined in the introductory section. Water bodies have been

detected, identified and base-map plotted for the entire designated

study area. Those water bodies that are a result of damming have

been further designated with distinction of those measured to be

greater than one acre.

The intensive training of a VCPWA member has also been accom-

plished by UCSB personnel. This'county-funded training included familiar-

iza.tion briefings concerning the NASA high altitude imagery, guidelines

to specific mapping criteria, and the operation of the SZTS.

The following is amore complete, itemized list of objectives

achieved:

1. Cooperative identification of information needs with VCPWA
and UCSB/CRSU.

2. Formulation of methodology.

3. Intensive image analysis/mapping training of VCPWA personnel.

4. Mapping all substantial water bodies in designated study
area on 1:24,0.00 scale base maps.

5: Designation of water bodies 1 acre or greater that are a
result of dams, levees, retaining walls, etc.

6. Initial ground observations for water depth, and ownership
from initially produced base maps.

7. Formulations of broader scoped training sessions for VCPWA
personnel_

Documentation of the superior information from NASA high altitude

imagery products,. (superior as opposed to using conventional ground
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based and other remote sensing data), has been achieved in several

manners. These being:

1. Identification of several " small dam" structures not pre-
viously known to have existed; includes one or two VCPWA
reports documenting regulation of specific structures.

2. Statement of further VCPWA usage of NASA high flight imagery
upon their realization of its potential utility in their
policy making and regulatory procedures.

It is unfortunate that the principal objective, the documents-

tion of the user ' s (VCPWA) management action cannot be demonstrated

at the time of submission for this report. The reasons for the delay

in management action as stated by VCPWA personnel are:

^. "Higher priority" projects have occupied the time of a staff
suffering from " Proposition 13 cutbacks;"

2. A lower than average rainfall year resulting in little to
no complications in or requests to build " small dam"
structures.

Therefore, VCPWA has not yet submitted their proposal to their

County Board of Supervisors, for the establishment of a "Small Dams

Ordinance" in Ventura County. VCPWA have acknowledged. though:

1. that they were suprised to see that as many small dam
structures existed, as were indicated on the photo-derived
map

2. that they could have never afforded the time or manpower
that would have been necessary to create similar maps by
on-site mapping; and

3. currently they are using reduced copies of the "Small Dams"
maps for their on-site flood control inspections and plan on
using the maps for future related work.

Proposed Future Work

Future work as an extension of this initial project will be in
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the areas of; 1) continual monitoring and updating of "small dam"

structures using NASA high altitude CIR imagery; 2) research into

the use of digital Landsat data to update existing "small dams"

base maps as a peripheral project in the development of a county-wide

digital Landsat data base; and 3) further training of VCPWA personnel

in image analysis techniques useful in dealing with NASA high altitude

imagery (in conjunction with 1 & 2 above, the training function would

be county funded).

It is hoped that the above proposed work will be carried out as

part of future NASA, California State and Ventura County projects

involved with developing remote sensing data in the resource manage-

ment and planning aspects of local, regional and state governments.

Summary

The main conclusions that have been reached from this project

to date are:

1.. NASA CIR high altitude imagery appears to be the best data
product in satisfying information toward the inventorying
of small dams and related water bodies;

2'. many other users of the imagery are becoming evident to
VCPWA personnel in satisfying other information needs;

3. that further remote sensing-oriented training of other
VCPWA personnel would be extremely beneficial to their
activities; and

4. the development of a digital Landsat data base with other
collateral data may be beneficial for future monitoring of
small dams and the updating of the newly acquired inventory.
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Assemb'y Bill So.

CH.A.PTER 13011-1

An act :rucking an appropr:+ton for a pilot p:osgran to develop ar.
envi:cn_-nen!:i :.. -or-ration needs system, and deciaring the urgency
therect, :o ta;.e zFFec: imr..edi_t • ly.	 .

(Approved 5V co.eror : eprem^_-er 23, t9-5. FU*d with
Secretary Ct :1 : e ^epcernzer 'ZS. 1975.1

AS 2560, Imbrecht. Envirorrnental information pilot prograrn
3-aaL

cxistin3 law does not pr1*j%!de for a grant by the Environment:.'
Data Center, Of^ce of Pi=nning and Rese=rch to the Cow-ry of
% 'entura. and to other counties applying for such grant, to conduct
a pilot pro3: ur, to develop an on%-ironment::l decision-oriented infor-
mation needs system util ,' computer d-= to speed the em-iron-
rnental decisionruf:ing pr._ess required by the California
En.irorrrental Qualit y act aed other law, pro'6idin3 For the collec-
tion, storage, and tranim,itta: of environmental fnforma on.

This bill •vo-.6:ld app-oprat_ ?!23.000 frorn zhe California Eaviron-
ment:l Protection Program Pand to the center for expenditure, dur-
ing the 19'6—,9 a:.d 11 979-5,0 icll ye=rs, for a ;ant to such counties
to conduct such program: coed that the counties 3ubrrit detwled
work prog =•rs and budgeu.

T::e bill would require c=_nitres receiving grunt moneys to render
a pre, ens report on the pu-3! crograrn not liter than 6 months from
the date of the receipt of _-aa rnonetis and a Final report not later
than 1 vear from such date.

T^e 'gill would take effect imar.edlatelV as an urge ncy statute.
Appropriation: yes.

The people of the State of CkMornia do east: sU follotvs•

SECTION I. (a) T^.e sun of one hur:d.red twenty-five thousand
dollars (3123,000) is hereby- appropriated from the California	 -
_nvironr..ent:l Protectior, i?ro:-am F:rd in the State Treasury
the Environmental Data Center, Office of Fanrin2 and Research for
expenditure, during the 19' 33—.9 and 19T9—S0 Fiscif y-eurs, as a grant
to the County or' " Ventura, and !o any other tour-t - appl ying for such
grant. to conduct a pilot or ozrun to develuo an environmental
decision-ori ented information neeC systern utilizing computer data
to speed the en •:ironmentai d__ssion.n ik:ng r rocess required by the
California Environs^-_ntal Qu ili l-v act (ca rnm_ncing with Sectior,
21Ctr., of tae ?::niic r^zsou: cei Cad_1 and N_!^°r i ::u• 5 rrovidin^ fcr t^e

_	 cullec:.on, sto:1; °, and t'_..:.T.i..1! of en% ironmer.:sl information;
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Assembly Bill No. 2.360

CHAPTER 1343

An act malting an appropr-aeon for a p ilot pr ogrm to develop an
environmental information needs system, and declaring the urgency
thereof, to take effect immediately.

(Approved by Covemor Ssptember LI.S. M.S. Feed wits:
S"tary of Scs:e September :S. 19.3.1

LECMLkTTVE 000-%SZL'S DICWT
AB ?2660, Imbrecht. En vironmental information pilot program

grant.
1_•cisting laty does not Fora grant by the Environmental

Data. Center, Off-Rce of Planning and Research to the County of
Ventura. and to other count i es applying for such grant, to conduct
a pilot progr= to develop an environmert^l decision-oriented infor-
mation need., system utilizing computer dat.1 to speed the en-iron-
mental decisionrnaking prccess required by the California
Environmental Quality Act ar.d other law providing for the collec-
tion, storage. and trunsmittai of environn_ntal information.

This bill would ap p ropriate 4-125,0010  from ,he California Eaviron-
ment. l Protection Program Fend to the center for expenditure, dur.
ing the 1978-- 9 and 1979-50 n scul Years, for a ;rant to such counties
to conduct such program: prn ;tied that the counties subrnit detailed
wort: progr_- rns and budgets.

The bill would require c: er ries receiving grant moneys to render
a progress report on the pilo' progran not L., ter than 6 months from
the date of the receipt of grant :.coneys and a Final  report not later
than 1 vear from such date.

The Dill would take effect in-=ediatel y as an urgency statute.
Appropriation: yes.

The peopl_- of the State of CjL-forrria do erzact as followvs.

SECTION 1. (a) The sum of one hundred twenty-five thousand
dollars (8123,0CA) is hereby appropriated Loom the California
Environmental Protection Pro—m Fend in the State Treasury to
the Environmental Data Center, Office of Planning and Research for
expenditure, during the 1975.79 and 19T9-80 fisc-.d years, as a grant
to the Count y° of Ventura, anCl to any other counn, applying for such
grant. to conduct a pilot prox,an to develop an environmental
decision-oriented, inforrnution needs systern utilizing computer data
to speed the environmental dac;sionmakinz process re quired by the
California Environmental Quality Act (commencing with Section
21000 of the Public Resources Cod_) and other laws providing for the
collection, storage, and tr_ru nitt_l of ern ironmental information;

93 40
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Ch. 134:3	 —2—

provided, that such count_, :hall submit detailed wore programs
and budgets.

(b) The pilot program shall develop as inventory of
environmental data needs c= county agencies and develop an
inventory of data requirernerts associated with state and federal
permits. The design of the daty system shall be coordinated with the
Environmental Data Center. Office of Planning and Research to
ensure compatibility with its environmental resource inventory
system.

(c) Counties receiving g-an'. moneys shall render a progr ess report
on the pilot program to the Environmental Data Center, Office of
Planning and Research not later that: sU months from the date of the
receipt of grant moneys aria L final report not later than one year
from such date.

SEC. 2. This act is an ;urgency statute necessary for the
immediate preservation of the public peace, health, or safety %ithin
the meaning of Article Iri' c: the Constitution and shall go into
immediate effect The facts ct;nshtuting such necessity are:

In order that this vital prc;-asm may be commenced as soon as
possible, it is necessary that t:^.0 act talke effect immediately.

D
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APPLICATION OF REMOTE SENSING TO SELECTED

PROBLEMS WITHIN SOUTHERN CALIFORNIA

4.1 INTRODUCTION

This is the third year of funding under the NASA grant dealing with

selected resource management problems. The research efforts of the Riverside

Campus during the year were concentrated in two areas: 1) desert planning;

and Z) agricultural planning. Special attention has been given to the relation

of these projects with grant objectives. The desert planning activities of

the Bureau of Land Management (BLM) have been aided with the application of

a sampling technique for estimation of the total recreational road and wash

mileage in the California Desert. The San Bernardino County planning staff,

with our guidance, employed a method of updating their land information base

using remote sensing methods.

Continuing studies will emphasize cooperation with the California avocado

industry in solving their resource management problem, a problem created by

the sudden expansion of avocado plantings from 25,000 acres to 50,000 acres

in a five year period. Due to reduced funding we were able to allocate only

minimal NASA funds to the avocado project. The industry did provide $10,000

with a matching $6,000 grant from the University of California Agricultural

Experiment Station to perform some preliminary investigations. The industry

is anxious to provide additional matching funds to assist our NASA funded

research in the avocado production research in the forthcoming year. Remotely

sensed imagery from three platform levels (low altitude, high altitude, and

satellite) will be applied in the data gathering phase of the project, leading

to the development of an Avocado Production Information System (APIS).

We anticipate reserving a portion of our NASA funding in pursuing 'problems

of opportunity'. At this time we do not have a definitive problem, but recently

received a request from Riverside County to participate in a problem dealing

with surface hydrology and public health. It is premature to determine if this

problem might be suitable for research under the NASA guidelines, but it:does

indicate that we are continually being contacted by various agencies to perform

research in-connection with the NASA grant.

r
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d	 4.2	 REPORT OF WORK COMPLETED THIS GRANT YEAR

4.2.1	 Resource Management Problems in County Planning

San Bernardino County, with support from the California Office of Planning

and Research (OPR), began a program of evaluating the county agricultural

resources in early 1978. 	 The outcome of this study is to be an agricultural

element for the county general plan. County planning personnel came to us

to determine if remote sensing techniques were suitable in the data gathering

and evaluation efforts. Tasks were identified which either directly or in-

directly involved remote sensing. These tasks include county personnel

participation and training, land use mapping and information system development,

and Landsat imagery evaluation. Each of these tasks are described below.

4.2.1.1 County Personnel Participation

San Bernardino County expressed interest in assigning one of their staff

to assist part time in some of the agricultural land use data gathering efforts

in order to gain an expertise in remote sensing and related fields. A planner

was assigned 20% time for that purpose throughout the data gathering phase.

This arrangement led' to a good understanding on the part of both San Bernardino

County and the Riverside group as to the role remote sensing had to play, in

the project. The planner who was assigned to us is now, as a result of her

activities, looked to by other planners for guidance in matters having to do

with remote sensing applications.

4.2.1.2 Land Use Mapping and Agricultural Information System Development

A county general plan is a document which states policies used to guide

the orderly development of a county. A very, important aspect of development,

especially in San Bernardino County, is the conversion of agricultural land

to urban/residential uses. In order to establish policies relating to agri-

cultural development,, and development at the expense of agriculture, it was

necessary for the county planners to know the extent of the agricultural

resource, its location, and the trends toward conversion of nat resource

for other uses. Of equal importance, especially with regard to plan acceptance

and implementation, is the necessity of presenting that information in a clear,

concise form both to the citizen's agriculture advisory committee and to the

county board of supervisors. These requirements lead to the determination of

the desirability of soil suitability and multi-date land use data, presented

in map and tabular form. It was felt that remote sensing provided the best

means to acquire one date of land use data (the other date was already avail-

able) and that a geographic information system would not only aid in map and

statistical report generation but also assist in the interpretation process

itself .

F	 4-2
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Land use data for 1975 were derived from Department of Water Resources

I land use maps. The DWR data were useful because of considerable crop-

specific detail in the agricultural classes. DWR maps an area only once

every 10 years so additional land use information had to be gathered to

establish recent trends. The DWR maps also present problems because they

are in such crude form. The standard DWR land use map is only partially

readable and many polygons are either unclassified or have conflicting

classifications. Several trips to DWR offices in Los Angeles were required-

to resolve ambiguities.

The entire study area, the valley portion of San Bernardino County,was

divided into map modules. Each map module is based on a USGS 7 1/2' quad-

rangle. A map module was entered into the geographic information system by

digitizing the land use or Soils polygons. The geographic information system

utilized in the project was the Spatial Information Processing System (SIPS),

which has been developed, partly with NASA support, over the past 5 years.

Upon coLipletiou of a 1975 land use map it was possible to use aerial

photography to update the land use map for 1977. The 1975 land use maps were

digitized and then digitally reproduced (plotted) at the image scale (1:12,000)

and directly overlaid on the imagery to establish 1977 land use conditions.

As a result of digitizing the 1975 land use data, it was possible to: 1)

produce a statistical summary of land, use; 2) produce maps with various classi-

fications of land use; and 3) speed the interpretation process for 1977 by

essentially, making it an updating procedure.

Figure 1 shows a 1975 land use voap produced on the line plotter with

the digitized data base. Fifteen such map modules (quadrangles) constitute

the 1975 data base. Figures 2a and 2b show examples of statistical summaries

of the 1975 land use data produced by the information system and aggregated

by census tracts and planning districts. Figure 3 shows a 1977 land use map,

for the same map module as shown in Figure 1, Which was produced by updating

the 1975 data base with remotely sensed imagery. Six map modules, determined

to be critical areas, were interpreted and mapped for 1977. Figure 4 shows

the soils map which also corresponds to the same map module as the land use

maps. The addition of a soils map to the data base provided for information

relating to agricultural suitability.

4.2.1.3 Landsat Imagery Evaluation

As part of our effort in mapping land use, San Bernardino County requested

as evaluation of the potential of Landsat imagery to provide agricultural

z
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Agricultural land use map of Redlands Quadrangle, 1975
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SAN BERNAALINO COUNTY

LAND USE FOR CENSUS TRACT 26.04

v

LAND USE

uNOIFFEAE-NT1ATcJ URBAN

RESIDENTIAL

yANUtACTUKING

TR A:1S POR T AT I Jr4

TRADE

SERVICES

CULTURAL

UNDIFFERENTIATaU rtESUUkCE EXTRACTION

UrIDEVELOPEU LAND

UNDEVELOPED RIPARIAN

TRANS I T I JNAL

URBAN VACAMT

UNDIFFERENTtATEU AGAICULTUnE

F:cL'LOTS ANN C:i IGxc1i FARMS

FIELD AND 3E —;;,j CROPS

VEGETABLE A ND TtiUCK CAUPS

GRAPES

UiLIJJ:JUS FRUITS A,40 wUTS

CITRUS

U;%4UIFFERENTIATeD FRUITS AND NUTS

UARIES

NsaN—PRODULI NG ^.A JRLA.lu

PASTURE

ACRES

U.0

1133.39

10.92
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IS POORORIGINAL PAGE

92.II8

IZ4450

• ^ 107.31

31.07

U.^

Z3ud.13

U.0

z09. )7

lI}intGATEu) (N^lJ—ikKiGi.T^U)

74.13 ^•^

d6.C9 J.0

1972.,49 O.0

0.0 14.(1

514.49 1..a7

0.0 U.0

u.0 W.^j

524.77 7.::

311.90 40 .30

Figure 2a

Computer generated land use tabulations for Census Tract _26_-____
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SAN BERNARDINU COUNTY

LAND USEFUR PLANNING DISTRICT 9

e

LA^NJ USE ACRES

UNDIFFERENTIAT :.w uAbAN 5138.00

RESIOENTIAL	 - id45.lu

MANUFACTUK I NU 22.75

r

TRANSPIOR TAT Ia;4 24i.4J

TRAUE X1.50

SERVICES 123.46

CULTURAL 5.91

UNUIFFEAENTIAT6w R-I SuURCE EXTRACTION 124056

`	 UNDEVELOPED LAND 4134.4d

U110EV[LuPED	 Rk- RAAI:.N 32.67

TkANS I T I OVAL J. u

URSAA VACANT 0093.45

UNDIFFEJ^ EVT.IATED AGRICULTURE J40

^	 V

FEEDLOTS ANJ C:11Cn_n FARM S 370.34
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VEGETA3LE ANU TRUC& CR7PS 86009 J.0
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CITRJS 670.U6 1.^7
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JAMES 040 J40

NLK- PRJJUC. I , .:a i.iiJPLAYJ 529.29 id5.1.2

PASTUt; G 43.94 20.30

Figure 2b

Computer generated land_ use tabul_:ciana..f_cL+laaaa.ag ni sts-^ ^* o __ ___- .	 .,._
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encroachment data. It should be pointed out that agriculture in San Bernardino

County is usually in the form of relatively small parcels of land which are

interspersed with other (usually urban) land uses. Landsat imagery is of such

a resolution that it can only be used for gross change detection and monitoring-

not an effort for which the county is-likely to spend much money. It follows

that if satellite data are to be of use to county planning personnel it must be

extremely cheap and must not present any technological hurdles. With this

in mind we evaluated the enhanced imagery supplied by EROS and its potential

for photographic rather than digital manipulation.

Until recently the use of purely photographic enhancement techniques for

the extraction of information from Landsat imagery was severely limited.

The introduction of computer enhanced imagery in 1979 by the EROS Data Center

as the standard product significantly alters these limitations. The EROS

Digital Image Processing System (EDIPS) enhancements are such that the film

product exhibits predictable geometric and photometric characteristics.

In the past several years the Landsat data processing experience has

shown image enhancement is relatively straightforward and efficacious when

using a. digital approach. Automated feature extractions, however, requires

complex and expensive computer hardware or large amounts of computer time

for most acceptable results. EDIPS allows users of Landsat data to enjoy the

benefits of digital processing where it is most effective and yet retain the

flexibility of systematic feature extraction and application-specific enhance-

ments in a cheap analogue mode. This is particularly exciting for users,

such as San Bernardino County, who do not have the sophisticated capabilities

offered through expensive data processing facilities.

There are several reasons for the superiority of the enhanced EROS imagery.

Processed with the EROS Digital Image Processing System (EDIPS)* and photograph-

ically produced with a Laser Beam Recorder (LBR), the final film product exhibits

geometric and radiometric corrections as well as contrast and edge enhancement.

Destriping, synthetic line generation and edge enhancement are applied to

standardize image.quality and thus the number of variables which might tend

to confuse visual interpretation are reduced. However, the most significant

changes brought about by EDIPS are a result of the LBR and the contrast

enhancement of the spectral bands.

The LBR produces images with a nearly linear grey scale display (i.e.

step wedge). The significance of the step wedge is that it reveals the

*EDIPS is the operational system which is scheduled to go into production
sometime in early 1979. The proto-type system was termed EDIES (EROS Digital
Image Enhancement System) and the preliminary tests we have carried out were
with the EDIES product.
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information transfer characteristics of the recorded image. Using this step

wedge, the photographic technician can precisely control photographic manip-

ulations of the image. The ideal step wedge for photographic manipulation is

a neutral grey, scale in which maximum and minimum densities are separated by

steps of equal density change with a constant slope of one. When the slope

is one, the maximum tonal separation between the maximum number of steps is

achieved. Figure 5 shows an ideal grey scale used in the graphic arts for

Iz2age control. When the IDIPS imagery is compared with the earlier Landsat

film product (Figure 5), it is seen that the new product more closely corres-

ponds with the photographic ideal.. See Figures 7 and 8 for examples of color

combined images made with the non-enhanced and SIPS photographic products.

Due to limitations inherent in the photographic process, information

contained in the toe and shoulder of the non-enhanced Landsat image is essen-

tially lost for precise photographic manipulation. Accurate photographic

control is limited to the straight line portions of the step wedge graphs because

it is increasingly difficult to photographically separate steps recorded on

the imagery with either extremely high or extremely `low slope values. In

essence, to realize the full dynamic range of Landsat data, a duplication method

(film or films and developer combinations) would have to be found which would

appropriately compensate for the non-linearity and slope deviations of the

unprocessed Landsat images. The problem is minimized if the user is only

interested in relatively small density ranges in the imagery, since the slope

change deviates little through small increments. Accurate photographic manip-

ulation of the entire scene over the full density range is facilitated by

utilizing the computer enhanced imagery.

A photographic laboratory, can use the grey scale as a control guide in

an analogue approach to many digital image processing operations. The compat-

ability of the SIPS film product with standard photographic materials is

further apparent when the maximum and minimum densities are compared. This

density difference is precisely 1.6 as opposed to the earlier Landsat film

products which were measured as having maximum and minimum density differences

ranging from 1.19 to 2.0 units. A density range of 1.6 corresponds with the

sensitivity range of a wide variety, of photographic films and papers. 'There

are relatively few photographic materials which ethibit a straight line portion

in their D log a curve longer than 1.6 density units (Figure 6). Using the

enhanced IDIPS film product many, image processing tasks (most with digital

corollaries) can be easily, accomplished in the photographic laboratory using

readily available materials.

3
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Photographic image processing is not new. Many techniques which can be

employed were developed 10 to 20 years ago when multi-spectral photography

was first being investigated. However, the success of these experiments has

always been hampered by poor photometric control of the source Image. There

are several techniques utilizing EDIPS imagery which should be explored and

rigorously evaluated in a research program.

Photographic enhancement- of the EDIPS imagery has two advantages over

digital methods. First, photography allows almost instantaneous processing

of the large amounts of data available in each Landsat image, and secondly,

the cost of implementing photographic processing and optical quantification

of images is significantly less than even the most basic digital image pro-

cessing systems. The possibilities of photographic manipulation techniques

warrant close investigation by potential users of Landsat images not willing

or able to invest in the sophisticated digital sytems.

4.2.2 Resource Management Problems in the California Desert-
Desert Recreational Road Estimation

The California desert is an area stretching from the Mexican border to

Death Valley, some 25,548 square miles (Figure 9). The Bureau of Land Manage-

ment (BLM) Desert Plan Staff of Riverside came to us to determine if remote

sensing could be used to estimate the road mileage in the California desert.

With the aid of statistical sampling techniques and the good fortunes of

reasonably complete U-2 high altitude photographic coverage we were able to

perform such an analysis. '

The method employed permits-separate estimates of road mileage for the

entire desert and subareas (strata) within the desert for the purpose of

identifying the spatial distribution of roads and washes. The immense size

of the area prompted the use of a random sampling strategy. In particular,

a stratified random sample was selected as most appropriate because it provides

for subarea estimates. Since the sampling technique is based on the laws of

probability, the estimate is couched in terms of a confidence limit, which

describes how close to the true values the estimates are likely to be.

4.2.2.1 Sampling Procedure

The total area was divided into eight smaller areas, each of which is

termed a stratum, to allow estimation of road and wash lengths within each

stratum. After delineating the strata, a grid overlay of longitudes and

latitudes at 15 minute intervals was constructed. A single blockf this
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-epresents a U.S.G.S. 15' topographic quadrangle. Each block was further

rided into four smaller blocks, each in turn representing the area covered

by a U.S.G.S. 7 1/2 minute topographic quadrangle. These 7 1/2 minute blocks

constituted the possible sampling units. Each 7 1/2 minute block within a

stratum was assigned a number which could then be compared against a table of

random numbers. A random number table provided the basis for selection or non-

selection of the sample. Sampling units that fell on strata borders required

a decision as to enclusion or inclusion. The criterion used was whether or

not more than half of the unit fell within the stratum. Table 1 provides

data on the area, the number of sampling units, and the percentage of the

total area sampled for each stratum.

Stratum Total area (mi l)	 # of sample Area sampled % of total area
units	 (mi2)	 sampled

1	 2368.3	 7	 361.8	 15.3

2	 3046.2	 8	 483.7	 15.9

3	 4027.5	 11	 676.6	 16.8

4	 3692.3	 6	 340.9	 9.2

5	 3837.8	 10	 610.2	 15.9

6	 3090.7	 8	 484.9	 15.7

7	 3123.7	 7	 419.4	 13.4

8	 2361.7	 0	 0	 0

	

25,548.2	 57	 3377.6	 13.27. of 25,548.2

Table 1

Area, number of sample units, sample area,

and percent sample area, for each stratum.

The number of samples, 57, was selected on the basis of an initial sample

done in stratum three. Eight sample units were selected and total mileage

and the variance were calculated. Based on time and cost factors it was

decided to draw a total sample that would provide 88% accuracy , at a 90% con-

fidence level (see Confidence Levels). The formula for calculating the total

sample size based on these parameters and the initial sample is:

N - 2.69S2

2 X2r 	 (1)
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where N is the total sample size, S 2 the variance of the initial sample, r

the desired relative error fraction (1 - .88), X the mean of the initial

sample, and 2.69 is a value associat-ed with the 90% confidence limit.1

The data for strata four and eight require explanation, No imagery at

a suitable scale was available for stratum eight, thus no sampling was possible.

In stratum four, suitable imagery was available for only the eastern portion,

so that only limited sampling could be done. Locations of all sample units

are shown on Figure 9. As mentioned, sample units correspond to 7 1/2 minute

quadrangles, each representing an average surface area of 61-62 square miles.

At a scale of 1:130,000, these were approxis- ely 3 1/2 inches by 4 1/4 inches

in size.

Area calculations were performed in two ways. First, the map, "California

Desert Conservation Area", May 1977, provided by the Bureau of Land Management

(BLM), was digitized and a computer program was used to calculate the area of

each stratum. Within a stratum are many areas of urban or agricultural land

use, within which the roads cannot be considered primarily for recreational

use. These areas were also digitized; areas calculated and subtracted from each

stratum. Exclusion areas are shown on Figure 9. The second method of area

calculation applied only to the sample units. Because the sample units were

based upon geographic coordinates, account had to be taken of both the con-

vergence of meridians toward the poles and the nonspherical shape of the earth.

The Clarke Spheroid of 1866 provided the model for the calculation of areas

defined by geographic coordinates. 2 The value for a sample unit varied from

a maximum of 62.68 mi2 for the southern most sample unit to a minimum of 59.33

m32 for the northern most sample unit,

4.2,2.2 Photo Interpretation

Aerial photography was available for most of the California desert at

varying scales. The imagery selected for interpretation was color infrared

(CIR) film taken by NASA's U-2 aircraft from an altitude of approximately

65,000 ft.' This imagery, with a scale of 1:130,000, was particularly well

suited because an entire sample unit could normally be interpreted from one

frame. Imagery at the scale of 1:130,000 has been flown on various dates.

The most recent date for a given sample unit was utilized. Table 2 gives the

1 Cochran, William G. Sampling Techniques, John Wiley & Sons: New York, 1977.

2 Department of the Army, Grids and Grid References, TM 5-241-1 GPO: Washington
D.C., June 1967.

Maling, D. H., Coordinate Systems and Map Projections, George Philip & Son
LTD: London, 1973.
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dates of the imagery used and the corresponding percent of total sampled area

taken from each date.

a

i

E
r
F.

Date Percent of area sampled

1. Jul 77 47.3

2. Jun 77 21.1

3. Mar 73 19.3

4. Jun 73 1.8 B,EpRODUCIBILITY OF THE
5. Nov 72 1.8 ORIGINAL, PAG? , IS POOR

6. Oct 72 5.3

7. Oct 72 3.4

100.07

Table 2

Flight dates and percent of area sampled from those dates.

Each sample unit was interpreted to identify roads and negotiable washes.

Roads were generally easy to identify. Roads are linear features and are lighter

in tone than surrounding areas due to the disturbance of the surface. In some

areas, they were impossible to distinguish visually from the surroundings.

In those places where surface reflectance was high there was little tonal

difference; . thus roads tended to merge with background. Areas such as exten-

sive sand or dry lake beds typically have light coloration so that roads within

these areas could not be delineated with a great deal of confidence. In those

cases where a road could be detected entering into a light area and leaving

on approximately the same track and orientation the presence of the road was

inf erred.

Negotiable ,cashes presented a problem of definition as well as inter-

pretation. Once a rigid set of criteria was developed, interpretation was

rapid and consistent. Three criteria were used to define a negotiable wash.

First, the wash had to be reasonably wide, nominally about 40' wide on the

ground in the flat portion of the channel. Secondly, the wash had to be

relatively free of debris such as boulders and vegetation so as to permit

vehicular passage. The third criterion was that the surrounding area had to

provide some local relief, generally greater than 25-50 ft. Washes in arsas

of relatively flat terrain and with a local relief of only 5 to 10' were not

delineated. The rationale for excluding washes based on the third criterion
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was that surrounding flat ground offered little resistance to ORV movement,

while in areas of greater relief washes provided the only possible access.

k

	

	 After all 37 sample units had been interpreted the mylar overlays were

digitized on a line-following digitizer. The digitizer used has a pencil-

like stylus that was used to follow the lines representing either roads or

washes. Measurements as fine as .01 inch can be registered and by applica-

"'	 q^ tAon of the proper conversion factors the final result can be output in terms

r
of miles. Additionally, the system provides a reproduction of the digitized

f,	 map that can ,be used to insure that all lines have been measured.

3.2.2.3 Statistical Analysis of Data

Data were analyzed at two levels; for each individual stratum and for

the entire desert. To estimate total road and wash lengths within each stratum

the following formula was used for estimating the total (length of roads and

washes):3

n

_ N^Xi
estimated total = NX = 1=1	 ,	 (2)

n

in which N is the total number of possible sample'units within a stratum, Xi

is the actual road or wash length within a sample unit, and a is the actual

number of sampled units. The variance about the mean road or wash length

within a stratum is:

*1(	 _ X) 2

variance (S 2 )	 i^1	 (3)

u - 1

in which all symbols have the same meaning as in formula 1. The N term is

a calculated value related to the total area of a stratum relative to the

area sampled. The formula for calculating N is:

N = a x total area of a stratum	 (4)
area sampled within stratum

This method of approximating N was employed to avoid problems introduced by

the inclusion of areas comprising less than half of a 7 1/2 minute quadrangle

in the total area calculation but which had no chance of being selected as

F

3 Statistical formulae from, Mendenhall et al, Elementary Survey Sampling,
Wadsworth Publishing Co., Belmont, CA 1970.
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a sample unit, as well as the exclusion of certain areas from sample units

based on land use.

The analysis of data at the desert-wide level simply requires aggregation

of the individual stratum parameters. Thus the estimator for total road and

wash lengths of the entire desert is given-by the formula:

L
total estimator (E) _ I N. Y.X.

 
i 3.

in which L is the number of strata, N i is the N term of the ith stratum, and

X is the mean road or wash length for the ith stratum.

Stratum four, in which only a part of the area was sampled, and stratum

eight, in which no sampling was done, presented cases in which the above formulae

could not be applied. The single best estimator for stratum four is the

estimator derived from the sampling that could be done in the eastern portion.

For stratum eight, the single best estimator is a per-area average derived

from the other seven strata. These special assumptions and formulae (2-5) were

used to compile the results that are presented in Tables 3 and 4.

Tables 3 and 4 give the estimates of total road and wash lengths, within

each stratum and for the desert as a whole. The standard deviation (s.d.)

compared to the mean value of each stratum gives an idea of how good the

estimate is.	 REPRODUCIBIT,ITY OF THE
O^IGINA.1, Pt^ r T t % h POOR

Stratum	 Mean.Rd. Length (mi) 	 s.d.	 N	 Total Rd. Length (mi)

1	 59.1	 36.7	 45.8	 2707.1

2	 53.1	 27.3	 50.4	 2676.2

3	 42.3	 24.5	 65.5	 2771.8

4	 61.8*	 30.5*	 65.0*	 4017.1*

5	 54.7	 33.4	 62.9	 3442.0

6	 43.1	 33.2	 51.0	 2199.2

7	 30.0	 6.1	 52.2	 1563.2

8	 0	 27.4	 0	 1973.6*

21,350.0 total road
length for
California

* Asterisks indicate use of special assumptions to	 desert
calculate value

Table 3

Mean road length, standard deviation (s.d.), N,

and total road length of each stratum.
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Stratum Mean Wash Length (mi)	 S.d.	 N	 Total Wash Length (mi)

1 15.7	 11.6	 Same as 720.8
roads

2 11.5	 10.9 377.9
3 27.3	 15.0 1789.6
4 4.6*	 5.1* 300.2*
5 18.5	 12.3 1160.3
6 14.8	 13.5 756.7
7 12-9	 6.0 672.6
8 0	 10.7* 608.9*

6586.9 total wash
length for
California
desert

Asterisks Indicate use of special assumptions
to calculate value.

Table 4
Mean wash length, standard deviation (s.d.), N,

and total wash length of each stratum.

As explained earlier, a value of 90% selected as the level of confidence.
That is to say, in nine cases out of ten the true estimator can be expected
to fall w1thin the range of numbers given by the confidence limits. Tables
3 and 6 give these confidence limit values for each stratum and for the desert
as a whole (strata 1, 2, 3, 3, 6, and 7). The accuracy implied by these
limits is also given.

Confidence limit^ for 90Z were calculated according to the following
formula:

90% confidence limit - 1.64 V^11 2 S 2 
N - n

a	 N	 (6)

Since no samples were taken from stratum eight, confidence limits could not
be calculated. Stratum four confidence limits have been calculated but they
have little meaning since the values used do not rigidly meet the random
sampling assumptions. Confidence limits for the total estimated road and wash
lengths for strata 1, 2, 3, 3, 6, and 7 (all but four and eight), are given
in Table 7.
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Stratum Total Road Length 90% Confidence Limits accuracy (%)

1 2707.1 i	 959.3 64.6

2 2676.2 i	 731.1 72.7

3 2771.8 i	 723.6 73.9

4 4017.1*- i 1262.2* 68.6*

5 3442.0 i	 998.5 71.0

6 2199.2 t	 900.6 39.0

7 1563.2 i	 184.5 88.2

8 1973.6* - -

Table 5

Total road lengths (from Table 3),	 90% confidence limits, and the accuracy

P
f

(as a percent of total road length).

Stratum Total Wash Length 90% Confidence Limits Accuracy (%)

1 720.8 t	 302.9 58.0

2 577.9 i	 292.8 49.3

3 1789.6 t	 444.1 75.2

4 300.2* i	 213.1* 29.0*

5 1160.3 t	 374.3 67.7

r	 6 756:7 t	 366.9 51.5

7 672.6 i	 179.3 73.3

8 608.9* - --

Table 6

Total wash lengths (from Table 4), 90% confidence limits, and the accuracy
(as a percent of total wash length).

* Asterisks indicate use of special assumptions to calculate value.

4
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1. Strata 1, 2, 3, 5, 6, and 7 (all except 4 and 8)

total miles of road	 15,359.3
90% confidence limits t 1954.6
Accuracy	 87.37

total miles of washes	 5677.9
90% confidence limits t 825.6
Accuracy	 85.5%

2. Strata 1, 2, 3, 5, 6, 7 and 4 (all except 8).

total miles of road	 19,376.9
90% confidence limits t 2326.7
Accuracy	 88.0%

total miles of washes	 5978.1
90% confidence limits t 852.7
Accuracy	 85.77

Table 7

Confidence Limits for the entire desert (roads and washes).

4.2.2.4 Sources of Error

A number of error sources can be identified in the method described, all

tending to underestimate the total number of miles of roads and washes. One

source of error, already mentioned, was the failure to distinguish between

road surfaces and surrounding surfaces. This error source is relatively small

because the amount o£,.'area with light coloration or other characteristics

that tended to minimize surface-road contrast was small. Another relatively

minor error source was that certain samples had to be interpreted at the extreme

edges of a photo frame and in some cases a single sample had to be interpreted

from two frames from adjacent flight lines. This means that the optimal

portion of the'image.was not used, as distortion increases toward the edge

as well as obscuring effects of slopes facing away from the photo center.
Two more important sources of error exist. One relates to the differing

dates of imagery used for interpretation. The oldest imagery is over six

years old and many new roads may have been created in the interim. Undoubtably,

however, the largest single source of error resides in the inability to transfer

and accurately measure the sinuosity of a road. There are actually two parts

to this source of error. The first is that in areas with a lot of road
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curvature the pencil line width on the overlay is so wide that much road curvature

can occur within the line width. The error might be minimal on flat surfaces,

but in areas of complex terrain the error probably increases. The second part

of this source of error occurs in the digitizing process and is affected by

the digitizer sampling resolution of .01 inches.
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4.3 CONTINUING STUDIES

4.3.1 RESOURCE MANAGEMENT PROBLEMS IN CALIFORNIA AVOCADO PRODUCTION

4.3.1.0 INTRODUCTION

Avocados have been commercially grown in California :dace the early,

1920's. The industry, located primarily on the coastal slopes and plateaus

from Santa Barbara to San Diego (Figure 10) gradually increased from a few

hundred acres to a few thousand :acres as gentleman farmers entered the business.

A large expansion period occurred from 1945 to 1959 which resulted in the

creation of the California Avocado Advisory Board under a state marketing

order. The question may arise as to why such a well organized quiet industry

would need help. For some of the reasons outlined below, the industry finds

itself in a new expansion period (since 1972) that has made it impossible to

make any reasonably accurate crop forecast. The havoc that has been created

within the. industry because of inadequate information could (although not

likely) cause a complete collapse of the industry with cash return to the

growers falling below the cost of production.

The number of acres of California agricultural and undeveloped land con-

vented to avocado production in the past five years has more than doubled

(from 25,000 acres to more than 50,000 acres). The rate of increase has been

holding at 5,000 acres of new avocado groves per year; 5,000 new acres can

be translated into 25 million pounds of fruit (252 of 1977-78 production)

within 5 years of planting and 50 million pounds of fruit (10% of the 1977-78

production) within 10 years. The industry is aware that these annual increases

will.be cumulative during the next several years. The full impact of the rapid

increase in producing acreage is being felt for the first time during the

present production year (November 1 through October 31).

Annual production has gradually increased to 200 million pounds. The

1918-79 forecast is 314 million pounds of fruit (a 652 increase in one year!).

The major marketing techniques of the California Avocado Commission are con-

strained by the ability of the industry to provide quantities of fruit to

each of the newer markets as well as a continual supply to older markets. To

guarantee market deliveries,. the industry must know how much fruit will be

available each week during the year. The present method of obtaining fore-

cast data has become antiquated due to:

1) Entry into the industry, via speculative plantings on lands of marginal

climatic and edaphic suitabilities.
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2) Deference by the developers to scientific cultivation practices in

opting for short term fruit gain, but unknown tree life. (e.g. no root rot

prevention techniques).

3) Introduction of new varieties planted in hopes of obtaining early

and heavy fruit production.,,

4) Growers abandoning lowland citrus groves to urbanization and reinvest-

ing heavily in steeper sloped plantings of avocados.

The Avocado Commission presently makes annual, monthly and weekly fore-

casts of fruit production based upon statistical data provided by the various

county Agricultural Commissioners and packing house reports. Unfortunately

the county commissioners' data, which are forwarded through the California

Crop and Livestock Reporting Service (CCLRS), is not adequate for a fast

growing industry. Due to budgetary limitations (especially after passage of

Proposition 13) agricultural inventories are accomplished only every five

years (sometimes less often). Updating of the surveys is made from various

industry and government reports.

The California Avocado Commission is faced with an immediate resource

management problem (periodic production forecasts) that requires a method

for establishing and maintaining an inventory of avocado trees in production.

The commission is also faced with a longterm resource management problem -

what steps if any should be taken to control the growth and ma.rketJ.ng  of

Avocados in California? The objective of our study will be to establish an

Avocado Production Information System (AP T_S) utilizing the optimum remote

sensing techniques to provide accurate, timely, and updated information on

the status of avocado trees in production.

4.3.1.1 RESEARCH PLAN

On October 1, 1978 the University established a cooperative agreement

with the California Avocado Commission (formerly the California Avocado

Advisory Board) and the Agricultural Experiment Station. Both entities

agreed to match NASA funds from this grant to perform a pilot study which

hopefully will result in the establishment of an Avocado Production Infor-

mation System. The project is to proceed in five phases.

Phase 1. Feasibility Study. Perform a pilot study project in a limited

area to determine if the project is feasible within acceptable economic limits.

The feasibility study will be directed toward determining the best mix of

imagery Clow-altitude, high-altitude, and sate,11 te) to provide accurate

annual avocado production information.
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Phase II. Design an Information System. This phase is to design and

develop an Avocado Production Information System (APIS) that will incorporate

data from remotely, sensed imagery, public records, and industry packing house
records. The intent of-the information system is to provide statistical data

that will enable a forecast to be made at any time for any period of time.

The information would include the number of acres of avocado land, the number of

trees by variety, and the bearing status (life) of the trees.
Phase III. Implementation of the Pilot System. To test the design of

the information system, it will. be applied with the data produced from the

test site during the feasibility phase. -Changes will be made to the system as

indicated during this testing phase.

Phase IV. Development of a California State Wide System. Upon the com-

pletion of the first three phases a total statewide system will be developed.

At this time it would be appropriate to consider the decreasing of NASA contribu-

tions. to the project and an increase of the industry funding.

Phase V. State Wide Implementation of the System. At this point the

system will have reached a point to be turned over to the California Avocado

Commission for their use and implementation in forecast procedures.

4.3.1.2 CURRENT OBJECTIVES'

The objectives of the avocado study for the FY 79-80 grant year encompass

phase I of the plan and portions of phases II and III. The objectives are:

1. Provide the following graphical and statistical data within the

pilot study area:

a) number of trees and acreage of each grove,

b) variety of tree(s) in each grove,

c) the bearing capability (age) of the trees, and

d) statistical tabulations for the total area.

2. An estimate of the accuracy of remote sensing from three platform

levels to provide the basic data for an avocado crop forecast.
Q

3. An evaluation, :^w,.luding imagery requirements, of the ability to

detect diseased trees.

4. An estimate of the cost to perform an inventory of all avocado pro-

ducing areas of Southern California.

`	 4.3.1.3 PRELIMINARY INVESTIGATIONS

Matching funds of $10,000 provided by the Avocado Industry along with

$6,000 matching funding from the University, of California Agricultural

4
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Experiment Station has made possible some preliminary investigations on the

avocado study. Initially we have been experimenting with establishing an

automated mapping base, reviewing NASA imagery that is in our files from

previous studies dating back to 1965, and investigating current methods of data

gathering by the industry.

1) Preliminary Results of Review. of Historical High Altitude Imagery.

High altitude (RB-57 and U-2) imagery on file,of the selected test site,

(Northern San Diego County) dates back to 1971 and is repeated in some form

through the year 1975. In viewing this old imagery we noticed an additional

area of interest, the West Mesa area of Rancho California in southern Riverside

County. The imagery of Riverside County revealed an unexpected result. We

were able to monitor the annual increase in plantings of avocados in the

Rancho California West Mesa area beginning with the initial 100 acres planted

in 1972 to more than 4,000 acres planted by 1975. This essentially means that

we can date the year of planting and thus provide the age of each avocado

grove, which is a major objective of the research project. Since similar

imagery from Santa Barbara to San Diego is readily available, it appears that

we can eventually determine the year of planting for each of the groves that

have been planted since 1972. The most essential age differentiation for

most groves will be possible because 10 years is considered by the industry

to be a fully mature tree. Figures U.a,b,c,d present an annual sequence of

high-altitude images displaying the growth of the avocado industry in Rancho

California.

2) Results of Preliminary Review of Historical Satellite Imagery.

One objective of the research is to determine the feasibility of using

satellite imagery to detect areas of new agricultural plantings and to locate

sites that. need closer visual inspection and verification of agricultural

activity. Knowing that the growth of avocados in the Rancho California area

could be detected with U-2 imagery we reviewed archived Landsat I imagery to

see what it would show. The same growth area displayed on the U-2 imagery

was very mQch in evidence on the Landsat band 5 images for 1972-73-74 (Figures

.12 a, b, c). The results from the low resolution Landsat imagery must be

viewed with caution. The groves in question were contiguous fields of 40

acres or more planted next to coastal chaparral. In other locations one

might expect to see new groves replacing citrus in an area contiguous to

active agriculture lands. Recently available pre-processed (EDIPS) satellite

4
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Figures 11 a, b, c, d: Sequence of high altitude aircraft (NASA U-2) photos showing the growth
of avocado acreage in the west mesa area of Rancho California in southwest Riverside County.
In 1972 the Yx4ser-Aetna Corporation planted 100 acres of avocados. Additional acreage was
planted to avocados in succeeding years with a total of 3,400 acres being planted by 1975.
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Figure 12 a, b, e: Sequence of Landsat Z iaages showing the gr owth of
avocado acreage in the ,est Mesa area of Rancho California is southwest
piversiae Counts. 1972 photo shows the first 100 acres being Olanted. An
additional 300 acres was Planted in 1973 and another 1,70C acres in 1974.
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;ery of much higher quality and resolution has not been examined. It may

aossible to detect smaller objects in agricultural areas, but at this time

Ls not known how useful satellite imagery will be to the study overall.

io know that low resolution Landsat'I imagery gives promise for the detection

Large new plantings.

3) Current Avocado Data Gathering Efforts

Investigations to date indicate that the most difficult parameter to be

obtained in the study will be the varieties of avocados in each, grove. In

attempting to determine the present methods of obtaining the data we have

found that there does not exist within the industry any accurate or up to

date information from which the present production forecasts are being made.

The Avocado Commission is depending upon the county agricultural commissioners

for data and we find that some county agricultural commissioners believe the

Avocado Commission has more accurate data! The California State Crop and

Livestock Reporting Records are only as accurate as their last survey (5

years ago) and whatever is supplied in the interim by the County Agricultural

Commissioners. The interdependance and faith between the various statistical

agencies indicates that there truly does exist a need for the Avocado industry

to establish an accurate Avocado Production Information System.

4.3.1.4 RESEARCH APPROACH

To achieve the above outlined objectives, it is proposed UCR investigators,

working in close cooperation with personnel presently collecting avocado produc-

tion data, proceed as follows:

1) Select a Sample Survey Area

To provide an adequate sample that can be used to extrapolate the results

to the entire avocado population, it is proposed that an area surrounding

Fallbrook, California be used for the test site. The area is bounded on the

north by the Santa Margarita River; on the south by Gopher Canyon Road; on

the west by Camp Pendleton; and on the east by Highway 395 (113).

2) Acquire Imagery from Three Platform Levels

To permit determination of how often and at what cost a remote sensing

survey must be flown to provide tree count data, we will require remotely

sensed data at three scales.
E
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a) Low Altitude Aerial Survey

•: u

To determine the accuracy obtainable for area (acreage) calculations

of each avocado grove and to obtain a complete tree count, a commercially

available low altitude aerial survey will be flown of the selected area.

It is anticipated that at least three flight altitudes will be flown to

determine the maximum altitude (most cost effective) that can be flown

and still achieve the desired accuracy of tree count and acreage calcula-

tions. The flights will be flown with Color Infra Red (CIR) fJlm to

enable investigators to determine if other useful data can be obtained.

The low altitude flight survey should provide the following data:

1) Tree count accuracy obtainable from remote sensing.

2) Acreage calculation accuracies obtainable from remote sensing.

3) The cost of obtaining tree count data on a per tree and a per

acre basis. (Costs to include data reduction and analysis).

4) Accuracies obtainable in determining the size (age) of avocado

trees from remote sensing.

b) High Altitude (U-2) Imagery

The availability of NASA flown U-2 imagery of parts of California

obtained on a periodic basis for various research projects may make it

practical to utilize high altitude imagery in lieu of or in conjunction

with low altitude surveys to gather avocado forecast data.

An evaluation will be made to determine the usefulness, accuracies

obtainable, and costs of obtaining tree count and acreage data from high

altitude imagery. If high altitude imagery proves practical, it may be

most cost effective to utilize the smaller scale imagery to update tree

count and/or acreage data in alternate years when low altitude surveys

are not deemed necessary.,

c) Landsat Imagery

Once an Avocado Production Information System has been initially

established the program will be to continually update the information

on.an annual basis. The intent of the second phase of investigation

is to determine a cost-effective method of continual updating of the

avocado data base.

We anticipate the improved (EDIPS) Landsat imagery can provide the

user, having limited technical and economic capabilities, with a product •

that can be analyzed by innovative photographic techniques. Basic research
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to develop the photographic techniques is necessary. We will cooperate

with the California Avocado Commission to develop a means for detecting

changes in agricultural production and acreage. This procedure may

eliminate the need for annual but costly low-altitude aerial surveys

and replace or improve the present unsatisfactory reporting systems.

3) Establish an Automated Avocado Crop Production Information System

To provide an effective and current data base for analysis purposes in

Avocado Production and Marketing Research, an Avocado Crop Production Infor-

mation System will be designed. A map base will be established from interpre-

tation of the remotely sensed imagery. An associated attribute file would be

established to provide an index to each grove plotted on the map with associated

data mutually selected by the members of the research committees and the UCR

investigators. Examples of attribute items might be: acreage of grove, number

of trees. in the grove, estimated age of trees in the grove, ownership, leasee,

mailing address, county parcel code, production record over the past several

years, and packing house affilliation.

Any single attribute, or a combination of attributes can be displayed

from the system by'means of computer processed maps,, or as statistical tabula-

tions.

4) Determination of Optimum Remote Sensing Techniques for Obtaining Data

An analysis of the various methods of gathering remotely sensed avocado

crop production data will be made to determine the most costleff ective method

of obtaining avocado crop information on an annual basis. The cost of obtain-

ing and processing the data for the test area will be extrapolated to provide

costs for the complete coverage of the southern California area.

4.3.1.5 CONCLUSION

The avocado industry, once stable and well managed by dedicated family

farmers, is now threatened by the influx of many non-agriculturally oriented

developers, The result is thousands of acres of haphazardly planted orchards

that is making it impossible to obtain useful and timely production data by

the present data gathering techniques.

The need fc•r- better data gathering techniques is manifested in two very

important decisions that the California Avocado Commission will have to make.

1) Has the avocado production in California reached the point where tae

California Avocado Commission must establish market quotas?
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2) Should the Commission consider limiting the development of new acreages?

Regardless of how unpleasant the words 'quota' and 'limitations' may be

to farmers and ranchers it is becoming a possibility for the avocado industry.

It may become mandatory for survival.

Regardless of what action the Commission does or does not take, the need

for remote sensing input to production data gathering is clear.

4.3.2 'BASIC' RESEARCH

It has been indicated above that Landsat imagery will be investigated

for its utility in providing early warning indications of future avocado devel-

opments. Any development for the use of Landsat imagery must be designed to

provide the , best productiof Landsat without the necessity of expensive digital

computer processing techniques. We plan, in conjunction with the avocado

project,• to incorporate some 'basic' research that may provide a unique, but

inexpensive means for the general user to employ Landsat imagery. Many varying

photographic techniques of image enhancement have been developed, but we believe

with a modest research effort these various methods can be combined with the

sophisticated methods used by EROS Data Center to provide an inexpensive tool

for planners and managers. In association with the avocado project we propose

to develop such a system based upon the results of our preliminary investigations

outlined in Section 3.2.1.2.

4.3.3 PROBLEMS OF OPPOR'T'UNITY

7
Frequently we are asked by public agencies if we can solve a particular

resource management problem. All of these requests are evaluated as to their

appropriateness for investigations under this NASA grant. Last year the

proposal by San Bernardino County to assist in the development of the agricul-

tural element for their County General Plan was such a request. We have become

involved with the Avocado industry by a 'problem of opportunity' request for

assistance.

Recently the Public Health Department of Riverside County requested

assistance in indentifying perched water tables within the county which have

resulted from the two years of above normal rainfall. The problem in this

case is the issuance or denial of tract housing permits for septic tanks and

fields. It had become apparent that engineers could not always conduct tests

which would be applicable in 100 year hydrologic conditions (our current

situation). The desire was for the assistance of remote sensing in detecting

these perched water tables through surface expression of hydrological differences.

f

;w^y
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It may he that the exigencies of the situation in early spring have been

superceded by time and this is no longer a valid project for the grant.

However, we will follow through with our contacts with the county to see if.

the data is needed for future resource management decisions.

A similar type project may be developing within the joint area of Riverside

and San Bernardino Counties. There exists a critical need for a toxic waste

disposal site within the joint land area. An existing site, that has not been

used for several years, is still posing a threat to the water quality of the

Santa Ana River basin because of recent above normal rainfall. The old toxic

waste basins became flooded and were threatening to overflow. By pumping the

basins down several feet and hauling the toxic wastes to another disposal site

the threat of pollution was overcome. However, there still exists a need for

a new 'safe' toxic waste disposal site within the two county area. We are

following this development for a potential 'problem of opportunity'.

TfLere are a fear examples of the problems we encounter each year. More
time is needed to study these latter two projects before we commit NASA grant

funds to their solution. Meanwhile there will certainly be other problems

that may be more appropriate to the grant. That is why we desire to reserve

some funding for use later in the grant year.

;a
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CHAPTER 5

Some Important Remote Sensing Concepts
Developed and/or Tested Under NASA Grant NSG 7220

Robert N. Colwell

During the nearly 40 years that the present writer has been en-

gaged in remote sensing activities he has sought from time to time to

elucidate various principles and concepts that appeared to be valid in

such fields as photographic interpretation, photogrammetry, and remote

sensing. He has found that some of these principles and concepts, while

theoretically valid, did not prove out when scrutinized in the light of

operational use. Others, however, including the ones dealt within this

chapter, certainly did prove to be valid. Rarely has there been an op-

portunity comparable to the one provided by this grant for making such

tests of validity. As indicated by the title of the project, our empha-

sis that permits highly meaningful tests to be made of otherwise theo-

retical concepts. Here, then, are some of the more important concepts

which have repeatedly been subjected to practical testing under our pre-

sent NASA grant and which thus far appear to be of such importance as to

justify their being assembled and elucidated upon in this chapter.

A.	 Image Quality Concepts

It seems increasingly obvious that there are three attributes of

photographic images that govern their interpretability, viz., the photo-

graphic tone or color contrast between a feature and its background; (2)

the sharpness of the photographic images; and (3) the amount of stereosco-

pic parallax exhibited by them when overlapping photographs are viewed

three-dimensionally. Other concepts of image quality and image inter-

pretability have been developed, including those based on "acutance" and

"modulation transfer functions". While they are more rigorous, and often

suite useful. they do not DroDerly acknowledze the importance of

stereoscopic parallax.
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The practical importance of these image interpretability concepts is

as follows: For any, given image interpretation task, one of the above

mentioned attributes is likely to be found potentially more limiting than any

of the others. Once this has been established, it usual.17 is possible to

exploit a knowledge of what can be done to improve that factor. Specifically

as the imagery , is acquired, a maximum effort can be made to improve the

quality of this "most limiting" attribute.

Some related concepts assume importance as we seek to decide whether

ous efforts to improve image interpretability should be directed solel

toward the improving of this most limiting attribute. One such concept is

expressed (although in a somewhat different context) in "Liebig's Law of

the Minimum", *Aich asserts that -the desired improvement (e.g., increased

interpretability) can come only from improvement in this most limiting

attribute. A seemingly discordant concept is expressed in "Misterlich's

Law of the {M nimum", which asserts that (a) improvement in the desired

result can come about through improvement in any of the governing attributes;

and (b) the amount of improvement that will be achieved, per unit improvement

in the attribute, wi11 depend upon the "decrement" of that attribute from

its optimum state.

In practice, these seemingly opposing concepts usually become reconciled,

however. For even as the "most limiting" attribute is progressively improved,

the eventual result is that it no longer is most limiting, at which time

we turn our attention to the improving of some other attribute which, in

consequence, has now become the most limiting one.
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B. The "Visual Acuit9" Concept

Of the various image quality attributes considered in the previous

section, the first three are the most meaningful ones in relation to the

visual acuity of the image analyst (i.e., in terms of the ability of the

photo interpreter to see relevant image attributes of the features that he

is trying to identify'). Specifically: (1) with respect to tone or color

contrast (and the associated detection of certain features), some photo

interpreters have serious visual deficiencies -especially those who are

color blind; (2) with respect to sharpness (and the associated recognition

of features through the perception of fine detail), some photo interpreters

have serious visual deficiencies—especially those who are most susceptible

to fatigue; and (3) with respect to stereoscopic parallax (and the associated

perception of the three—dimensional configuration of features) some photo

interpreters have serious visual deficien.cies—especially those who have a

"master eye" that is far stranger than the other eye. Through a realization

of these facts it is possible to ensure that those called upon to interpret

various kinds of features on a given type of photography have visual acuity

capabilities that are equal to the task.

C. The "Selective Search" Concept

To paraphrase the treatment of this subject by Rabben (1460): A job

of interpretation could be begun by close examination of all details which

are thought to be relevant; but most experienced photo interpreters prefer

to begin by scanning the area as a whole or a large part of it. They are

then prepared for intelligent selection and study of details. To amplify:

Photo interpreters have learned that aerial photography is full of surprises,

and they are often tempted to examine every image in every photograph so as
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not to miss anything. This is the fishing expedition, a method of search

that is all too frequently used. Fishing often yields large amounts of

information, including much that is not pertinent to the subject at hand.

It requires a more leisurely, effort than the interpreter can usually afford

to make. By resorting to probabilities, the interpreter can work more

efficiently in the time available. He searches only those areas in which

the objects of interest are likely to be found, and disregards large areas

which are not likely to contain the desired information. This selective

method is logical search, a combination of quick scanning and intensive

study. It demands more experience than the fishing expedition, since the

interpreter has to decide where intensive study will yield the best results,

but is much more productive in relation to time and effort expended. The

time spent on intensive ,study at the expense of rapid scanning must be

determined by the nature of the work". Our experience under this NASA

Grant 7220 corroborates Rabben ' s statement in all respects.

D.	 The "Discrimination vs. Identification" Concent

Frequently the photo interpreter finds it possible to draw accurate

boundaries (i.e., to discriminate) between one resource type and another

(usually by virtue of tone, color and/or texture differences) without

being able to identify either of the resource types. Ultimate identi-

fication usually requires that he employ either additional aerial photos

of representative areas, taken at larger scale and higher resolution, or

direct on-site inspection--or both. Despite the fact that his initial

photo interpretation did not provide all of the desired information, it

^i -4
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usually will have proved to be a highly useful and efficient first

step in a multistage sampling scheme. In fact it is sometimes found

that the "spatial filtering" of the low resolution first-look photo-

graphy usually facilitates the drawing of meaningful discrimination

boundaries.

E.	 The "Photo Interpretation Key" Concept

Identification keys, used with great success by taxonomists in the

biological and physical sciences, are also useful aids to photo inter-

pretation= A photo interpretation key has been defined as "reference

material designed to facilitate the rapid and accurate identification of

objects and conditions from a study of their photographic images" (Ameri-

can Society of Photogrammetiy, 1960). Usually such a key consists of

two elements: (1) annotated stereograms and other photographs which

illustrate the objects and conditions to be identified, and (2) word

descriptions that systematically set forth the distinctive characteristics

of these objects and conditions. A key may be organized for identification

by selection or by elimination. A selective key illustrates and des-

cribes classes of phenomena, and tae interpreter chooses (selects) that

example which most closely mathces his unknown. An elimination key'

provides a step-by-step method of identification; the interpreter pro-

ceeds through a series , of possible identifications, eliminating all in-

correct choices. Quite commonly, the dichotomous key is regarded by

[some] photo interpreters as the most efficient mode of elimination.

It consists of a series of paired choices which lead the interpreter

through progressively less general categories to the ultimate identity
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of the object or condition. An advantage of the dichotomous (two-

branched) key is that at each step the interpreter chooses one of two

attributes rather than one of several, thereby improving his chances

of arriving at the correct answer.

All of the above concepts are proving to be highly relevant

to the work which we are doing under this NASA grant. The resource

manager, whose acceptance of modern remote sensing technology we seek

under this grant, needs to have the imagery attributes of resource-

related features presented to him in a concise, well organized form.

This need often is best satisfied by means of photo interpretation

keys in general--and dichotomous keys in particular.

F.	 The "Convergence of Evidence" Concept

Photographic interpretation has been defined as "the act of

examining photographic images for the purpose of identifying objects

and judging their significance". (American Society of Photogrammetry,

1960). Often the concept that is at the very core of photographic

interpretation is one known as "Convergence of Evidence". This concept

can perhaps be.best expressed by once more paraphrasing the wards of

Rabben (1960).

"The photo interpreter, in order to identify objects he has not

seen before, or to understand the meaning of objects, once identified,

exploits the principle of convergence of evidence. There may be many

clues to the .identity of an unknown object. None of the clues is
f

infallible by itself; but if all or most of the clues point to the
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same conclusion, the conclusion is probably correct. Photo inter-

pretation, then, is actually an art of probabilities. Few things are

actually certain in photo interpretation in the way that one and one

certainly make two; but many interpretations are so probable, when all

visible evidence has been considered, that they may safely be regarded

as correct. The difficult part of photo interpretation consists in

judgement of degrees of probability". Again, our grant-related work

confirms this.

G.	 The "Multi" Concept

As suggested by its name, this concept seeks to treat in a

systematic fashion, the entire array of factors that govern the

acquisition, enhancement and analysis of remote sensing data and

the presentation of information that is thereby derived. Among

the components of this "multi" concept that are.most commonly exploited

in relation to the remote sensing of natural resources are the

following:

1. More information usually is obtainable from multi-

station photography than :From that obtained from

only one station.*

*The term "multistation photography" (not to be confused with "multistage
photography") pertains primarily to successive overlapping photographs,
taken along any given flight line as flown by a photographic aircraft of
spacecra:t. When two such photographs are studied stereoscopically the
photo interpreter is better able to perceive features than if a photo
from only one of the two stations were available.
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Z. More information usually is obtainable from multib-and photography

than from that taken in only one wavelength band.

• 3. More information usually is obtainable from multidate

photography than from that taken on only one date.

4. More information usually is obtainable from multipolarization

photography than from that taken with only one ploarizatiou.

3.
i

More information usually is obtainable from multistage photography

than from that taken from only one stage or flight altitude.

6. More information usually is obtainable through the multienhancement

of this photography than from only one enhancement.

7.
i More information usually is obtainable by the multidisciplinary_

analysis of this photography than if it is analyzed by experts

from only discipline.

8. The wealth of information usually derivable through intelligent use

of these various means usually is better conveyed to the potential

user of it through multi thematic mip , i.e., through a series of

maps, each dedicated to the portraying of one particular theme,

rather than through only one map.

All of the foregoing ;principles of the "multi" concept are illustrated

in the various piogress reports that we have prepared under this grant.

In fact, they served as the basis for Chapter 1 of the recently pub-

lished "Manual of Remote Sensing", which we wrote.

H.	 The "Complexity-of-Structure" Concept

This concept recognizes that,,in each of several respects, some of the
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geographic areas in which the remote sensing of natural. resources might be

attempted are so constituted or "structured" as to ensure that the inventory

and analysis problems will be quite simple; other geographic areas, however,

may be progressively more complex in this regard, with the result that the

inventory and the analysis problems associated with them also are progressively

more complex. Other factors being equal, a remote sensing-based solution to

such problems is likely to be far more complete in the simply structured areas

than in the complexly structured ones. While this assertion might seem to be

intuitively obvious, failure to recognize its validity already has led to the

gross over-estimating of the usefulness of remote sensing iu some geographic

areas and to the gross underestimating of its usefulness in others..

The validity of this "complexity-of-structure" concept can be adequately

illustrated merely by giving consideration to one category of vegetation

resources viz. agricultural crops. In a simply structured area (such as the

Great Central Valley of California, for example), the following attributes

tend to be found, as shown by work we have done there under this grant.

1. the fields are large and rectangular in shape, with little interspersion

of non-cropland among the .cropland areas;

2. the predominant crops, and varieties of them, are few in number; and

3. all fields that are dedicated, in any given year, to the production of

a given type of crop are planted on about the same date and hence they

all change from one seasonal appearance to the next on about the same

date. (This is at the very heart of our "crop calendar" concept.)

In complexly structured agricultural areas, such as those in south-east Asia,

for example, the opposite condition, in each of the above respects, almost

always is found.
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I. The "Favorableness-of-Contributory-Factors " Concept

Table I provides a summary of most of the factors which, in any given

instance, are likely to affect the usefulness of any given type of aerial

or space photography to those charged with the inventory and/or management of

a particular area's natural resources. For each of the factors listed in

that table an entire "spectrum" or range of conditions is theoretically

possible, ranging from very unfavorable to very favorable in terms of its

effect on the usefulness of remote sensing for the purpose that is being

considered. It follows that, in any given instance, the overaV. usefulness

of remote sensing for that particular purpose will be determinable

quantitatively by the aggregated effects of these various factors. Usually,

however, a weight will need to be assigned to any given factor; hence the

aggregated value normally will reflect these individual weights.

To the extent that the factors listed in the left column of Table 1

pertain in any given situation, there will be only a minimum benefit derived

from this particular use of remote sensing. To the extent that the factors

listed in the right column pertain, however, maximum benefit will be derived

from this particular use of remote sensing.

J. The "half-Life-of-Usefulness" Concept

Consideration usually must be given to how quickly and how frequently

some particular kind of remote sensing-derived information is needed by the

resource manager. With respect to the resource manager's requirements for

information pertaining to vegetation and land use, for example (Colwell, 1978),

such consideration yielded the results that appear in Table. 2• It will be

noted from that table that there are remarkably close parallels in the three

columns dealing with vegetation resources, i.e. in the columns that deal,
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1. Area t0 be analyzed is very comp le xly structured

2. Onl y photos having a GRO of sa y , 10 f eet are
Avai ao a for use.

3. Clouds usuallyally obscure the area that is to be
analyzed.

t. Remote sensing can only done on one date and
at one time of day.

S. There is a ver y 1,7nw delay after the photos
have been taken—U' are they can be retrieved
and placed in the hands of analysts.

1. Area to be analyzed is very slmoly structured

2. To the extent desired, p hotos having a GAO of
say, 10 feet plus any or ail otner forms o

remote sensing can be used.

3. Clouds rarely obscure the area that 1s to be

analyzed.

/. Remote sensing can be done on each of many dates
and at many times of day.

S. There is only a very short delay after the photos
(and other remote sensing data) nave been obtained
before they are retrieved and placed in the hands

of the analysts.

S. For all practical purposes there are no time
constraints; hence the making of a compiete data

and v—T ins 1s feasible.

7. An entire .multldisciolinar y team of anal y sts is
availdble and each of them is weilre.xperienced,
-ell trained. well funded. well a ppreciate , wel
su pported by consultants (when they are needed).
and -ell motivated.

8. The analysts required is one which rill Inte-
grate all comnone n ts of the entire "resource
comolex - including renewaule resources, and

w	 mate repeated inventories to monitor ChCa
in their dynamic state.

9. The resource classification scheme that 1s used

has g reat eItenslb111tz because ;t comnrises -re
component 0 an evera I scheme that is globally
unifcrm•

10. The derived inventory data can be made freely
available to all interested parties without fear
o eT tonomie or military sensitivities.

11. The nultifaeeted pur pose of obtaining the inven-
tory ante	 of resourc±
dCVelotxnnnt.	 -

6. Because of r i gid t1m_e constraints, only a

G	 .quick look r anaiysis can oe made.

7. Only one data analyst is available and he 1s
inex perienced, poorly :rained, poorly funded,
poorly equipped, little aporeciated, and poorly

motivated.

zt.

9. The analysis required is limited to only one
natural resource and consists of a one-time
inventor y of it In its static state

9. The resource classification scheme that is used
is of limited e.tensibility because it is
locally specific.

10. The derived inventory data Trust be tigh tly held

brt3use of sensitivities that relate to the

economic or military security of the area under

Study.

11. The so le pu-rro• ose of obtaining the inventory data
is LO racil1tate resource preservation.

	12. Few funds are avail able with which to tipple-runt	 12.

detisid.is derived frcrn a study of the resource

information that has been acquired; furthermore

0

	

	 the decisions. themselves, are suspect because

they were eased on inade quate inio ".ation as
to the cost-effectiveness of each of several
resource management alternatives.

Very s ubstant ial fund s are a va ilable, and with

:hem Clienecessary equif^rent cnginvering Irnor-
ledge, and local political stability, to ensure
that both short-tern and long-tern benefits

will derive front imolcmCntation of the resource

management decisions: f-wrthermiore the decisions
themselves are sound because they were oased on
re'^aoie infornation as to the cost-effectiveness

of each of several resource management alternatives.

Note: To the extent that the factors listed In the 	 Note: 7o the extent that the factors listed in the

above column Certain, there will be minimum	 above column pertain, there will be maximum

benefit derived from the use of this type of	 benefit arrivccc frcvn the use of this type of
photograomy in relation to the inventory,	 photograpny In relation to the inventory.

deve4orment, and management of natural	 develocment. and managc-rent of natural

resources.	 resources.

Table 1. Tabulation-of Highly .F avorable Factors (Right Column) and cor-esaonding
Unfavorable Factors (Lest Colt=) that govern the usefulness of 'odern
remote sensing technology in any given instance, as discussed in the text.
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respectively, with agricultural crops, timber stands, and rangeland vegetation.

At the risk of some oversimplification, this table lists six time intervals that

are indicative of the frequency with which various kinds of information about

vegetation and land resources are needed (10-20 minutes; 10-20 hours; 10-20 days;

10-20 months; 10-20 years; and 20-100 years).

As we consider relationships between the frequency with which the listed

types of Earth resource data should be collected and the rapidity with which

the collected data should be processed, we may find it useful to employ the

term "half-life" in much the same way as it has been employed by radiologists

and atomic physicists. The shorter the isotope's half-life, the more quickly

a scientist must work with it once a supply has been issued to him. One half-

life after he has acquired the material only half of the original amount is

still useful; two half-lives after acquisition only one quarter of the

original amount is useful, etc. By coincidence or otherwise, this half-life

concept seems to apply remarkably well to nearly, every item listed in Table 2.

Specifically, if the desired frequency of acquisition of any given type of

information, as listed in that table, is divided by two, a figure is obtained

indicating the maximum time after data acquisition by which that particular

item of information should have been extracted from the data and put to use.

It is true that some value will accrue even if that item of information does

not become known to the resource manager until somewhat later. But the rate

at which the value of the information "decays" is in remarkably close conformity

to the half-life concept, judging from our work under this NASA grant.

K. The "Cost-vs.-Accuracy" Concept.

Any method that might be used for the gathering of information about an

area's natural resources lends itself to the construction of an "accuracy-vs.-

cost" curve, as exemplified by the lower of the two curves that appear in
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TABLE 2

USER REQUIREMENTS FOR VEGETATION AND LAND RESOURCE DATA
Frequency With Which the Information is Needed (Examples Only)

To Convert This Table to "Rapidity With Which Information is Needed", Use "Half-Lite Concept" (See Text)

For Agricultural Crops	 For Timber Stands	 For Rangeland	 For Land-Use Decisions

IQ-20 bins, - Gbserve the 	 10-20 rains. - Detect the start	 10-20 rains. - Detect the	 10-20 mins.- Not

advancing waterline in crop- 	 of forest fires during periods 	 start of rangeland and	 app ica le.

lands during disastrous floods. when there is a high "Fire 	 brushfield fires during

Observe the start of locust	 Danger Rating".	 periods when there is a

flights in agricultural areas. 	 high "Fire Danger Rating".

W

10-20 hrs.	 - Map perimeter of 10-20 hrs.- Map perimeter

on-going floods and locust of on-going forest fires.
flights.	 Monitor the Wheat
Belt for outbreaks of Black
Stem Rust due to spore showers.

10-20 days - Map progress of 10-20 _44ys - Detect start

crops as an aid to crop iden- of insect outbreaks in
tification using "crop calen- timber stands.

dars" and to estimating date
to begin harvesting operations.

10-20 mons.-Facilitate annual 	 10-20 mons.- Facilitate
Inspection of crop rotation 	 annua _inspection of
and of compliance with federal	 firebreaks.
requirements for benefit
paynLnts .

10 -20 yrs.- Observe growth and	 10 -20 _rs.- Observe growth
mortality rates in orchards.	 and—mortality rates in

timber stands.

20-10_ yrs. - Observe 	 20-100 yrs.- Observe plant
shifting cultivation patterns. 	 succession trends in the

forest.

10-20 hrs.- Map perimeter

of on-going rangeland and
brushfield fires.

10-20 days - Update infor-

mation on "Range Readiness"
for grazing, on forest
uti l ization in critical
periods and also info nna-
tion on times of flowering
and pollen production in
relation to the bee industry
and to hay fever problems.

10-20 yrs.	 - Observe signs

O ^v 0	 range Iinprovenrent or

4 deterioration, study the
^d spread of noxious or poison-

ous weeds. Observe changes

;- n in "Edge Effect" of brush-
.b fields that affect suita-

bility as wildlife liabitat.

a, 20-100 yrs.- Observe major
pTant succession trends on
rangelands and brushfields.

10-20 lirs.- Not
applica e.

10_20 gdjas - Monitoring

compliance with certain
codes and construction
itself in critical areas
of land-use change or
during peak construction
periods.

10-20 yrs.- Reasses situa-
t-ion as per Table 2, Col. 4

to fine-tune long tom land-
use plan and reevaluate
policies. Provide improved
data for prediction models
and trend analysis. Revise
or set long-term economic
development goals.

20-100 yrs.- Document long-
ferm cfianges in land-use
and munitor attainment of
long-te nn development goals

10-20 mons.- Facilitate 	 10-20 mons.- Monitoring

annual inspection of fire-	 aeveTopment and land-use

breaks, range production 	 change in critical areas
and range conditions.	 for enforcement of codes

and keeping valuations

equitable and up-to-date.
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Figure 1. Such a curve signifies, usually in highly quantifiable terms,

the amount of accuracy that can be achieved, at each of several levels of

cost, with the method that currently is in use. Alternately stated, such

a curve documents the fact that, when that method is used, there is a

"trade-off" between the cost entailed and the accuracy achieved. After a

considerable amount of experience with the use of that method has been

obtained, it is common practice to select some optimum point on its

"accuracy-vs.-cost" curve such as the point that has been labellled "0"

in Figure I. Thereafter, the combination of accuracy and cost exemplified

by the point "0" serves as a standard that should be maintained each time

that particular method is used.

Whemr.there are new developments in the technology for gathering

information, it is common practice to conduct tests that will establish

various "accuracy-vs.-cost" relationships that are applicable to this new

technology. Typically such tests will provide a sufficient number of results

to permit the plotting of anew curve of "accuracy-vs.-cost" such as the

upper of the two curves appearing in Figure 1.

A comparison of the "old technology" curve with the "new technology"

curve usually will show that there are 3 ways in which this new technology

can be used advantageuosly as a replacement for the old technology:

I. by maintaining the same standard of accuracy but at reduced cost,

(compare Point "1" with Point "0").

2. by improving the accuracy while maintaining the same cost, (compare

Point "2" with Point "0").

3. by achieving both a modest increase in accuracy and a modest

reduction in cost (compare Point "3" with Point "0").

3
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Figure 1. The lower of these two curves portrays the relationships of
accuracy vs. cost under some old or "conventional" means of
acquiring information about natural resources. The upper curve,
based upon our experience under this NASA grant, portrays
these same relationships under a new technology that derives
from the intelligent use of modern remote sensing capabilities.
For further explanation, see text.
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L. The "Confusion Matrix" Concevt

i
As indicated in Figure 2 there are many factors which, in any given

instance, can affect the accuracy and consistency with which remote sensing-

based indentifications of natural resource features can be made. That figure

shows an optimum means of compiling information on photo interpretation

accuracy and consistency. To simplify the explanation of how such a table

is compiled and used, we have made the following assumptions, based on our ex-

perience under this grant, with respect to the hypothetical example of Figure 2:

1. Only 5 classes of features (A, B, C, D, and E) are needed in order

to make a complete and meaningful classification of the area.

2. "Ground truth" has previously been compiled (e.g., by the administrator

of the test) for 100 examples of each of the 5 classes of features.

(,Usually the ground truth survey will also have identified at least

3 or 4 additional examples of each class for training purposes prior

to administration of the test).

3. The tabular summary shown in Figure 2 applies only to the results

obtained by one interpreter, using one kind of imagery, viewing it

with the aid of only one kind of lighting and viewing equipment and

exhibiting, at the start of the test, only the "noraml"degree of

fatigue. (Through the use of additional tests, similar in nature,

realistic variations in each of these parameters usually should be

made, both individually and in various combinations, and in each

such additional test the results should be summarized in a form

similar to that shown in Figure 2).

When a test of the type summarized in Figure 2 is being prepared a small

numbered dot usually is placed at each of the 500.spots. The person being

tested studies each spot, in turn, and merely records, opposite the corresponding
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GROUND TRUTH

A	 B	 C	 D	 E

A 80	 10	 0	 0	 0

B 20	 90	 0	 0	 0

C 0 0'100 0 0

D 0 0	 0 8S S

E 0 0	 0 is 95

TOTAL 100 100	 100 100 100

Correct 80 90	 100' 8S 9S

Figure 2. Shown here is a method that has been tested under our present
grant to present information on (1) the "percent" accuracy
with which each of 5 different resource-related features can
be identified on a given type of remote sensing imagery; (b)
the nature and frequency, in percent, of each kind of omis-
sion error, and (c) the nature and frequency of each kind of
commission error. Such a tabular display of results is
referred to as a "confusion matrix". For further explana-
tion, see text.
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number on a suitable form; the letter A, B, C, D, or E according to his

interpretation of the area :Lt the immediate vicinity of that spot. Ordinarily

he also will be required to report on the form the time when he started the

test and the time when he completed it, together with any other information

which he considerd relevant to those seeking to evaluate his performance on

the test (e.g., too much noise, too many interruptions, significant obscuring

of a particular feature by numbers or other annotations, test photo appears

-to be of abnoramlly good or poor quality, etc).

An exami nation of the results that have been tabulated in Figure 2

permits one to draw a large number of highly relevant conclusions with

respect to this specific test including the following:

1. Feature class A is rarely if ever confused with anything except

feature class B, and vice versa.

Z. Feature class C is indentifiable with essentially perfect accuracy.

3. Feature class D is rarely if ever confused with anything except

feature class E, and vice versa.

4. Unlike classes A and B, there is need for some means of substantially

reducing the confusion between classes D and E (e.g., through the

obtaining of photographs having better spatial, spectral, and/or

temporal resolution).

A tabulation of the type appearing in Figure 2 is likely to show that

some of the desired indentifications have not been made to acceptably high

levels of accuracy. In such instances the photo interpreter may be able to

improve the accuracy through use of the previously mentioned principle known

as "Convergence of Evidence". For example if preliminary tests show that A

is too frequently confused with B, further study may show correlated features

that usually are associated with A but not with B. Similarly D may in some

^ i
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Tome way be related quite consistently to C, while E rarely or never is

t;4

so related.

Once a study of the type summarized in Figure 2 has been completed it

can serve several purposes. It will, of course, facilitate attainment of the

primary objective--that of determining photo interpretation capabilities and

consistencies actully achieved (preferably as a function of image quality,

interpreter training, interpreter fatigue, etc). It also may lead to revision

of the preliminary photo interpretation keys so that the features or

characteristics, which these extensive tests have shown to be the mort

consistently indentifiable, will be highlighted in the key while the less

identifiable ones will be listed only secondarily or entirely omitted. Finally,

the study may suggest needed revision in the resource classification system

to better achieve the aforementioned compromise between the categories that
a

would be the most meaningful and those that have proved to be most consistently

indentifiable. Our experience under this grant confirms all of the above.

M. The "Technology Transfer" ConceDt

Because of our frequent reference in this chapter to the potential usefulness

of remote sensing, we need to consider here the socio-economic factors that

govern technology transfer. More specifically, what factors govern the

acceptance and use of modern remote sensing technology by those having the

responsibility to inventory and manage the earth's natural resources? As

pointed out by two of the scientists who have been investigating this matter

for quite some time (Roos and Sharp, 1978): "The transfer of technology

(such as remote sensing) can be considered as having been completed only

when that technology, being readily available in the marketplace, becomes

generally accepted practice by the user agency, and when the chief officer

of that agency, upon routinely assessing all available technologies, decrees

-- that use of the new technology will be made.--
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As a further pointed out by Hoos and Sharp the many factors that govern

technology transfer can be categorized as institutional, bureaucratic,

historical, legal, and psychological. From this mix one usually can

indentify the following six features that significantly influence a user's

receptivity to the data potentially available to him through use of a new

technology such as remote sensing: a) complexity of (and hence ease of

comprehending) the data acquisition technology; b) specificity, i.e., the

degree to which the technology. can proyide, data that xill _he.4 oa the use; is

particular proslems; c) availability, in terms of both the ease and the

speed with which a user can obtain data from the new technology;

d) reliability, with respect to both (1) the quality and consistency of

the data and (2) the continued availability of the data source;

e) accessibility, a factor that is closely related to availability but

that pertains more specifically to constraints imposed on access to the data

because of military security, political sensitivity, institutional confidentiality,

or guarentees against the invasion of privacy, and f) compatibility, i.e., ease

with which data acquired by the new technology can be integrated with

conventional data for use in prediction models and decision models.

In addition,. we must recognize three emerging trends on the social landscape

each of which, by affecting our understanding of resource issues, may alter our

information requirements and thereby govern the usefulness of rescnrce—related,

remote sensing technology. These are a) an increased awareness of the pressure
R

that can be brought to bear on the resource manager by a host of new "publics"

or special interest groups that have been spawned by legislation concerned with

social justice; b) an increased awareness of the need to manage natural resources

with a view to preserving and, if possible, enhancing man's environment, and

cl an increased awareness that many of the earth's natural resources
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(e.g., fossil fuels), are nonrenewable and in limited supply, thus raising the

question of how much should be reserved for use by future generations on the

grounds that a fair share of such resources constitutes their legitimate birthright.

As implied by this discussion, modern remote sensing technology will not

transfer itself. Instead there is commanly'a five —stage "adoptive process" by

which this new technology is perceived, internalized and used: a) awareness,

b) interest, c), evaluation, dl trial, and e) adoption. Since this process

may take years, there frequently are problems in maintaining the necessary

momentum, especially when there commonly are disruptions in personnel and

support along the way that can undermine both creditability and morale. And

even after remote sensing technology has been adopted, it still may take years

before this• near technology will begin to bear fruit.

In addition, the following pitfalls are likely to be encountered:

aZ Oversell, Cresulting in the raising of user expectations to levels beyond

what current capabilities can deliver); b) Overkill, (as when the user is urged

to use elaborate techniques . of computer assisted analysis even when the desired

information could have been derived quite adequately through the use of simple,

inexpensive, and more readily understood manual interpretation techniques);

c) Undertraining, (most commonly exemplified when a novice who has just

completed an "appreciation" course in remote sensing is required to plunge

directly into the demanding tasks that are involved in making operational use

of modern remote sensing technology); d) Underinvolvement, Cas when the user

agency, plagued by a lack of qualified and/or motivated personnel, turns over

the bulk of the work to consultants or others who lack familiarity with the

user agency's-resource problems, information needs, and perhaps even with the

resource itself F; el Spurious Evaluation, (as when the user, forced by a higher

authority or others into a "rush to judgement" produces premature, incomplete,

+s
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incestually-validated, and usually overly-optimistic appraisalsl; and

f)- Misapplication, Cresulting in part from the sheer glamour of the shiny

new tool known as remote sensing).

N. The "Links-of-a-Chain" Concept

As indicated by Figure 3 it is sometimes helpful to consider that there are

several links comprising the chain of events by means of which remote sensing

techniques can be used to satisfy the information re quirements of various

resource management groups. There are two approaches, suggested by Figure 3,

to the realization of this worthy objective. On the one hand, the "hardware

oriented" person is likely to view the matter as proceeding from the left links

of the chain forward and to the right. On the other hand, the "management and

policy" oriented person is likely to view the matter as proceeding from the

right links of the chain backward and to the left.

Up to the'present time the first approach has predominated, even from the

days of the first experiments in space photography when the weight, power, and

volume requirements of available sensors dictated what the sensor package would

Se that might 'Ere privileged' to fly "piggy-back." on the neat space shot. But we

can predict with confidence that in future space shots, especially those in which

the satellite is specifically dedicated to the collection of resource-related

data, botf,e tfie sensor eapabiltties and the resource classification schemes will

be far more responsive to information requirements of the types suggested in

Table 2, as imposed by resource policy decisions and management objectives.

0. The "Improvement-Through-Experience" Concept

This concept is best comprehended by our considering the use of remote

sensing in relation to the inventory of some specific natural resource, such

as the timber resources dealt with in Figure ' In that figure it is presumed

that the simplest of remote sensing-based inventory procedures is used, viz.

one which employs 1)- conventional aerial photographs as the means of delineating
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Determine, for
example, how best
to manage the water-
shed with a view to
multiple use manage-
ment; also how and
where to store water
and to develop and
distribute hydro-
electric power from
it. Also, how best
to transport water
to farmland%, urban
.ergs and other
places of water con-
sumption.

Determine, for
example. whether
to encourage
or discourage
(1) the growth
of a megalopo-
lis in a par-
ticular area.
(2) the inten-
sificistion of
agriculture in
a second area,
etc.
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Figure, , .''&ks by means of which remote sensing techniques can be used to satisfy the information

requirements of various resource management groups.
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Timber	 Accuracy of Estimate of Resource Attribute
Resource	 As a Function of Method(s) Used
Attribute	 In Acquiring Inventory Data

Ground Survey	 Photo Survey	 Ground Survey plus

	

Alone	 Alone	 Photo Survey*

Volume per Acre or
Hectare Within Stratum	 High	 Low	 High

Area of Stratum in
Acres or Hectares 	 Low	 High	 High

Total Volume of
Timber Within Stratum	 Medium	 Medium	 High

*Assumes that Volifine per unit area within Stratum is obtained by ground survey
and Area of Stratum is obtained by photo survey.

Figure 4. Accuracy with which resource attributes can be measured or estimated,
expressed as a function of Method(s) Used in Acquiring Inventory
Data. In most instances the ability to identify and delineate strata
from photos improves with experience; hence overall estimates of
timber volume tend to improve, year-by-year.
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aneous timber types or strata, and 2) direct on-site measurement of

timber volume within representative portions of each stratum. The entries

appearing in that figure are self explanatory and are clearly indicative of

the validity of the "improvement-through-experience" concept.
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CHAPTER 6

PROJECT SUMMARY

Robert N. Colwell

Note: Because of the lengthiness of this Annual Progress Report, it

has been deemed desirable to conclude it with a chapter-by-chapter sum-

mary. Even though the present -chapter is intended to be no more than

a stumaar,, the highlighting of certain relevant details is considered

necessary if the essence of each phase of our multicampus work under

the grant is to be adequately grasped. Herein lies the explanation

for the fact that even this summary chapter is a rather lengthy one.

Chapter 1 of this progress report first sets forth the rationale

for applying modern remote sensing technology to selected problems in

California. Consideration is then given to the means by which re-

search teams such as ours can help bring about the acceptance of such

technology by those who manage California's natural resources. Con-

sistent with our goal of gaining technology acceptance, the overall

objective of work done under this NASA grant is to demonstrate, by

means of specific case studies, that information about natural resources

as derived through the use of modern remote sensing techniques can lead

to the development and implementation of more intelligent measures for

resource management than would otherwise be possible. While all of our
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case studies, (as later described in Chapters 2, 3, and 4) deal with

applications that can be made of remote sensing in California, virtual-

ly all of our findings are considered to be applicable in many other

geographic areas also. Chapter 1 concludes with (1) the reminder that

our primary goal under this NASA grant is to bring about the acceptance

and adoption of modern remote sensing technology by California's

resource managers and (2) the highlighting of specific instances in

which that goal is being achieved. Among such instances are those

pertaining to (a) fuel mapping in relation to the management of

brushlands and timberlands in California; (b) the assessment of wild

turkey habitat; (c) the selection of sites best suited to forest

regeneration by artificial means; (d) the identifying of sites where

flood control structures are urgently needed; (e) the identifying of

areas in which there are agricultural problems arising from the exist-

ence of perched water tables and/or high salinity; and (f) the moni-

toring of avocado acreage and avocado production. In each instance

emphasis is placed on the fact that action either is now being taken,

or soon will be, by the resource managers, themselves, based primarily

upon the remote sensing-derived information.

Chapter 2 deals with case studies that are being performed in

northern California by personnel of our Remote Sensing Research Program

on the Berkeley campus. The first of these deals with fuel mapping

by remote sensing as an aid to the management of brushlands.and
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timberlands in Mendocino County, California. It is emphasized that

the primary objective of fuel management within California is to break

up large homogeneous fields of brush into smaller brush-grassland mo-

saics. In this way, not only are fire hazards reduced, but the "edge

effect" around brush fields is increased so as to provide more shelter

and forage to wildlife and domestic animals. In addition, soil

stability will improve if stands of grass can replace the decadent

brush. Information acquired by means of remote sensing is needed be- .

cause it can be Cl) efficiently gathered for extensive inaccessible

areas of the type encountered in much of Mendocino County, and (2)

easily manipulated to meet the various objectives relating to fuel

management.

During the past year, a team consisting of Mendocino County's

wildland fuel management experts and the University's remote sensing

scientists has accurately mapped the fuel types present in a 190,000

hectare (476,000 acre) study area in the northeastern part of the

county, at an average cost of approximately one cent per acre, through

the use of computer assisted analysis of digital data obtained from

the Landsat satellites. Based primarily upon this remote sensing,

derived information, (but augmented as necessary by ancillary data such

as large scale aerial photozraahy of small. reuresentative sample

areas, together with existing topographic and soils information), fuel

management plans for this area are rapidly being developed and put

into operation on the ground. The specific actions taken include con-

i
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struction of fuel breaks, prescribed burning of 200 to 400 acre blocks

of brushland, planting grass seed, and the annual burning of strips

through the standing brush in order to develop an uneven brushland

mosaic.

Cooperating with the University's remote sensing scientists

and with officials of the Mendocino Ranger Unit on this project have

been personnel from a great many other interested agencies, federal,

state, and private, all of whom have a strongly vested interest in re-

ducing wildland fire damage in Mendocino Count y and/or in nearby

areas. Among these cooperating agencies have been NASA, California

Department of Forestry, California Department of Fish and Game, Mendo-

cino County Board of Supervisors, Mendocino County Planning Commission,

Mendocino County Fuel Management Committee, U.S. Forest Service, U.S.

Bureau of'Land Management, U.S. Bureau of Indian Affairs. At present

, it is anticipated that these cooperating agencies will continue to

employ Ccollectively) 17 full time personnel, 17 part time personnel,

plus bulldozers and other mechanized equipment as necessary to take

prompt action on our fuel management recommendations as arrived at

primarily from the analysis of remote sensing-derived information.

The second of our Case Studies in northern California that has

entailed a major cooperative effort during the past year between the

University's RSRP personnel and resource management agencies of

Mendocino County relates to the mapping of wild turkey habitat through-
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out the County. This work, like the fuel managementrrelated work, has

of necessity entailed a mixture of basic remote sensing research and

prompt and effective application of such research in order to facili-

tate the making and implementing of important resource management

decisions. This work has been occassioned by three facts: (1) One

of the most prized game birds in California is the wild turkey; (2)

With a view to improving the supply of this important wildland re-

source, the California Department of Fish 4 Game wishes to determine

the location and extent of potential turkey habitat and to identify

future turkey release (transplant) sites; and (3) Once such sites

have been identified that Department is able to act promptly by

transplanting into them wild turkeys captured from flocks already es-

tablished in nearby areas.

During the past year, personnel of our RSRP, working in close

cooperation with the California Department of Fish and Game, have used

Landsat 2 data to map turkey habitat within an area of nearly 800,000

hectares (2 million acres) in Mendocino County. For a site in this

county to be considered as potentially suitable turkey habitat: (1)

it must have the proper mix of vegetation associations (specifically,

it must be some form of oak/grassland association); and (2) it must

occupy a contiguous area of at least 2,000 hectares (5,000 acres).

As a result of this remote sensing work, 4 areas have been

identified and field checked, primarily by experts of the California

Department of Fish and Game, at no cost to this Project. Several
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important factors have been investigated during this field checking

operation even though an initial appraisal of most of these factors

already had been made by means of remote sensing. These factors

include the availability of potable water, topographic suitability of

the site, proposed land use, land ownership, and proximity to other

potential or already stocked turkey sites. An integrated appraisal of

these many factors, as derived by remote sensing and field checking,

has convinced personnel of the California Department of Fish and Game

that the Potter Valley area constitutes a highly favorable turkey re-

lease site. As a result 19 turkeys were released in this area in

February, 1979, and are now being monitored to verify their adaptability

to that site.

Information gained thus far will be used in the coming year as

we refine or otherwise modify the spectral classes used in our computer

assisted analysis of Landsat digital data for the mapping of wild tur-

key habitat. This aspect of our work, like most of the other aspects,

entails the judicious mixing of "basic" and "applied" research compo-

nents.

Chapter 3 of this progress report deals with work done during

the past year by personnel of the geography remote sensing unit (GRSU)

on the Santa Barbara campus.

As indicated in Figured of Chapter 1 Central California has

been the site for all 5 of the studies that have been conducted during



the past year by GRSU personnel. Titles for these 5 studies are as

follows: (1) Cotton Mapping from Landsat Imagery; (2) Green Fuel

Moisture Estimation Using Landsat Data; (3) Remote Sensing of Perched

Water and Soil Salinith; (4) Watershed Runoff Predictions Using Land-

sat Digital Data; and ('5) Applications of Remote Sensing in Ventura

County. For each of these S studies, at least one thesis at the mas-

ter's degree level either has been written or is now in the process

of being completed, all under the direction of Professor John E. Estes,

our Co-Investigator on the Santa Barbara campus. The following is a

brief summary of progress made during the past year on these S case

studies:

1. Cotton Mapping from Landsat Imagery. This project arose

from an interest by the California Department of Food and Agriculture

to incorporate remote sensing techniques into their cotton mapping

surveys that are conducted annually in an effort to control the pink

bollworm. Key to such control throughout California's vast San Joa-

quin Valley is the plow down, shortly after harvest, of all remaining

cotton vegetable matter on which the bollworm might feed. The in-

terpretation of multidate, multiband Landsat imagery is proving to be

a potentially effective means for (1) identifying and mapping all cot-

ton fields during the winter to detect instances of non-compliance by

farmers with the "plowdown" regulations. Our success to date has been

sufficiently variable, however, to suggest; need for further research.
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2.	 Green Fuel Moisture Estimation Using Landsat Data. The

objective of this project is to determine the potential of using Land-

sat digital values of "scene reflectance" to provide a quantitative

estimate of the moisture content of green fuels in the wildland areas

of central and southern California. The containment of potentially

catastrophic fires in this vast area hinges upon an accurate assess-

ment of the expected behavior of the, fires in order to efficiently al-

locate the available fire control resources. Green fuel moisture con-

tent is a key factor governing the behavior of such fires. Forest

Service personnel of California's Los Padres. National Forest expressed

an initial interest in this Landsat-based project and have cooperated

very substantially throughout the project. The research seeks to ex-

ploit the high correlation that is known to exist between leaf water

content and vegetative biomass, since the latter property is far more

photogenic than the former. Our tests to date have failed to show a

suitably high correlation between scene brightness values and green

fuel moisture content, but Forest Service cooperators urge us to con-

tinue our research, because of the tremendous benefit that would derive

from a successful remote sensing-based system.

S. Remote Sensing of Perched Water and Soil Salinity. Many

and agricultural regions are experiencing crop yield losses and

deteriorating soil conditions due to the excessive build-up of shallow

or "perched" water tables and salts in the soil root zone. Problems

associated with the presence of shallow water tables are significant
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at the global and national, as well as local levels. In the United

States alone, more than 20 million acres of potentially arable land

have high water tables in the rooting zone of the soil horizon. The

problem is perhaps more serious in California's San Joaquin Valley.

In many and environments where irrigation is practiced the total

acreage affected by soil drainage problems continues to increase.

Various remote sensing systems offer potential means for timely

and cost-effective collection of perched water and soil salinity

related data. As part of their research effort, personnel of the GRSU

are directing attention towards the operational use of remote sensing

techniques to collect this type of data.

It is extremely unlikely that any remote sensing technique

or combination of techniques will ever completely replace conventional

monitoring of test wells in drainage control programs. However, there

do appear to be three potentially significant ways in which remote

sensing may aid the collection of perched water data. These include:

(1) general reconnaissance of an area to aid in optimum siting of test

well locations; (2) interpolation and extrapolation between point

samples provided by test well data based on environmental factors

interpreted from remote sensing data, including possible use of such

data in hydrologic models; and (3) direct collection and interpreta-

tion of perched water table conditions or some surrogate indicator of

perched water table conditions.
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Personnel of our GRSU are building upon information which we

and others have obtained in previous research to assess the opera-

tional utility of various remote sensing systems for satisfying speci-

fic information requirements with respect to perched water and soil

salinity problems. The most promising systems appear to be Landsat,

aerial photography, thermal infrared, passive microwave, and active

microwave (SLAR). Fortunately, sizable portions of our test area in

California's San Joaquin Valley have already been covered by all of

these sensor systems and we are proceeding vigorously in making a

comparative analysis of the usefulness of these various kinds of re-

mote sensing data. The Kern County Water Agency is cooperating with

us very extensively on this project. This cooperation ranges from

direct financial support for our work to the costly drilling of test

wells at sites which our remote sensing analyses indicate as having

perched (subsurface) water tables. Mindful of our goal for obtaining

user acceptance of remote sensing technology we are conducting a

"user survey" to define the informational needs of various groups of

potential users in the area. Specifically we are studying their needs

in terms of their accuracy, frequency, and timeliness requirements and

the costs that they would be willing,to bear in order to satisf y such

needs. Among these users, all of whom are well represented in our

survey are (1) individual farmers in the area, (Z) local water dis-

tricts, (3) the Kern County Water Agency, and (4) the California

State Department of Water Resources.
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Presently, the most feasible system for these users appears to

be a combination of aerial photography and Landsat multidate color

composites. Thermal infrared imagery has been found.to have a unique

potential, however, for the detection of perched water tables, ex-

ploiting the fact that these water tables fluctuate diurnally, season-

ally, and annually, with resultant changes in their thermal profiles.

4. Watershed Runoff Predictions Using Landsat Digital Data.

In Central California, the Kern County Water Agency (KCWA) is mandated

by the Kern County Board of Supervisors, under authority of the Cali-

fornia State Legislature, to provide storm runoff predictions for ap-

proximately 10,000 km2 of mountainous watershed within the county.

KCWA must develop storm runoff predictions for all watersheds in Kern

County in order to (1) delineate flood plain boundaries which af-

fect building standards for commercial and residential structures;

r (2) establish building standards for specialized flood control facili-

ties such as dams, debris basins and spreading ponds; and (3) provide

base-line data for flood insurance.

Initially our approach to providing the desired information was

to use both the NASA Goddard Digital Image Rectification System (DIRS)

and Purdue's LARSYS multispectral pattern recognition package to make

a digital analysis of Landsat computer compatible tapes. We have since

demonstrated, however, that the Video Image and Communications Analysis

and Retrieval (VICAR) system developed at JPL is far superior for this

particular purpose, especially when combined with JPL's Image Based
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Information System (IBIS). Hence we are proceeding now to map the

entire study area (parameter-by-parameter) with the VICAR/IBIS system.

KCWA personnel have seen such promise in our work that they allocated

$10,000 to us several months ago to meet computer processing costs

for mapping an 89 quadrangle area. We have since learned, however, that

they must withdraw that allocation because of economies that they

must effect as the result of California's passage last fall of Propo-

sition 13. Both we and they axe therefore seeking other sources of

support for this "production" phase in order to ensure operational use

of our remote sensing-based technology.

S. Applications of Remote Sensing in Ventura County. To an

ever-increasing extent, each county in California is being required

through state and federal legislation, to assume responsibility for

(1) the wise management of that county's entire "complex" of natural

resources and (2) the preservation and/or enhancement of that county's

environmental assets. Consequently there is an ever-increasing need,

county-by-county, for a resource information system that will facili-

tate the making of wise gecisions with respect to resources and- environ-

mental considerations. Ventura County has been among the first to

clearly enunciate this need and to recognize the potential of remote

sensing for helping to satisfy it. Consequently Ventura County (part-

ly because of its close proximity to GRSU personnel on the Santa Bar-

bara Campus) has strongly supported the efforts of remote sensi.n¢

scientists there to develop a "Decision Oriented Resource Information
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System" (DORIS)` that would facilitate the application of remotely

sensed data for resource inventory and management at the county level.

During the past year the GRSU, under NASA funding provided for our

multicampus project, has (a) demonstrated to Ventura County officials

the feasibility of mapping that county's resource complex from Landsat

MSS data augmented, to a limited extent, by U-2 color photography and

ground truth; (b) rectified and registered the Landsat data with

Digital Terrain data; and (3) provided a preliminary evaluation of

the accuracy and utility of this Landsat/Digital Terrain data combina-

tion. Now, with the aid of substantial state funding and extensive

cooperation by Ventura County officials, the GRSU's objective is to

further develop . DORIS so that its information will permit resource

management decisions to be made at the county level quickly, economi-

cally and accurately.

From the foregoing it will be apparent that both "basic" and

"applied" research aspects continue to be entailed in the work that

is being done under this NASA grant by remote sensing scientists on

the Santa Barbara Campus.

In Chapter 4 a description is given of work done by personnel of

the remote sensing unit on the Riverside Campus during the past year.

The research efforts of that group during that period have been

concentrated in three areas: (1) desert planning; (2) regional ur-

ban/agriculture planning; and (3) agricultural crop estimation. To
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be more specific with respect to each of these 3 areas: (1) the

desert planning activities of the Bureau of Land Management (BLM) have

been aided with the highly successful application of a sampling tech-

nique developed by the Riverside group for estimation of the total

recreational road and wash mileage in the California desert; (2) the

San Bernardino County Planning Department staff, with that group's

guidance, has successfully employed a method of updating their land

use information base using remote sensing methods; and (3) the fast

growing avocado industry has come to the Riverside group with the

problem of pro%riding estimates of crop production in a useful time

context with the result that remote sensing is being applied in the

data gathering phase of a project which is expected to lead to an op-

erational crop production information system. A very large amount of

additional information with respect to each of these areas of remote

sensing application is given in Chapter 4 of this progress report and

is summarized below under 3 major headings.

1. Desert Recreational Road Estimation

The California desert is an expansive, remote, and sparsely

settled region for which the Desert Plan Staff of the Bureau of"Land

Management is responsible.. One of the most important uses of the

desert is for recreation, and among the primary recreational resources

are-the roads and traversable washes. Any future decisions relating to

land management in the California desert are going to have an impact

on the availability of the recreational road resources to the recrea-
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tionists. The BLM has been unable to make a systematic survey of the

roads. Ground surveillance is almost useless as one can sometimes

be standing next to a road and not be aware of it. The only practical

method by which the road resource can be evaluated is with remote sens-

ing.

Due to the vast extent of the desert, a full inventory was

deemed too expensive. It was therefore decided to take a sampling

approach. The resolution of Landsat imagery, which covers the entire

area, is not adequate to detect all roads. Landsat ground resolution

is approximately 60 meters whereas most desert roads are less than 10

meters wide: NASA U-2 imagery (CIR 1:130,000) proved to be the only

feasible imagery for the sampling project, providing a good compromise

between coverage extent and resolution.

Sampling was carried out in 8 strata (sub-regions). U-2 image

coverage was available for 6 strata and part of a seventh. Sampling

units were 7 1/2' quadrangle equivalents (ti 62 sq. miles) based on the

USGS 15' topographic quadrangle grid. An initial sample of 6 sites

was taken to provide an estimate of the number of samples required to

achieve 90% accuracy with a 90% confidence limit. The number of samples

required was 57 (3378 sq. miles) which is 13.2% of the total area. All

samples were interpreted and measured and the total roads estimated as

21,350 linear miles. Statistical analysis of results obtained by

field checking showed this figure to be 88% accurate at the 90% confi-

dence limit. Information on washes, however, is highly suspect (most
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likely under-estimated) due to interpretation difficulties in the as-

sessment of traversability.

This survey represents the first systematic approach to evalua-

tion of the desert recreational road resource. With additional time

and money it could have been more accurate; however the utility of in-

creased accuracy is questionable. It is undeniable that the information

gained as a result of this project could not have been obtained had

not remote sensing, and the U-2 imagery in particular, been available.

The application is straightforward. One of the provisions of

the Wilderness Act is that wilderness cannot contain roads. BEM now

has a system to carry forward on their own to determine what areas of

the California desert are candidates for inclusion under the Wilderness

Act.

2. San Bernardino County Agricultural Element

San Bernardino County; with-support from the California Office

of Planning and Reserach COPR), began a program of evaluating the

county agricultural resources in early 1978. The outcome of this study

is to be an agricultural element for the county general plan. County

planning personnel came to the Riverside group to determine if remote

sensing techniques were suitable in the data gathering and evaluation

efforts. Four tasks were identified which either directly or indirectly

involve remote sensing. 'These tasks and progress related to them are

outlined below.

6-16
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a) County Personnel Participation

San Bernardino County expressed interest in assigning one of

its staff to assist part time in some of the agricultural land use data

gathering efforts in order to gain expertise in remote sensing and

related fields. A planner was assigned 20% time for that purpose

throughout the data gathering phase. This arrangement has led to a

good understanding on the part of both San Bernardino County and the

Riverside group as to the role remote sensing can play in the project.

The planner who was assigned is now, as a result of her activities,

looked to by other planners for guidance in matters having to do with

remote sensing applications.

b) Agricultural Information System Development

An agricultural information system was planned which would place

data pertaining to land use and soils at the disposal of the planners

and the agricultural advisory committee. An information system was

developed utilizing the software, (developed under this and previous

NASA grants), of the Riverside group's Spatial Information Processing

System (SIPS). The data which is now in the information system includes

agricultural land use for 1975 and 1977 and soil data from a recent

(1977-1978) survey. The 1975 land use data were derived from Depart-

ment of Water Resources (DWR) land use maps and the 1977 data were

established by using remote sensing to update the DWR maps. The in-

formation gathering and encoding phases of the information system im-

plementation are now essentially completed.
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c) Land Use Trend Mapping

Because the use of remote sensing allows inexpensive land use

surveys, it is possible to compile land use data for sequential years

with higher frequency than previously possible. Most development

within San Bernardino County has occurred within the ' last several

years. In order to identify the nature and location of land use change

in this region, the land use data for 1975 and 1977 needed to be com-

bined within the context of the information system to yield computer

generated maps and statistics of the changes. The techniques for

performing this operation have now been developed by the Riverside group

and are detailed in this report.

d) Landsat Imagery Evaluation

Landsat imagery is being used by the Riverside group to pro-

vide-delineation of the urban / agriculture interface and assist in iden-

tifying dynamic areas for closer inspection. it is felt that the only

viable approach to transferring Landsat technology to many local agencies

is to provide low-cost data which does not require a major shift in

philosophy toward data collection. The film product of the enhanced

Landsat imagery (EDIES, EDIPS) now provided by EROS presents a great

opportunity to demonstrate to county planners the utility of the sat-

ellite platform, in a form to which they are accustomed. Evaluation

of the EDIES (EROS Digital Image Enhancement System) film product has

led the Riverside group to the conclusion that it exhibits predictable

radiometric and photometric characteristics, heretofore not found in
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any remotely sensed images. A whole new realm of highly controlled

photographic image processing is now a possibility. An evaluation of

this product and associated image processing techniques, especially

with applications in agricultural change detection, is currently in

progress, and already is being applied to the avocado project by the

Riverside group as described below.

3. Avocado Crop Production Estimation

As in most agricultural industries, production forecasts and

subsequent market strategies are based upon an accurate knowledge of

the number of bearing trees. At the present time the avocado industry

must depend upon the California Crop and Livestock Reporting Service

(CCALSRS) for the-number of producing acres. The budgetary and tech-

nical limitations of the CCALSRS and the County Agricultural Commis-

sioners (especially after passage of Proposition 13) are such that they

are unable to inventory crops at more frequent intervals than five

years. Obviously such infrequent reporting of avocado production is

inadequate because that crop is approximately doubling in production

every five years. In an effort to establish a better basis for its

crop forecast Tile California Avocado Commission has come to the River-

side gzaup to seek better methods of obtaining production data.

On October 1, 1978, the University reached a cooperative agree-

ment whereby the avocado industry will furnish matching funds with NASA

funds from this grant to perform a pilot study of the feasibility of

establishing an Avocado Production Information System. Personnel of
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the Riverside group have since been obtaining background information on

the avocado industry and meeting with industry personnel to determine

the peculiarities of the problems. A pilot study areas has been es-

tablished in the vicinity of Fallbrook and a low altitude flight (fi-

nanced by the industry) was flown of that area in early December, 1978.

With the aid of that photography the initial base mapping of individual

groves has begun. As a result of further meetings with appropriate

personnel (e.g. the County Agricultural Commissioner) the elements of

the information system are now being established.

As the Landsat EDIPS products become available, the Riverside

group is obtaining EDIPS coverage for the area of study. A primary ob-

jective in using this Landsat imagery is to identify new avocado

acreages in the area. Most new acreages being planted are by the agri-

businesses and therefore are likely to be in the 40 acre size orchards.

Inspection of 1975 Landsat imagery indicates that the detection of

plantings of this size should be within our capabilities.

If the Riverside group's present research on improvement of the

EDIPS products at low cost and for various highly specific purposes

is successfu_1. we anticipate considerable upgrading of the application

of satellite remote sensors to a current agricultural problem.

Chapter 5 deals, as in our previous progress reports, with

"Special Studies". In this particular progress report emphasis is

placed on the elucidation of various important remote sensing princi-
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ples and concepts that have been developed and/or tested during the

past year under this grant.

Future work which our 3-campus groups proposes to engage in

under this grant was described in detail in our document dated S

January, 1979 and entitled "Research Proposal for Continuation of NASA

Grant NSG 7220". The 3 pages with which the present progress report

concludes provide, in '"Milestone Chart" form a step-by-step summary

of this proposed work for the Berkeley, Santa Barbara, and Riverside

campuses, respectively.

a
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MiIESTONE CHART fOR ACTIVITIES PROPOSED BY THE
REMOTE SENSING RESEARCH PROGRAM ON THE BERKELEY CAMPUS

1 May 1979 - 30 April 1980

,W
W

1979	 1980

A	 S	 0	 N	 D	 J	 F	 M
ACTIVITY

Wildland fuel 144negemenl

• Refine present landsat classification
scheme.

• From analysis of Landsat classification.
select areas for fuel modification.

• Interpret U-2 photography and ancillary
data of selected arras,

• Develop specific fuel modification plans.
• Implement fuel modification plates.
• Monitor Implementation actions.

Coordinated Resource Planning

• Develop area-specific objectives.
• Revise present Landsat classification

scheme.
• Superimpose ownership boundaries.
• from analysis of landsat classification,

select areas for detailed analysis.
• Interpret U-2 photography and ancillary

data of selected areas.
• Develop specific resource management

plans..
• Obtain approval of plans by CRP participants.
• Implement plans.
• Monitor Impact of plans.

Turkey Habitat Analysis

• Revise present landsat classification
scheme.

• From analysis of Landsdt classification.
select areas for detailed analysis.

• Interpret U-2 and ancillary data of
selected areas

• Develop plans for turkey releases.
• Release turkeys In appropriate sites.
• Test applicability of approach to Cascatlo

and Sierra Nevada wountain region. 	 1

.f

P
1

0.
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MIILSTONf CIIART FOR ACTIVITIES PROPOSED BY THE

GRSU ON TIIE SAN(A BARBARA CAMPUS

I May, 1979 theough 30 Apr 11, 1980

ACTIVITY	 M	 J J A S

I. Cotton MdEL)ing from LANDSAT Imdger-1

d. Workiul with Cdllfornla's Cullun Pest
Control Board, Select a Test Area

b. Acquire cold-spring LANDSAT data
C. Map all cotton fields In the test area
J. Instruct CDFA personnel In use of the

LANDSAT-based techniques

2, Green Fuel_ Moisture Estimation
Using LANDSAT data

a. Working with U.S. forest Service
personnel select Test Site

b. Collect ground data siawltaneous
with 1A11DSAT passes from May
Through August

C. Compare results and prepare
feasibility report

3. Renate S ensing of Perc led Water

and Soil Salinity

a. Complete the User Needs Survey
b. Perform an Operational DeuKlnslydtion
c. Analyze results In terms of

accuracy E cost effectiveness
d. Prepare Procedural Manual

4. Watershed
Ifs	

Runoff Predictions
ing LAIIOSAT 	 Digital Data

a. Complete LANDSAT mapping of
I7 quadrangles

b. Test mapping accuracy, dud analyze
for cost effectiveness

L. Prepare Procedural Manual

5• AVplllcatlons of Renate Sensing
in Ventura County

a. Ctrnplele User Needs Survey
b. Select deaaoslratlore project and area
c. (onJucl II • e demonstration project

Month
0 N D J F M A
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MILESTONE CHART FOR ACTIVITIES PROPOSED BY THE

REMOTE SENSING GROUP ON THE RIVERSIDE CAMPUS

I May / 1975 through 30 April. 1980

ACTIVITY

1. Develop an Avocado Production
Informati on System.

A. Make a Feasibility Study

11 Select a Sample Survey Area
2. Acquire Landsat and Aerial lalagery

3. Interpret each type of Imagery for

number. variety. bearing, size.
condition. and spreading size of
each tree and area of each orchard

4. Evaluate Imagery Requirements and

Overall Feasibility

0. Develop and Test the System

1. Determine need for ancillary data

2. Develop and test a system that

uses lalagery plus ancillary data

J. Evaluate Statewide Usefulness of

the System

fl. Develop a Means for the General User
Be tter,  to Employ lands a t Imagery.

A. Select Test Areas

0. Obtain EDIPS Image Products

from the EROS Data Center

C. Further Enhance and Test the

Usefulness of These 1111a9e
Products for Varlous User

Purposes

MONTH
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